Quality with a Capital

LONE STAR CEMENTS
FROM SOUP TO NUTS—
QUALITY ALL THE WAY THROUGH

Telephone Buildings are designed with quality the sole arbiter. This new structure at West New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y., is a case in point. Working on a schedule which ticked like a well-regulated watch, 'Incor' 24-Hour Cement was used in retaining-wall construction to permit quick back-fill. During cold weather, in frame and floor concrete, 'Incor' reduced freezing risk and cut heat-protection costs by better than 50%. In all other concrete, where time was not a factor, Lone Star Cement was used. Matching the quality of the concrete is the brick masonry, in which Lone Star Masonry Cement was used to produce clean, smooth, moisture-proof joints.

Lone Star Cements meet every construction need. Use 'Incor', where dependable high early strength reduces form, time and cold-weather costs... elsewhere, use Lone Star Cement. For mortar, use Lone Star Masonry Cement. Selective use of Lone Star Cements means maximum quality at minimum cost.


NEW YORK TELEPHONE COMPANY BUILDING, Forest Ave. and Hart Blvd., West New Brighton, S. I., N. Y.;

LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION

Offices: ALBANY • BETHLEHEM, PA • BIRMINGHAM • BOSTON • CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOUSTON • INDIANAPOLIS • JACKSON, MISS.
KANSAS CITY, MO • NEW ORLEANS • NEW YORK • NORFOLK • PHILADELPHIA • ST. LOUIS • WASHINGTON, D. C.

LONE STAR CEMENT, WITH ITS SUBSIDIARIES, IS ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST CEMENT PRODUCERS; 15 MODERN MILLS, 27,000,000 BARRELS ANNUAL CAPACITY
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Some interesting applications of Glass

IN COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

800 Pittsburgh Twindow units—Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass—Solex Glass and Carrara Structural Glass make this modern building more practical and better-looking.

Is there a place in your plans for some of these "Pittsburgh" products?

"Open vision" fronts require quality glass products. "Pittsburgh" has a complete line of well-known, job-tested products to help you create fronts that are not only distinctive, but which meet the most exacting demands placed on store front materials by this popular new "open vision" trend. Architect: J. Brinton Young, Roslyn, Pa.
This teller's screen helps to point out the versatility of Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass. Because this quality glass is flawlessly transparent, possesses maximum surface beauty and is available in various curved shapes, you can use it in just about every application where these characteristics are indicated. Architect: Harold A. Hayden, Bristol, Conn.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company has developed an instrument which makes it possible to "read" the exact thickness of a silver film at any point on a mirror. The remarkable instrument thus insures more uniform mirror silvering quality. This development is another practical result of "Pittsburgh's" energetic program to improve the quality and the performance of all "Pittsburgh" products.

We believe you will find much to interest you in our illustrated booklet of ideas concerning the use of Pittsburgh Glass in building design. Send the coupon for your free copy.

* Design it better with Pittsburgh Glass

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
202-9 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Please send me, without obligation, your booklet entitled "Ideas for the Use of Pittsburgh Glass in Building Design."

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ____________

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
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SOIL AND WATER both corrosive—so underground steam line replacements are BYERS WROUGHT IRON PIPE

spread over almost 20 square miles, the Agricultural Research Center occupies one of the largest areas in the world devoted to research on better farming and farm living. The physical plant includes thirty-six laboratory buildings, thirty-one greenhouses, one hundred barns and storage buildings, five hundred small-animal and poultry houses, plus miscellaneous structures. Heat, supplied by a central power plant, is distributed through an extensive underground system. Both the soil, and the water—supplied from a brackish swamp—are highly corrosive, so that the maintenance of the piping system has been a problem. Wrought iron has been extensively used in replacements. The illustration at left shows part of three 2000-foot runs of Byers Wrought Iron pipe recently installed between the steam plant and the Administration Building. The 6-inch supply line, the 2-inch vacuum return, and the 1 1/2-inch high pressure return, all wrought iron, are installed in a concrete tunnel with a slab top.

The ability of wrought iron to resist the severe corrosive conditions usually present in underground installations has been confirmed many times, over long periods of years. One example comes from Illinois, where a ten-inch wrought iron underground steam line was installed years ago. At last report, made after 39 years of continuous service, the line was still operating... and had required no maintenance whatsoever.

Wrought Iron's unusual resistance to corrosion comes from its unusual composition and structure. Tiny fibers of glass-like silicate slag, threaded through the body of high-purity iron, halt and "detour" corrosive attack, and so discourage pitting. The fibers also anchor the initial protective scale, which shields the underlying metal.

The complete story of what wrought iron is, how it is made, and where it is used is condensed in a booklet, "THE ABC'S OF WROUGHT IRON". We will be happy to send you a copy.


Corrosion costs you more than wrought iron.

BYERS GENUINE WROUGHT IRON TUBULAR AND HOT ROLLED PRODUCTS ELECTRIC FURNACE QUALITY ALLOY AND STAINLESS STEEL PRODUCTS
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Fine Flush Valves for Fine Buildings

For complete information on Watrous Flush Valves see Sweet's Catalog.

FISHER BUILDING
Detroit, Michigan, one of the many fine buildings equipped with Watrous Flush Valves.

ALBERT KAHN, INC.
Architect

R. L. SPITZLEY HEATING CO.
Plumbing Contractor

ADJUSTABLE FLUSH VALVES
BOTH DIAPHRAGM AND PISTON TYPES

THE IMPERIAL BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1240 W. Harrison Street, Chicago 7, Illinois
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Ralph Thomas Walker of New York Wins A.I.A. Presidential Race as Institute Convenes at Houston; Twenty-eight New Fellows Announced

For the first time in many a year delegates to an American Institute of Architects convention were confronted with real choices to be made for officers when the Institute convened in Houston on March 15. Politics mixed into meetings in hotel lobbies and smoke-filled rooms. Candidates were interviewed, supporters argued and persuaded, and a record vote was cast with only one qualified voter failing to cast his ballot. The self-styled "young progressives" had accepted frequent invitations to come into the A.I.A. and speak up, which they did by offering an "opposition slate" headed by William Wilson Wurster, Dean of Architecture at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

When the votes were tallied, the following results were reported by the tellers: President and Director, Ralph Thomas Walker, New York; First Vice President and Director, Glenn L. Stanton, Portland, Ore.; Second Vice President, Kenneth E. Wischemeyer, St. Louis, Mo.; Secretary and Director, Clair W. Ditchy, Detroit; Treasurer, Charles F. Cellarius, Cincinnati; Director, New England District, Harold B. Willis, Boston; Director, New York District, Arthur c. Holden, New York; Director, North Central States District, Wilbur H. Tusler, Minneapolis.

Chief among the honors bestowed at the convention was the awarding of the Institute's Gold Medal to Frank Lloyd Wright. The presentation was made by Douglas W. Orr, retiring president, at the annual dinner on the final evening. Said Mr. Orr: "Prometheus brought fire from Olympus and endured the wrath of Zeus for his daring; but his torch lit other fires and men lived more fully by their warmth. To see the beacon fires he has kindled is the greatest reward for one who has stolen fire from the gods. . . . Frank Lloyd Wright has kindled men's hearts. An eager generation of architects stands today as his living monument."

To Fred Langhorst of San Francisco went the First Honor Award for Residential Architecture, for the residence of Dr. and Mrs. Alex J. Ker (Architectural Record, April, 1948, pp. 104-108). Marsh, Smith and Powell of Los Angeles received the First Honor Award for Schools for the Corona Del Mar School, and Louis Conrad Rosenberg, of Fairfield, Conn., was awarded the Fine Arts Medal.


In Ralph Thomas Walker the American Institute of Architects has a president worthy of its finest traditions. A native of Waterbury, Conn., and a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Mr. Walker is one of the best known and most honored members of the Institute. Gold Medalist of the Architectural League of New York in 1927, he is a past president of the New York Chapter, A.I.A., and has served as chairman of the Committee on International Congress of Architects, A.I.A., and delegate to the first Congress of International Union of Architects. He is a Fellow of the Institute, and partner in the New York architectural firm of Voorhees, Walker, Foley & Smith.

(News continued on page 10)

— Drawn for the RECORD by Alan Dunn
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ANNOUNCING AN AMAZING SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTING HEAT FROM A STANDARD G-E FURNACE

NEW!

AIR WALL HEATING

reduces installation costs up to 50%

This new system provides greater comfort, complete freedom of furniture placement, and quieter operation. Best of all...it is teamed up with time-tested General Electric Automatic warm air furnaces...for either gas or oil. Not since G-E introduced the famous G-E oil-fired boiler has there been a home-heating development as important as "Air-Wall"!

Reduces Installation Costs as Much as Half! By using warmer air, sent through small, prefabricated, 4-inch ducts, large, expensive, custom-built ducts are eliminated. This means big savings in both material and labor! The cost of the duct work...installed...is as much as 50% less, saving up to $200.00 on a six-room house!

Greater Comfort. "Air-Wall" Heating gives you two types of heat: forced warm air with all of its advantages, plus radiant heat, as the wall is warmed by the air. The amazing new G-E "Air-Wall" Register, a product of G-E research and engineering, is placed just above the baseboard in the outer walls of the rooms. It directs the air up and out in front of the wall...warms the cold surface so it radiates heat. You get better forced warm air heat as well, and the air pattern cuts down drafts which creep down outside walls and sweep across the floor.

Freedom of Furniture Placement. You can sit directly in front of the "Air-Wall" Register and feel no draft...no uncomfortable hot blasts. In the morning, when the system automatically goes on, you feel no cold air which has been stored in the ducts.

Quiet Operation. Small "Air-Wall" Ducts dampen furnace noise more readily than large ducts. Even though the warm air comes out from the "Air-Wall" Register at increased speed, the design of the register decreases noise.

All the Advantages. G-E "Air-Wall" Heating actually gives you the advantages of other home-heating systems...without their disadvantages. You get more uniform floor-to-ceiling temperatures and warmer floors because of the combination of the two types of heat...panel heating and warm air circulation. You can adjust the flow of heat to each room quickly and easily, without upsetting the "balance" of heat flow to other rooms.

You do more "living" and less "head-bumping" in your basement, because the "Air-Wall" Ducts are so neat and compact. Of course, you have heat that is completely automatic and warmed air that is both filtered and humidified, because the system operates with G-E Warm Air Furnaces.

 Builders... Take Note: G-E "Air-Wall" Heating is engineered for low cost from furnace to rooms by the same famous standards long built into the G-E furnaces themselves. It's easier to estimate a job when you are planning to use "Air-Wall". It's easier and less expensive to install—because of the standard ducts, elbows and register boxes. The system can be installed in houses with or without basements.

Where is G-E "Air-Wall" Available? It is available with 3 to 7 million BTU capacity. See your dealer or your local General Electric Heating Distributor. He is listed in your classified telephone directory.

This ad will appear in the Summer and Fall issue of Small Homes Guide.
USE THESE EFFICIENT, LOW-COST UNITS FOR FORCED WARM AIR HEAT

General Electric GAS-FIRED Warm Air Furnaces... come in five compact sizes, the largest of which takes up little more floor space than an average-size refrigerator. You'll like their clean, quiet operation, their quick heat, their unusually high efficiency, their filtering which cuts down dust and dirt. They are approved by the American Gas Association and the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., and can be installed in confined spaces. All units circulate, filter and humidify the air. Designed for use with the new G-E "Air-Wall" system of heat distribution.

General Electric OIL-FIRED Warm Air Furnaces... come in four models... all of them low-cost, compact, easily installed, quiet and long-lasting. They are designed to save you money on fuel bills because of the compressed air-oil impact method of atomization of each drop of oil. This method assures you of efficient combustion and high heat-transfer rate, and a minimum of heat loss up the chimney. All four models circulate, filter and humidify the air. Designed for use with the new G-E "Air-Wall" system of heat distribution.

FOR STEAM OR HOT WATER HEAT, USE THESE FAMOUS G-E BOILERS

General Electric GAS-FIRED Boilers... turn gas fuel into low-cost comfort. Three to five minutes after the flame goes on, steam is sizzling in the radiators, or hot water is pouring out its warmth. Clean, complete and efficient combustion is accomplished through the use of raised port atmospheric burners. Each burner assembly is designed for the specific type of gas that is to be used. All models are approved by the American Gas Association. Heavily insulated, with jacket construction of heavy steel, these G-E gas boilers go into your basement to stay... and to give you top performance.

General Electric OIL-FIRED Boilers... give quick comfort, at less cost. These are the compact, efficient furnaces upon which General Electric has built its heating reputation. Thousands of homeowners certify to large savings. The way the oil is burned assures you that you get the most heat from every gallon because (1) the oil is mixed with air into a frothy, bubbly foam; (2) each single bubble is then shattered into millions of particles; and (3) these particles burn completely—giving you complete combustion. These boilers are designed to prevent heat loss up the chimney during off periods... which means additional fuel savings. Five models available.

These are products of the General Electric Air Conditioning Department, headquarters for commercial refrigeration, air conditioning, and home heating.

You can put your confidence in

GENERAL ELECTRIC

General Electric Company, Automatic Heating Division
Section AE446, Bloomfield, New Jersey

I want free information on G-E "Air-Wall" Heating □
Please send booklet on G-E oil-fired furnaces □
G-E gas-fired furnaces □ G-E oil-fired boilers □
I enclose $1.00 in coin for each booklet

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE
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Housing Picture Brighter

Despite the virtuous continuation of Washington emphasis on the housing shortage, the overall housing picture is brighter than it has been for a long, long time. At least that seems to be the consensus of groups everywhere but on Capitol Hill.

The semiannual survey of the National Association of Real Estate Boards, for example, shows fewer cities reporting a shortage of apartments than at any time since November, 1944, and a shortage of single family dwellings less prevalent than at any time since December, 1940. Only 56 per cent of the 506 cities covered in the N.A.R.E.B. survey reported a continuing shortage of used single family homes, and only 52 per cent reported a lack of new houses in that category.

Those figures are more encouraging than they appear at first glance: at the close of 1947, says N.A.R.E.B., single family houses (old and new together) were short in 97 per cent of the surveyed cities, and six months ago in 75 per cent. Likewise, undersupply of apartments now is felt in 78 per cent of the reporting cities as against 98 per cent a year ago and 87 per cent six months ago. In other words, the N.A.R.E.B. survey shows a most encouraging and consistent downward trend in the housing shortage.

Home Builders Optimistic

With a million or so new units added to the nation’s housing supply in 1948, smashing all previous records for home building in this country, a general optimism prevailed at the convention of the National Association of Home Builders in Chicago late in February. It was an optimism born of a job well started, however, not of a job well done: there was much less shoulder patting than earnest study of the problems still to be solved.

Convention keynote was Edward R. Carr of Washington, D. C., immediate past president of the Association, who gave the home builders two challenging goals for the coming year: technical ad-

NEWS FROM CANADA

C.C.A. Calls for Subsidies

The Canadian Construction Association passed a number of resolutions at its recent annual meeting in Toronto (Architectural Record, March, 1949). It called for modernization of ancient, unrelated building codes, importation of skilled bricklayers and plasterers from abroad, and reconsideration by labor of any plans it might have for a fourteenth round wage drive.

The Association also reaffirmed its belief in free enterprise and forcefully advocated adoption of a national public housing program.

Steel and reinforced concrete plant for the Visking Corporation, now under construction in Lindsay, Ontario; A. G. Facey, Architect. To cost about $1,000,000, the building will have square columns, concrete floors, brick and block walls, felt and gravel roof

By John Caulfield Smith

Does this appear inconsistent? Rather similar to the position taken by the politician who promises to spend more and tax less? The C.C.A. executive doesn’t think so. He believes that relief of social problems, such as those posed by poor housing, is essential if capitalism is to survive. Of course, other authorities just as interested in preserving the existing economic order argue that subsidies perpetuate existing building methods, postponing the day when every wage-earner can afford a new house.

In any case, the Association sees its program as a “modest” one “in keeping with the needs and abilities of the Canadian people and the availability of labor and materials.” It proposes a 10-year program involving erection of 120,000 dwelling units and says its member contractors are ready to proceed “as soon as agreement is reached among governments on the solution of land and financial problems.”

Agitation for housing subsidies by many important organizations seems to be having effect at Ottawa. Prime Minister St. Laurent, who may face a general election this year, has come a long way in his thinking. Over a year ago he de-

(News continued on page 154)
FOR GREATER SATISFACTION

BUILD THE **Double Duty** WAY

WITH INSULITE

Insulite BILDRITE Sheathing provides greater bracing strength than wood sheathing horizontally applied. It can be put on in less time, reduces labor costs. It provides more than twice the insulating qualities of wood sheathing. That adds up to better construction, economy in cost, warmer weather-tight walls. Your clients will recognize it and **like it!**

Refer to Swett's File,
Architectural Section 106/9

**Double Duty**

INSULITE

The GENUINE

INSULITE DIVISION MINNESOTA & ONTARIO PAPER COMPANY MINNEAPOLIS 2, MINNESOTA

"Insulite" is a registered trade-mark, U.S. and O.H.
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We installed Webster Baseboard Heating in 1947. After two full heating seasons we are more than pleased with the comfort and cleanliness of Webster Baseboard Heating...

Here is testimony about Webster Baseboard Heating from a nationally-known heating contractor, Wray M. Scott, is a leading Omaha, Nebraska heating contractor; he is also treasurer of the Heating, Piping & Air Conditioning Contractors National Association. He makes a practice of thoroughly testing new heating developments.

In 1947, Mr. Scott had Webster Baseboard Heating installed in the living room, dining room, four bedrooms, hall and stair landing of his Omaha home. Now he is enthusiastic about Webster Baseboard Heating, and recommends it for new homes as well as for modernization.

PERFECTED HOT WATER HEAT

Webster Baseboard Heating is dependable, perfected hot water heating installed behind a specially-designed, attractive metal Baseboard around the exposed walls of the house. Floors and walls are warm, fuel costs are low.

Tests of room temperatures have shown less than 2 degrees variation between ceiling and floor even in sub-zero weather!

Webster Baseboard Heating is clean heat, radiant heat, convected heat which lets you arrange room interiors to your heart's content. There is nothing to interfere with drapes, curtains or furniture.

Makes rooms easier to clean—with Webster Baseboard Heating you have more room in every room of your home! Less piping in your basement, too.

SCREEN OF WARMTH

In Webster Baseboard Heating, air circulating in the room goes in at the floor line, passes over the hot water heating element, is warmed and comes out at the top of the Baseboard, supplying a constant screen of warm air over walls, ceilings and floors.

Here is moderate heat, uniform heat and it costs less than you think! No waiting for installation. Webster Baseboard Heating is a development of Warren Webster & Company, an organization with a record of more than 60 years leadership in heating systems.

Write for your copy of "Where is the Radiator?" and booklet, "Questions and Answers about Webster Baseboard Heating". Address Department A-4, Warren Webster & Company, Camden, New Jersey.

THE RECORD REPORTS

(Continued from page 10)

he added, but at the same time they must see to it that the public understands the truth about housing. "There has never been so much misinformation circulated about any question than there has recently about housing," he said.

"Housing has become the great American topic of conversation," Franklin D. Richards, FHA Commissioner, told the meeting in stressing the need for continued high production of housing. With the median income of the American family just under $5000, he warned, serious consideration must be given to the vital factor of "capacity to pay." He praised the Economy House program, and explained the main points of the FHA plans for cooperative housing and yield insurance, but barely touched on the availability of mortgage money.

New N.A.H.B. officers elected during the meeting are: Rodney M. Lockwood of Detroit, president; Thomas P. Coogan of Miami, Fla., first vice president; William P. Atkinson of Oklahoma City, second vice president; Nicholas F. Molnar of Cleveland, secretary; and Nathan Manilow of Chicago, treasurer.

Contractors Cheerful, Too

The construction industry should be able to execute a larger volume of work faster and more efficiently during 1949 than in any year since the end of the war, Managing Director H. E. Foreman reported to the 30th Anniversary Convention of the Associated General Contractors of America in New York last month. With the expectation of more adequate materials and equipment, more skilled workmen, more competition, and no major upsets to the national economy, Mr. Foreman said, there is every reason to anticipate this.

A.I.A. President Douglas William Orr urged that construction and architecture, and the numerous industries associated with them, collaborate in a new type of research on the advances of science. There is insufficient research under way, said Mr. Orr, to discover means and methods of coordinating the various parts of the industry. He recommended that the A.I.A. and the A.G.C. join forces on such a program.

New A.G.C. officers are: Adolph Teichert, Jr., of Sacramento, Calif., president; Walter L. Conse, Detroit, vice president.

(News continued on page 14)
Who...

Should do the worrying about how much water a roof drain should handle?

**EVERYTHING FOR DRAINAGE SYSTEMS... EXCEPT THE PIPE**

Zurn Engineers are paid by us to do just that for you. Zurn Engineers, professionally trained and enlightened by over 40 years of experience, know what is required to meet every drainage service condition in every type of modern building. For instance, Zurn Engineers perceived the need for a roof drain that would handle a larger volume of water at a faster rate. They studied and analyzed the time factor in seconds and minutes; the rate of flow and its force; air pressures; open area ratios; hydraulic head; resistances to flow; temperatures; building design and construction detail; rainfall statistics; and numerous other conditions. Then they set to work to design the Zurn Cloudburst Type Roof Drain—a drain that not only will accommodate cloudburst conditions but will do so at reduced construction costs, as compared with conventional methods.

Zurn Engineering is engaged continually in research to determine new and unusual drainage requirements common to the construction of modern types of buildings and climatic conditions. Zurn Engineering is continually developing drains of suitable type required to perform specific drainage functions. Thus do Zurn Engineers substantiate the statement that "Zurn Provides Better Ways to Drain Waste and Rain Water, through Research and Engineering".

**ZURN MFG. CO.**
**PITTSBURGH AVENUE • ERIE, PA. • U.S.A.**

**Provides Better Ways, to Drain Waste and Rain Water, ... through Research and Engineering**

1. Prefabricated steel deck
2. Dome fits snugly flush with roof level; no pockets to catch strainer clogging debris; broad, plain clamping surfaces require minimum deformation of flashing
3. Bayonet type locking device rigidly secures dome to body; easy to remove
4. Extra large mushroom type dome strainer open area ratio up to 35:1
5. Secondary drainage; primary drainage
6. Integral clamping collar and gravel guard
7. Drain anchoring plate
8. Extra large sump provides deep hydraulic head on downspout and eliminates entrained air
9. Cost bronze expansion sleeve

Zurn Cloudburst Type Roof Drains are suitable for installation on wood, concrete, prefabricated steel deck or other roof construction. The rapid rate of the dome facilitates maximum flow of water into the drain. Large, deep sump area in drain body maintains hydraulic head on downspout to compensate for pipe entrance friction factor; allows entrained air to escape. Consequently, the cloudburst type drain carries off sudden surges of water quickly and efficiently. This type drain marks a notable advancement in roof drainage.

The complete line of Zurn Building, Plumbing, Drainage Products includes: Floor and Roof Drains for every type of installation • Grease Interceptors • Oil Interceptors • Plaster and Solid Interceptors • Swimming Pool Equipment • Backwater Valves • Wall Fixture Carriers • Wall Closet Fittings • Plumbing-Drainage Fittings • Cleanouts • Bath Traps • Hydrants • Street Washers

Zurn Wall Closet Fittings for Installation of Batteries of Wall-Type Closets

---

J. A. ZURN MFG. CO., Pittsburgh Ave., Erie, Pa., U.S.A.

Please send information regarding Cloudburst Type Roof Drain and following literature:

- □ Catalog 47-1 of Zurn Building, Plumbing, Drainage Products
- □ Zurn Drainicator
- □ Zurn Booklet on Wall Closet Fittings
- □ Zurn Handbook on the Proper Sizing and Selection of Grease Interceptor

Name ____________________________________________ Position ______________________________
Company ____________________________________________
Street ____________________________________________ State ____________________________
City ____________________________________________
in MODERN  
buildings...  
it's  
ALBERENE

Modern dairy plant in Richmond, Virginia.  
Architects: Sallou & Justice

In this attractive, modern plant, it's *mullions* by Alberene —  
because Alberene mullions match so well the shadow effect of  
the windows ... blend so perfectly with the exterior of the building as a whole.

And ... it's Alberene Stone, too, for modern-looking, durable,  
maintenance-free spandrels ... sills ... stools ... trim.

Here's why —

- **Esthetically**, Alberene soapstone is *right* for giving a building —  
institutional or industrial — the modern touch. *Because* ... its natural greenish-blue color harmonizes with any decorative pattern. *And* its moisture-proof surface does not chip, scale, or split — it *always* looks good!

- **Financially**, Alberene soapstone is *right* for pleasing even your most budget-minded client. *Because* ... its reasonable price ... its ability to be cut into thin sections ... *and* its outstanding durability makes it *truly economical*.

Why not write or phone us today  
for samples and further information?

ALBERENE STONE CORPORATION  
of VIRGINIA  
419—4th Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

---
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BRAB Gets Going

As Congress works along in its effort to find solutions to housing problems, the more specific field of research in building construction has been attacked by the newly-activated Building Research Advisory Board. Begun without much fanfare, this new move in the direction of perfecting building techniques will turn out to be of importance not only to the industry but to the entire economy through the direct benefits it should bring to construction. What happens to the processes of material manufacture, assembly and erection in the next five, 15 or 25 years can be vitally affected by the operations of this board.

As reported in this column last month, the first objective of BRAB is to analyze the needs of the construction industry and state them clearly for everyone to observe. The Board hopes secondly to extend its investigations so broadly that it can learn about nearly everything that is being done in building research, even penetrating the laboratories of schools and colleges and of private business, and the activities of federal agencies. While carrying on this work, and in connection with it, the board will strive to (1) eliminate unimportant work in research which needlessly consumes time, (2) eliminate duplications for obvious reasons, and (3) encourage research projects in new areas that so far have gone unexplored.

The third major job that BRAB has established for itself, after the preliminary steps have been taken, is the highly important task of disseminating the information secured. The newly-gained research knowledge — facts concerning better ways to assemble better materials and to erect them — will be accessible for any person or firm BRAB thinks can use it. There will be no pressure from the group for adoption of these techniques. The facts simply will be outlined and offered to any who wish to use them.

Enthusiastic Dr. C. F. Rassweiler, vice president in charge of research and development for the Johns-Manville Corp., and a spokesman for the new enterprise, sketched BRAB's objectives briefly in the Richmond before last month's organizational meeting took place (February, 1949, p. 130). Follow-
This wall never will enclose anything. It never will support anything . . . except facts.

It was designed with the assistance of one of America's leading architects; erected under the supervision of one of the world's largest construction firms. They will collaborate with Alcoa in testing its performance.

We are working here to develop new methods of aluminum curtain wall construction with higher factors of strength, durability, insulation and fire resistance; and low erection and maintenance costs.

This is one of many Alcoa research projects now under way in the building field. The answers as we find them will be available to all architects and engineers.

During more than 60 years of aluminum research and development we have found the solutions to many problems of designing and building with aluminum. This information and our engineering assistance are available to you. Write or call your local Alcoa sales office or ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1867 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
This NEW BROCHURE... tells about the "quiet" ceiling with 100,000 "Noise Traps"

Send for your FREE copy. Learn how Fibreton gives you QUIET

- In this new brochure, you can read in non-technical language how noise control brings quiet to your office, restaurant, bank, store, school, factory, or recreation center.

In simple, easy-to-understand words and pictures, the book tells the story of Johns-Manville Fibreton, the new low-cost acoustical ceiling unit. Graphic diagrams explain the ingenious Fibreton "noise traps"—small holes drilled in the sound-absorbing panels. Photographs of actual installations emphasize Fibreton's attractive appearance.

Once you experience the benefits of Fibreton, you'll never be satisfied with an ordinary, noise-reflecting ceiling.

Send for this new Fibreton brochure... and see for yourself how it shows the way to a more comfortable environment, less nerve strain, increased productivity! Write Johns-Manville, Box 290, Dept. AR-4, New York 16, New York.
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ing the meeting, he outlined them in greater detail, though still in broad terms, as follows:

1. To list, review and correlate the results of completed research.
2. To list, review and correlate current research activities.
3. To disseminate information so obtained.
4. To sponsor forum discussion of research aims and results.
5. To coordinate research effort and actively sponsor elimination of needless research.
6. To foster research in relatively undeveloped areas.
7. And generally to further the application of scientific methods for the improvement of building construction practices.

What, precisely, is BRAB?

BRAB is a committee of 27 men, its membership drawn from the fields of science, architecture and engineering, building construction, research, labor, government, and material production. It is to function as a part of the National Research Council. This Council, in turn, is the research agency for the National Academy of Sciences, an independent organization. (Sponsors point out that BRAB will be completely free from political influences, considering this factor one of its primary assets as it undertakes the huge task ahead.)

The Construction Industry Advisory Council of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States has been instrumental in getting the Board established. CIAC has done a great deal more than just pay lip service to the endeavor. In fact, it has handled money-raising details to date. BRAB expects to operate with an annual stake of $100,000 over a five-year period. This arrangement does not limit its life to five years, however. The plan is for this new approach to continue indefinitely, much in the manner that the National Highway Research Council has served road building for more than two decades.

Now that the Board has held its initial meeting, it will name a full time secretary and move ahead with funds made available through contributions. Every segment of the building construction industry is being given an opportunity to participate. Grants and commissions

(Continued on page 18)
Lightweight concrete, properly designed with uniform graded pumice aggregate offers many structural advantages and actual construction savings that are worth careful consideration by architects and engineers. At Altus, Oklahoma, for example, the dead load of the structural frame for this monolithic hospital building was reduced approximately 50% by the use of pumice concrete. A saving of 45% in reinforcing steel with the same live load capacity was accomplished. In addition to these advantages, usable space efficiency was improved materially due to a smaller supporting frame made possible by the lighter load.

**Plus Value!**

**THERMAL INSULATION**

Taking full advantage of the insulating value in pumice, the designers of the Altus hospital used 8" roof and floor slabs with an insulating value approximately equal to a normal 6" slab of ordinary heavy concrete PLUS 3" of insulating material.

**Plus Value!**

**ACOUSTIC INSULATION**

Where acoustic properties are desirable, the walls of this material are finished with a rough texture, the resulting high percentage of sound absorption achieves a quietness that adds materially to the comfort of occupancy. This characteristic is especially noticeable in masonry walls and partitions.

**Plus Value!**

**LOW SOUND TRANSMISSION**

Average transmission losses of 55 decibels have been ascertained for this material. This low transmission factor greatly reduces the chance of noise in one room disturbing the quiet in other rooms.
One touch of your finger will tell you why wood windows maintain their widespread popularity.

For wood is a natural insulating material. It retards transmission of heat or cold, minimizing dimensional change due to temperature variation. Ponderosa Pine's low density, smooth texture, and uniform grain provide a natural bond for all finishes. Moderate in cost, and available in modular standard sizes in a wide variety of styles, Ponderosa Pine windows are correctly proportioned and precision made for quick installation. These windows are available toxic preservative treated in accordance with tested industry standards. Preservative treatment of your Ponderosa Pine windows gives added resistance where staining, decay, insect attack or humidity are problems.

**Ponderosa Pine WOODWORK**

For friendly living

---
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(continued from page 16)

will be accepted, but the Board will itself spend no money on direct research; its funds will be used for the study of research and wider applications.

The true motivating force behind BRAB can be summed up in Dr. Rassweiler's statement that too many decisions in the field of construction are now being made on opinions and not on facts. Take building codes as a case for illustration. Should BRAB decide to count building regulations as one of its fields for study, it would assemble and publish what it deemed necessary as basic building standards, disseminating this as fact for whatever use industry wished to make of it. There will be no compulsion, but possibly some persuasion will come into the picture as the board distributes its facts.

**How Much Public Housing?**

The Senate's Banking and Currency Committee has settled on a compromise figure of $10,000 for the number of public housing units to be constructed over a six-year period. This placed the average annual rate at 135,000 units, resolving temporarily at least an argument that had waxed hot during the three weeks a subcommittee and the full committee studied housing bills. The compromise between the prominent Democratic and Republican housing bills in the Senate brought the public housing figure more nearly into line with the Republican bill in the House, and helped to effect the return to bipartisan support in the upper chamber.

Senator Taft, who repeatedly has objected to any public program reaching beyond 10 per cent of the total home building volume, joined 10 other Republicans in sponsoring the Banking Committee bill along with 11 Democrats. Taft had said he would not support any bill calling for more than 150,000 public housing units per year.

The number of public housing units to be decided upon stirred up as much controversy during committee considerations as any other single issue. Apropos of this were news accounts that Census Bureau figures were unearthed by President Truman's advisers, purporting to show four million "hidden" dwelling units made habitable since 1940 but not taken into account in making out the case for legislation to construct 1,050,000

(Continued on page 20)
ARRESTONE

For highest acoustical efficiency

ARMSTRONG’S Arrestone is a top-performance acoustical material with an over-all noise-reduction coefficient of .85. In the middle sound frequencies (512 and 1024 cycles), Arrestone absorbs fully 99% of all noise striking its surface. Whenever efficiency is the major factor in selecting a sound-conditioning material, Arrestone meets the requirement fully.

Armstrong’s Arrestone is a metal-pan type acoustical material. The metal pan unit is 12” x 24” with a bevel dividing it into two 12” square tiles, each containing 1105 perforations. Inside the pan is a mineral wool pad wrapped in flameproof paper. A metal grid separates the pad from the pan so the entire surface of the pad effectively absorbs sound. Arrestone is officially rated as an incombustible material.

Mechanically suspended from the ceiling on metal runners, Arrestone units can easily be removed for electrical or air-conditioning repairs or for alterations. The metal pans have an all-over finish of white baked-on enamel and are therefore easy to keep clean. Armstrong’s Arrestone can be repainted as often as desired with no loss of acoustical efficiency.

Whatever outstanding acoustical feature your plans call for—low cost, fire resistance, efficiency, beauty, or moisture resistance—there’s an Armstrong acoustical material that meets the specification exactly. For complete details and specifications, see Sweet’s File, Section 11a, or write direct to Armstrong Cork Company, Acoustical Department, 2404 Stevens Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

*TRAVERTONE IS A TRADE-MARK FOR WHICH REGISTRATION IS PENDING.

low-cost
CUSHIONTONE®

incombustible
CUSHIONTONE F®

efficient
ARRESTONE®

beautiful
TRAVERTONE®

moisture-resistant
CORKOUSIC®

ARMSTRONG’S ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS
Made by the Makers of Armstrong's Linoleum
have a cigar, partner—

AND MEET

THE NEW "JUNIOR"

OF OUR FAMILY:

Guthlite Jr.

He’s a chip off the old block, all right... the same “radiant glow” appearance and fine precision-planned lighting performance that’s already made the original Guthlite® so successful. In fact, "JR." is the livin’ image of his daddy except that he sports a "junior" price tag and has no "Jackknife" Hinge.

Instead, you merely release two little hooks on either side and the louver assembly swings down for easy relamping and cleaning.

Guthlite® JR. comes in both 2-40W and 2-85W sizes. For complete details, request our new Pocket Catalog 46A-J. Where you need a proved performer at a popular price, you can really cash in on this husky, handsome youngster... take it from

YOUR TEAMMATE

IN precision-planned LIGHTING

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Here are two types of Mahon Insulated Steel Walls which have been enthusiastically accepted for certain types of industrial, commercial and special purpose buildings. The "Field Constructed" Wall—which appears in the illustration below—has stiffening ribs at six inch centers on the outside of the wall . . . the inside surface of the wall is smooth, with an interlocking joint at one foot centers. Walls constructed with the "Prefabricated Panels" have stiffening ribs at one foot centers on the exterior side, while the inside surface is the same as the "Field Constructed" Wall. Pilaster effects, visible in the illustration below, are obtained by reversing standard wall plates. Where desirable, both types of wall can be furnished with exterior plates of Stainless Steel. Thermal properties are excellent—Coefficient "U" is equivalent to an 1" solid masonry wall. This type of wall construction in combination with Mahon Steel Deck Roofs costs less, provides a fire-safe, permanent building which can be quickly and economically erected. Complete information and construction details appear in Sweet's Architectural and Engineering Files.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit, Michigan  •  Chicago, Illinois
Representatives in all Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Insulated Steel Walls, Steel Deck for Roofs, Ceilings, Floors, Partitions and Doors; Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters.

The building above, 80 ft. x 160 ft., was constructed with Mahon Insulated Steel Walls and Mahon Steel Deck Roof for Consumers Power Co., Jackson, Mich.
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without striving for improvements in the entire city pattern."  
Throughout the A.I.A. testimony ran an emphasis on the desire for less federal control and more latitude for local administration of any housing programs. Objection was raised, for example, to that section of the legislation which makes federal assistance contingent on modification of local building codes and local building practices. This part of it, said Justement, might and probably would result in the preparation by the housing administrator of certain federal standards to be followed. The A.I.A. sees in such a possibility the chance for additional sources of resentment on the part of local communities with respect to dictation by federal government, and therefore called for the section to be eliminated.

Relocation a Local Problem

Congress was urged in the Justement statement to leave to the local communities much wider freedom in solving the relocation problems for families moved away from a housing project site. Local officials know better how to cope with these situations and it costs the government less, reducing red tape at the same time.

In the planning and design of individual projects to be built under the proposed federal law, A.I.A. wants to see local housing authorities given the "widest possible latitude."

Said Justement on this subject: "One of the legitimate complaints concerning public housing projects is that they suffer from excessive standardization and that local initiative and ingenuity is handicapped by needless red tape due to the formulation of 'standards' by the public housing authorities. We are firmly convinced that local authorities should be encouraged to rely on their own ingenuity in meeting their own problems in their own way. While some of the more inexperienced local authorities may make mistakes, these will be offset by the better results secured by others when freed from central controls."

"There is no magic formula in housing and we have tried everything to gain from experimentation and the application of trial and error methods based on competitive striving for the best result. The function of the federal government

(Continued on page 24)
Specify...

for
VERSATILITY
BEAUTY • WEAR

DURAN—for unexcelled resistance to wear, fading, scuffing. Easily cleaned—a damp cloth removes dirt, perspiration, grease, alcohol.

DURAN—for decorative harmony on chairs, booths, panels, table tops. An array of colors to embellish any setting.

DURAN—the luxury emphasis that completes wise planning. Send for samples.

DURAN in your plan means lasting client satisfaction.

Duran—fresh, lustrous beauty on restaurant booths and seats.

Duran—color and comfort that withstands hard everyday use.

Duran—diversity that's smart.

THE MASLAND DURALEATHER COMPANY 3236-90 AMBER STREET, PHILADELPHIA 34, PA.
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in housing should be that of assisting the municipalities financially (because of their limited sources of income) and not that of needless detailed control over the planning and design of individual projects."

Odds and Ends

— A fund of $40 million to be spent by the Public Buildings Administration for planning future federal structures and acquiring land for their location has been authorized by the Senate Public Works committee. The bill also carries a fund of $30 million for repair of present structures such as post offices and court houses. Purpose of the planning is to have a building schedule in readiness if employment and construction recede markedly. PBA has brought up to date its listing of proposed post office construction, city by city, and under the Senate Public Works Committee bill would be empowered to map the federal building needs of towns and cities for the "near and distant future," and to acquire sites.

— Another survey conducted by the Associated General Contractors among member chapters has indicated that construction costs now are stabilizing or showing a tendency to decline. This is in sharp contrast to a similar AGC survey six months ago. In mid-summer of 1948 most of the contractors could see nothing ahead but rising prices and continuing material shortages. Now they report that while they expect continued high construction volume through 1948, their costs are leveling off and may go down slightly. Material supplies are improving substantially and critical shortages of skilled labor seem to be passing. In all, it is one of the more optimistic reports from a large collective segment of the industry since the end of the war.

— The worldwide shortage of skilled labor in construction is less now than immediately after World War II but it will be more serious if building programs now planned go ahead as scheduled. This comes from the International Labor Office study on recruitment and training in the construction industries. Largest pool of potential workers was found to be in Italy. ILO proposes that building mechanics be trained in two or three connected trades to make them more

(Continued on page 164)
Black print or blue print Turquoise makes a true print

MAKE THIS TEST YOURSELF: Reproduce a Turquoise pencil tracing by any method you choose. Note that every detail comes out sharp. 

*Electronic graphite (used exclusively in Turquoise) is reduced in Eagle’s patented attrition mill to particle sizes of 1/25,000” to deposit knife-edge lines of maximum opacity.

STRONGER POINTS, SMOOTHER LEAD: You’ll find “Chemi-Sealed” Turquoise points stronger because of Eagle’s patented super-bonding process... the lead smoother because impregnation with rare waxes gives every particle of the lead a film of lubricant to glide on.

FOR FREE SAMPLE, just write us... naming this magazine, your dealer and the grade you desire.

EAGLE "CHEMI-SEALED" SUPER BONDED TURQUOISE DRAWING PENCILS AND LEADS

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY • NEW YORK • LONDON • TORONTO
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CONSTRUCTION COST INDEXES — Labor and Materials
United States average 1926–1929 = 100

Presented by Clyde Shute, manager, Statistical and Research Division, F. W. Dodge Corporation, from data compiled by E. H. Bosch & Associates, Inc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW YORK</th>
<th>ATLANTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residential</strong></td>
<td><strong>Commercial and Factory Buildings</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Brick</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Brick and Conc.</th>
<th>Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>136.9</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>123.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>121.5</td>
<td>122.8</td>
<td>111.4</td>
<td>113.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>127.0</td>
<td>126.7</td>
<td>124.1</td>
<td>128.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>91.3</td>
<td>104.7</td>
<td>108.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>123.5</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>133.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>126.3</td>
<td>125.1</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>135.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>134.5</td>
<td>135.1</td>
<td>135.1</td>
<td>137.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>139.1</td>
<td>140.7</td>
<td>137.9</td>
<td>139.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>142.5</td>
<td>144.5</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>141.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>153.3</td>
<td>154.3</td>
<td>149.6</td>
<td>152.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>160.5</td>
<td>161.7</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>158.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>181.8</td>
<td>182.4</td>
<td>177.2</td>
<td>179.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>219.3</td>
<td>222.0</td>
<td>207.6</td>
<td>207.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 1948</td>
<td>256.1</td>
<td>256.0</td>
<td>247.8</td>
<td>252.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 1948</td>
<td>252.6</td>
<td>251.5</td>
<td>247.2</td>
<td>251.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1949</td>
<td>251.8</td>
<td>250.6</td>
<td>246.6</td>
<td>251.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| % increase over 1939 |

| Jan. 1949 | 103.9 | 104.7 | 88.7 | 88.3 | 88.2 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST. LOUIS</th>
<th>SAN FRANCISCO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residential</strong></td>
<td><strong>Commercial and Factory Buildings</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Brick</th>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Brick and Conc.</th>
<th>Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>118.1</td>
<td>121.1</td>
<td>112.1</td>
<td>110.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>118.6</td>
<td>118.4</td>
<td>116.3</td>
<td>118.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>108.9</td>
<td>108.3</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>115.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>104.1</td>
<td>108.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>110.2</td>
<td>107.0</td>
<td>118.7</td>
<td>119.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>112.6</td>
<td>110.1</td>
<td>119.3</td>
<td>120.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>118.8</td>
<td>118.0</td>
<td>121.2</td>
<td>121.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>124.5</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>126.9</td>
<td>128.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>128.2</td>
<td>126.4</td>
<td>131.2</td>
<td>133.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>134.6</td>
<td>136.4</td>
<td>135.7</td>
<td>136.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>152.8</td>
<td>152.3</td>
<td>146.2</td>
<td>148.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>167.1</td>
<td>167.4</td>
<td>159.1</td>
<td>161.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>202.4</td>
<td>203.8</td>
<td>183.9</td>
<td>184.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 1948</td>
<td>231.5</td>
<td>233.6</td>
<td>215.5</td>
<td>218.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 1948</td>
<td>227.6</td>
<td>228.6</td>
<td>214.8</td>
<td>217.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 1949</td>
<td>227.1</td>
<td>228.1</td>
<td>214.3</td>
<td>217.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| % increase over 1939 |

| Jan. 1949 | 106.1 | 113.2 | 80.5 | 81.6 | 80.0 |

The index numbers shown are for combined material and labor costs. The indexes for each separate type of construction relate to the United States average for 1926–29 for that particular type — considered 100.

Cost comparisons, as percentage differences for any particular type of construction, are possible between localities, or periods of time within the same city, by dividing the difference between the two index numbers by one of them; i.e.:  

index for city A = 110  
index for city B = 95  
(both indexes must be for the same type of construction).

Then: costs in A are approximately 16 per cent higher than in B.  
\[
\frac{110}{95} = 0.158
\]

Conversely: costs in B are approximately 14 per cent lower than in A.  
\[
\frac{110}{95} = 0.136
\]

Cost comparisons cannot be made between different types of construction because the index numbers for each type relate to a different U. S. average for 1926–29.

Material prices and wage rates used in the current indexes make no allowance for payments in excess of published list prices, thus indexes reflect minimum costs and not necessarily actual costs. These index numbers will appear whenever changes are significant.

*Errorously reported for Dec. 1948 as 108.5%.
It's New! It's beautiful! It's the last word in heating comfort . . . the New Modine Convecto

Design and Mechanical Patent Pending

It's the new way . . . the better way to heat the modern apartment, new home, school, office or hospital. Yes, Modine Convectors are functionally styled to complement modern taste in interior design. Modine gives you entirely new installation, control and maintenance features that make it one of the greatest forward steps in radiation. Call your Modine representative. He's listed in the "Where-to-Buy-It" section of your phone book. Or write direct for complete details. Modine Manufacturing Company, 1510 Dekoven Avenue, Racine, Wis.

Send for New Modine Convecto Catalog Today!
Special 1-Pipe Steam Convecto Bulletin Also Available.

Modine CONVECTOR RADIATION

Modern Modine Convectors are available in four distinctive cabinet styles plus a wide range of modular sizes. For recessed, free-standing or wall-hung installations.
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HEATING THE HOME

_Audels House Heating Guide, Including Ventilating and Air Conditioning._ By Frank D. Graham, Theo. Audel & Co. (49 W. 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.), 1940. 5 by 6.5 in., 966 pp., illus. $8.00.

The close to a thousand pages of this new textbook on heating and air conditioning are jam-packed with practical information in capsule form. Subjects covered range from an introductory chapter on thermal physics to furnace firing and an explanation of dew point. Most of the text is arranged in question-and-answer style, with both questions and answers kept brief and held to lay terminology as much as possible. Tables, diagrams and cut-away drawings are numerous and clear.

Some idea of the scope of the volume can be gained from the following fractional list of chapter heads: Hot Air Furnaces; Hot Air Heating Systems; Steam Heating Systems; Radiators, Convector and Unit Heaters; Points on Piping; Radiant Heating; House Insulation; Heating Calculations; I-B-R Code; Attic Ventilation Fans; Refrigeration for Air Conditioning; Cooling with Steam.

On the whole a basic book, and intended chiefly for the mechanical engineer and the building superintendent, this new Guide is comprehensive enough to be a handy reference book for the architect, and to give him quick answers to many of his questions about house heating and air conditioning.

A ROMANTIC COMMONPLACE


Cast iron, as British Architect Sir Charles Reilly says in his foreword to this volume, is "one of the most ordinary of building materials, finding its way in half-a-dozen forms into every building, yet it is safe to say very few architects have given to it or to its manufacture more than a few moments of thought." Sir Charles is right: architects will be little short of amazed at the romantic history of this presumably humble material and at its potentials set forth by Messrs. Glog and Bridgewater.

Most of the book, of course, is given over to a history of cast iron from the iron beads found in an Egyptian cemetery of 4000 B.C. to the most streamlined gas range of the 20th century. A crowded 34-page introduction summarizes the early history of iron from the grueling Stone Age beginnings through the middle of the 17th century. The balance of the book is divided into five sections, each dealing with a period of from 40 to 100 years. Of these the second ("The New Material in Architecture" — 1750-1820) will be of especial interest to the architect since it traces the first use of cast iron in pipes, bridges, buildings, and so on.

"The oldest cast iron pipes of which definite records exist," say the authors here, "were laid between 1664 and 1696 in the Palace gardens of Versailles where they still supply the fountains." And again: "The first successful use of cast iron beams as structural units in a building was in a cotton mill erected in 1801 by Messrs. Phillips & Lee in Manchester." The first cast iron railings recorded were those used around St. Paul's Cathedral, which were fixed in 1714... Sir Christopher Wren disapproved of them... Some are still in place."

Over 500 photographs are used with excellent effect to illustrate the multitudinous uses of cast iron through the centuries. These alone are enough to stir the imagination of the architect. Messrs. Glog and Bridgewater have produced a book which is as interesting and stimulating as it is documentary.

(Reviews continued on page 30)
at concrete floor prices you can get
the beauty and durability of tile

For concrete floors of tile beauty and durability, specify the
use of Colorundum. For hotels, banks, stores, hospitals, service
stations and factories you get bright, colorful floors with
an armor plate surface—at the cost of an average con-
crete floor. Colorundum is a dry powder floated and
trowelled into the floor topping. It is composed of powerful
coloring agents, fused aggregates, water-
proofing and hardening elements and cementitious
binders. The colorful non-slip,
dense surface is an ideal flooring for
indoors or outdoors... on new work
or when resurfacing old floors.
Write for further information.

COLORUNDUM

A.C. HORN COMPANY, INC.
manufacturers of materials for building maintenance and construction
10th STREET & 44th AVENUE • LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
HOUSTON • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • TORONTO

PLANTS  DRIVeways  KITCHENS  BANKS

WALKS  HOSPITALS  LOBBIES
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REQUIRED READING

(Continued from page 28)

TWO BY-GONE STYLES

(1) An Introduction to Regency Architecture, By Paul Reilly, (2) An Introduction to Victorian Architecture, By Hugh Casson, Pellegrini & Cadhay, Inc. (65 Fifth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.), 1948. 7 by 9 in. 96 pp. each, illus. $2.50 each.

There is a charming nostalgia to these two small volumes from England which goes happily with the historical note of the more ambitious book reviewed just above. Unpretentious, and claiming to be no more than brief essays, they lay gentle fingers on the characteristics of the two periods.

Of the two, the first may be of slightly more interest to architect readers than the second because of the brief biographies of Regency architects appended by Mr. Reilly. Included in the group are John Nash, James Wyatt, Sir John Soane, Charles R. Cockerell, Decimus Burton, and others of like calibre. Mr. Reilly traces family background, education and accomplishments of each, thereby giving a brief over-all picture of the profession as it was a century or more ago. The careers of many of these men, of course, extended into the Victorian era, and so are discussed also by Mr. Casson. In a sense, therefore, the two volumes are but two acts of the same play.

GUIDE TO RADIANT HEATING

Radiant Heating, By Richard Woolsey Shoeemaker, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. (330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.), 1948. 8% by 9 in. 306 pp., illus. $4.00.

In contrast to most of the current literature on radiant heating, this book does not approach the subject from either a highly technical or a glamorous angle. Its purpose is to tell in easily understood terms what radiant heating is, where it is applicable and how the systems are designed and installed. And as such it is intended for use by architects, engineers, prospective home builders and contractors.

It is quite comprehensive in sections dealing with the location and installation of radiant panels, controls and the heating plant. In the design section several simple methods and a precise one are presented for determining panel areas. The book covers the field of hot water radiant heating, but does not take up electric or hot air systems. One chapter discusses the possibilities of radiant cooling.
When plans call for concrete

Specify American Welded Wire Reinforcement...

- Architects and construction engineers have helped make American Welded Wire Fabric the world's most widely used reinforcement for concrete.

Closely and accurately spaced, the many high tensile strength steel members of American Welded Wire Fabric fortify all concrete construction against stresses, strains, and impact in all directions.

American Welded Wire Fabric comes to the job in rolls or flat sheets. Both are easily handled, lie flat and stay in place.


American Steel & Wire Company
Cleveland, Chicago and New York
COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY, San Francisco,
Pacific Coast Distributors
TENNESSEE COAL IRON & RAILROAD, Birmingham
Southern Distributors
United States Steel Export Company

UNITED STATES STEEL

Every type of concrete construction needs American Welded Wire Fabric reinforcement.

FACTORIES SMALL HOMES SCHOOLS SKYSCRAPERS HOSPITALS
Leading Laundries, too, cut costs, Increase Efficiency with Modern ENTERPRISE Burners

Acme Laundry and Dry Cleaners, one of the major plants in the St. Louis area, recently replaced old, high-cost equipment with a modern Enterprise Burner, Type M-2 burning No. 6 oil. Installed by Seidel Wholesale Distributors, St. Louis, Mo.

You can well imagine the importance attached to heating equipment in a plant like this, where 80,000 pounds of laundry and dry cleaning pour through each week. Heavy, continuous demands for steam and hot water require not only top efficiency and performance of burner equipment, but low fuel and maintenance costs. On all counts the Enterprise M-2 Oil Burner, in operation at Acme well over a year, has achieved enviable records: low cost with high BTU value; almost 3,000 operating hours without a shut-down for maintenance or repairs.

The same excellent burner service is available in Enterprise's complete line of heavy-duty Oil and Combination Oil and Gas Burners. Write for full information—your inquiry will receive our prompt and careful attention.

Choice of Heating Experts ... Everywhere

Specify ENTERPRISE Burners

BURNER DIVISION OF ENTERPRISE ENGINE & FOUNDRY CO.
18TH AND FLORIDA STS., SAN FRANCISCO 10, CALIFORNIA • DISTRIBUTORS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
COLOR DYNAMICS

Pittsburgh's new painting system utilizes the energy in color to make offices more attractive and efficient.

We'll gladly submit a COLOR DYNAMICS Survey to go with your plans... Free and without obligation!

There is no longer reason for the depressing monotonies found so often in commercial structures of all types. Pittsburgh COLOR DYNAMICS enables those responsible for the planning and construction of hotels, hospitals, schools and office buildings to specify with certainty color arrangements that retard fatigue, increase safety and improve efficiency of employees.

This new system of painting takes into consideration many factors upon which an accurate color plan must be based. We'll gladly make a scientific color engineering study of buildings on which you are working at your request—free and without obligation on your part.

COLOR DYNAMICS is based upon the influence of the energy in color upon people. Laboratory tests have proved that color can be used to help them relax, feel more cheerful, inspire trust and confidence, create better feeling among employees.

With COLOR DYNAMICS you can make offices or living quarters seem more spacious and attractive. Rooms can be made to appear longer or wider, ceiling higher or lower, halls brighter and more cheerful.

For a complete explanation of what COLOR DYNAMICS is and how it works, get our free, profusely illustrated booklet. Send the attached coupon.

There's a Pittsburgh Paint For Every Painting Need

WALLHIDE—PBX, extra-durable; SEMI-GLOSS, for higher sheen; FLAT, for velvet-like finish; GLOSS, for severe service and frequent cleaning.

LAVAX PBX ENAMEL—durable finish for interior use. Dries quickly in an eggshell finish that eliminates glare. For wood, metal or other surfaces.

FLORHIDE—for floor surfaces; can be scrubbed repeatedly with soap solutions.


Please send me a FREE copy of your new revised and enlarged booklet, "Color Dynamics."

Please have your representative call for a Color Dynamics Survey without obligation on our part.

Name ____________________________

Street ___________________________

City _____________________________

County __________________________

State ____________________________

FREE BOOKLET!
The ductwork is Aluminum!

In these modern buildings, and in hundreds of other big and little installations—Kaiser Aluminum has been chosen for heating and ventilating ducts.

Here's how you'll gain when you choose it, too:

First, you'll find Kaiser Aluminum surprisingly inexpensive.

Then you'll discover its lightness, its workability—and its toughness. It takes a Pittsburgh Lock Seam perfectly, and there's no coating to spoil.

Next, you'll quickly learn about the additional economies of Kaiser Aluminum. There's less wear on shop equipment, less scrap loss, less worker fatigue. You can skip many steps in handling, storing and trucking assembled sections—because you can set up shop right on the job.

Finally, ducts made of Kaiser Aluminum have lasting beauty—will never rust, never need painting. What's more, they have greater thermal efficiency!

On your very next job, be sure you use Kaiser Aluminum!

Permanente Metals
PRODUCERS OF
Kaiser Aluminum

SOLD BY PERMANENTE PRODUCTS COMPANY, KAISER BUILDING, OAKLAND 12, CALIFORNIA . . . WITH OFFICES IN:
Atlanta • Chicago • Cincinnati • Cleveland • Dallas • Detroit • Houston • Indianapolis • Kansas City • Los Angeles • Milwaukee • Minneapolis • New York • Oakland • Philadelphia • Portland, Ore. • Salt Lake City • Seattle • Spokane • St. Louis • Wichita
WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
Maine's Colby College at Waterville

a Schlage installation of heavy-duty cylindrical locks.

Architect: Jens Frederick Larson

Plymouth Design illustrated at left was used in this classic New England College.

SCHLAGE
LOCK COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO - NEW YORK
Nine-hour Wonder:
The installation of new Cushionlok Carpet

Like many executives, Mr. Winter Read, owner of the Winter Read Store in Hartford, was looking for smart-and-practical new carpeting.

He was shown Bigelow's revolutionary new Cushionlok—rich wool with a built-in sponge rubber back. And he said, "There's a commercial carpet that's got everything! How long will it take to put it down?"

How long? The answer will amaze all of you who have been putting off the purchase of new carpeting because of the time and disruption involved. Amazingly enough, the entire Cushionlok installation of Winter Read was completed in nine working hours!

No time-taking preliminaries! The 27" width rolls of Cushionlok were brought into the Winter Read Store and cemented directly to the linoleum floor. Cushionlok can also be cemented to concrete, wood, plywood.

Little disturbance of furniture, display units! Conventional carpeting would have required complete removal of all fixtures. With Cushionlok, only a fraction of the floor space was tied up at a time, as furniture and display units were merely pushed aside.

Business as usual! No valuable store-time lost—no expensive overtime! Cushionlok didn't interfere with workers or normal routine of the store. Customers walked freely on Cushionlok as soon as it was cemented in place.

Beautiful Cushionlok installation—many practical advantages! Cushionlok features the famous-for-wear Gropoint weave with the "plus" of a built-in sponge rubber back. Seams are virtually invisible. Carpet feels luxurious, insulates against noise. Ask your Bigelow Carpet Counsel for suggestions on your Cushionlok installation!

All-in-one Cushionlok has cushion built in. Ideal for stores, offices, any commercial use.

Bigelow Rugs and Carpets
Beauty you can see... quality you can trust... since 1825
Color... speaks pleasantly in subdued tones!

At Home... with any style... any size house!

In planning a house an architect doesn’t balance function against beauty—he blends them. That’s why so many architects specify colorful asphalt shingles. From the practical standpoint, it’s obvious to state that a roof is an essential part of the house. Yet in many ways asphalt roofing is more practical than any other roofing material. Then add its beauty features—rich hues and tones that match or complement the over-all color scheme... simplicity and cleanliness of line... depth of texture. Here’s the perfect blend of function and beauty. Adaptable in color, fire-resistant asphalt shingles are equally adaptable in design to the size, shape, or style of the house—at home with any house.

Asphalt Roofing Industry Bureau
2 West 45th Street • New York 19, New York
Sponsored by 30 Leading Manufacturers of Asphalt Shingles...Siding...Roll and Built-Up Roofings
The right products for the job

The wide variety of types, styles and sizes of products available in the complete line of American-Standard Heating Equipment and Plumbing Fixtures makes it easy for you to select just what you need for a given job. And, you can be sure that your choice will be right! Not just from the standpoint of smart styling and properly proportioned designing . . . but because every product bearing the famous Mark of Merit has been so expertly engineered and so sturdily constructed that it will give many years of efficient service.

That means satisfied clients, and easier selling . . . for to people throughout the country, American-Standard is a familiar name . . . and one to rely on. For full information about the complete line, contact your Heating and Plumbing Contractor. American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation, P. O. Box 1226, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Look for this Mark of Merit

Serving home and industry

American-Standard • American Blower • Church Seats • Detroit Lubricator • Kewanee Boiler • Ross Heater • Tonawanda Iron
AN ENTIRELY NEW CONCEPT OF ELEVATORING

timed to the ENTIRE BUSINESS DAY

Let's examine a typical business day in an office building. At 9, everybody UP to work... all morning, it's DOWN—UP, UP—DOWN for appointments or snacks... 12 noon, mostly DOWN... 1 o'clock, heavier UP travel... all afternoon, it's DOWN—UP, UP—DOWN again... and then at 5—swoosh! everybody DOWN... finally, just stragglers and building employees. In all, there are 6 definite patterns of elevator traffic.

Otis AUTOTRONIC Traffic-Timed ELEVATORING is the first system to match service to all 6 of today's traffic patterns. Further, it operates automatically—without constant attention and frequent adjustment by the starter. Otis Booklet B-721-F explains how AUTOTRONIC Traffic-Timed ELEVATORING increases the efficiency of new or existing groups of elevators in office buildings, hotels, hospitals and department stores. Address: Otis Elevator Company, 260 11th Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

OTIS AUTOTRONIC Traffic Timed ELEVATORING

OTIS... first with Electronic Signal Control... again first with Traffic-Timed Elevatoring
YES!

resilient

NORTHERN HARD MAPLE FLOORING
is back in abundance

Specify it freely for its warm, bright beauty,
its endurance and economy!

You don't need to use second-choice floor materials now. Beautiful, durable, versatile, Northern Hard Maple is back in abundance, as well as Northern Hard Beech and Birch. And forest surveys are most reassuring—there's an ample supply ahead!

For school work particularly, specify Northern Hard Maple. This most suitable of school floor materials, provides, as you know, resilience, to take point pressures and impacts without denting—smoothness—close, hard, tough grain texture to resist scuffing and not shred or splinter—ease of finishing and economy of maintenance—plus rare beauty and light-reflecting "blondness" to harmonize with popular modern furniture and trim.

And here's still another economy: Without sacrifice of wear or strength factors, you can specify MFMA Second Grade at a substantial saving. The varying shadings allowable in MFMA Second Grade add beauty and interest. Specify it for severe service—classrooms, gymnasiums, auditoriums, shops, cafeterias, offices. Equally applicable in factories, mills, stores, bakeries, dance halls—and in residences.

MFMA Maple is hard maple at its finest, trademarked and association-supervised. Write for full data on Second and Third Grades, and for official list of approved finishes for finishing maple floors the MFMA way. For detailed catalog data see Sweet's, Section 13/g/6 (Engineering, 4/1/22).

MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Room 363—46 Washington Boulevard
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN

floor with NORTHERN HARD MAPLE BEECH AND BIRCH
rely on Medart... for complete planning service

Whether you're planning to install new Gymnasium Apparatus... Steel Lockers... Gym Seats, or all three, you'll want the advantages of Medart consultation and planning first. Because it's that first step... relating plans to needs, based on budget limitations, that prepares the way for proper installation... with none of the headaches of changed plans due to unforeseen problems... of unreckoned expenses that necessitate disheartening concessions from original plans. It may often mean the difference between a complete program and a compromise, partial one! It costs no more and results are sure... if you let Medart put it on paper first!

Fred Medart Products, Inc.
3535 de Kalb St.
St. Louis 18, Mo.

Leaders for over 75 years in the manufacture of school equipment
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THE WORLD'S BEST SHOWERS

COME FROM THE FAMOUS ORIGINAL

SPEAKMAN
Anystream
SELF-CLEANING
Shower Heads

MODEL 1
(S-2250)
The latest word in shower design and beauty. Integral Ball Joint, Concealed Volume Control. 3/4" size.

MODEL 2
(S-2250)
Pat. Pending
Small, light, compact for low cost installations. Integral Ball Joint. 3/4" size.

SPEAKMAN COMPANY
Wilmington, Delaware

And here's why—
A TURN OF THE LEVER GIVES:

- Needle Spray for stimulation
- Normal Spray for relaxation
- Flood Spray for thorough rinse
FOR LASTING SATISFACTION
-turn to Wheeling!

WHEELING FLEXBEAD
A flexible corner plaster support that readily adapts itself to curves and arches. Use Wheeling Flat Apron Corner Bead for protecting exposed plastered corners.

WHEELING BAR-Z PARTITIONS
Its few unit parts quickly assemble into non-bearing hollow plastered steel stud and metal lath partitions, or free-standing wall furring.

WHEELING BAR-X-LATH
Stands stiff to the trowel, handles easier, faster, needs no stretching. Four pairs of No. 11 rods are welded through the mesh for reinforcement.

WHEELING DIAMOND LATH
Flat, perfectly straight with parallel sides, it is easy and fast to install. Stiffest lath of its type. Impervious to rust.

WHEELING CORNERLATH
A new reinforced selvage edge cornerlath for fully plastered exposed corners and inside corner work.

WHEELING TRI-RIB ROOF DECK
Assembles quickly at low cost, in continuous lengths up to 22' 6" over 4 supports. Cop-R-Loy steel resists rust and corrosion.

WHEELING CORRUGATING COMPANY
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

Atlanta · Boston · Buffalo · Chicago · Cleveland · Columbus · Detroit · Kansas City · Louisville · Minneapolis · New Orleans · New York · Philadelphia · Pittsburgh · Richmond · St. Louis
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is sanitary

In every part of the Hospital, Cleanliness must be above suspicion—a Cleanliness in operating rooms, laboratories, wards, corridors, toilets, kitchens and reception lobbies, that extends beyond mere appearance and approaches the standards of sterilization established for bandages and surgical instruments.

Marble meets fully all such demands. It is the easiest and cheapest to maintain or keep clean.

Literature available on request:
"Marble for the Hospital"
"Stores Modernize with Marble"
"Marble Forecast 1949"

Marble Institute of America, inc.
108 Forster Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y.
Why I always use

CERTIFIED BALLASTS
in fixtures I make!

As a fixture manufacturer, I must have assurance that my complete fixture will be dependable and trouble-free in operation. I can't afford to offer a fixture that doesn't protect wholesalers and contractors and assure greatest satisfaction to the user.


Certified Ballasts assure—

- Full lamp life
- Rated light output
- Quiet operation
- Reliable performance

Certified Ballasts are made to rigid specifications—then tested and checked by impartial Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc.
That's why I have confidence in Certified Ballasts. You will, too.

CERTIFIED BALLAST MANUFACTURERS

Makers of Certified Ballasts for Fluorescent Lighting

2116 KEITH BLDG., CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
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"SOUND" PLANNING CALLS FOR BUILT-IN TELEPHONE RACEWAYS

It's easy to build a "Telephone Planned" home. That means concealed telephone wires, and preplanned, conveniently located telephone outlets.

Telephone raceways will do the job. Just a few short lengths of pipe or tubing, installed during construction, will carry telephone wires inside the walls to the outlets.

For homes of any size, your Bell Telephone Company will be glad to help you plan modern telephone arrangements. Just call your Telephone Business Office and ask for "Architects and Builders Service."

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Adding the Alloy...which helps to give TONCAN IRON the highest rust-resistance of all ferrous materials in its price class. Made from highly refined open-hearth iron, TONCAN IRON is the only metal of its type which contains two alloying elements—copper (twice as much as in copper-bearing steel), and molybdenum to bring out the full effectiveness of the copper.

For more than 40 years, TONCAN IRON has proved its durability and economy in all types of sheet metal work. Today, although supplies are limited, it still is a favorite wherever sheet metal is used. See Sweet's Architectural File or write for informative literature. Republic Steel Corporation, General Offices, Cleveland 1, Ohio. Export Department, Chrysler Building, New York 17, New York.

Republic

TONCAN COPPER MOLYBDENUM IRON

—for ducts, gutters, conductor pipes, roofing, siding, tanks, ventilators, skylights, hoods and other sheet metal applications requiring rust-resistance—and for corrugated metal drainage products.
Air conditioning
where water is a problem

In localities where there are restrictions on use of water, an inadequate or uncertain supply, high water temperatures and rates, or inadequate disposal facilities, Carrier Evaporative Condensers open the way for efficient, economical air conditioning. Carrier-invented and Carrier-developed, they have proved themselves practical in a wide variety of air conditioning installations.

Used in place of water-cooled condensers, Carrier Evaporative Condensers effect material savings in operating costs. As compared to water-cooled condensers, they save up to 95% of the water required. They also use up to 15% less electrical power—and, because so much less water is pumped than in cooling towers, spray ponds or wells, they effect savings of from 75% to 90% in pumping costs. Scientifically engineered, sturdily built and treated against scale and corrosion, they provide a long life of dependable operation and high efficiency.

Ease of installation, too, is a feature of Carrier Evaporative Condensers. Only a small make-up water supply and waste are necessary. They may be located indoors or outdoors—and there’s a complete range of sizes.

Carrier engineers have worked closely with architects and consulting engineers for many years. They welcome the chance to be of service to you. Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York.
You get 6 big advantages with New LTG Flex-a-Power...

The only unusually rugged plug-in or trolley busway in 2, 3 or 4 pole construction in one compact housing.

Pre-fabricated LTG FLEX-A-POWER — rated 50 amps — 250 v, AC or DC — supplies power for fluorescent lights and power tools. It provides both trolley power take-off and a continuous outlet — you can tap at any point . . . ideal for industrial plants, offices, stores, arenas, work shops and garages. Here are more new features:

1. EASY TO INSTALL — simplified hanging and joining methods speed up installation.
2. IT'S ECONOMICAL — two or more circuits can be run in one housing — controlled separately.
3. PERMITS BALANCED LOADS — plugs or trolleys are polarized which provides a convenient means of balancing loads.
4. IT'S REALLY RUGGED — rigid construction of housing itself prevents sagging — only 2 hangers needed for each 10 ft. section.
5. MORE FLEXIBILITY — standard fittings such as elbows and radius sections permit economical custom installations — easy to disassemble and relocate.
6. GREATER CONVENIENCE — trolley with silver alloy contacts may be inserted or removed at any point along the run — no "drop-out" section required.

Men Who Observe the Best Electrical Practice Make It a Practice to Use

TRUMBULL ELECTRIC

TRUMBULL'S TRAINLOAD OF NEW PRODUCTS
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Functional daylighting...and design:
Imaginative use of Insulux Glass Block combines functional daylighting with an attractive appearance. In this building, Insulux provides ample daylight and helps protect delicate telephone circuits from the ravages of dust, dirt and moisture. Insulux Glass Block is a versatile building material. It transmits light, insulates, and reduces transmission of noise. Unusually easy to maintain, it requires no paint and is free from rot, rust and corrosion.

For technical data and installation details, consult GLASS section of Sweet's Architectural Catalog, or write Dept. F-21, American Structural Products Company, P.O. Box 1055, Toledo 1, Ohio.
New Beauty for New Houses!
a new kind of building material

Sloane Quality Koroseal*
Cove Base
For all base-board needs.
Easy to install, permanently beautiful. Easy to clean.

Sloane Quality Koroseal*
Cove Molding
a neat, practical seal where
wall meets counter top or
eiling and on stair risers.

Here is a beautiful new plastic building material that provides finer results for every base-board and coving need—a "must" for any modern home.

Look what Koroseal—and Koroseal alone offers . . . .
Absolute immunity to grease, acid, alkalis, moisture or temperature change. It will never rot, mildew or stain . . . has no pores to collect
dirt or germs.

It is dent-proof . . . non-inflammable . . . virtually indestructible.

Installation is quicker and easier than wood base-board or molding . . . and no painting is required! And the material comes in a wide
choice of fade-resistant, jewel-bright colors.

And wherever foot traffic is heavy . . . wherever matchless beauty and top quality are important, there is just nothing like Koroseal Tile
—the longest wearing floor covering known . . . 18 colors—Crystal-
tone and Marbletone designs.

Write for free samples and further information about this amazing new material.

*® B. F. Goodrich Co.

SLOANE-BLABON CORPORATION
DEPT. AR-2, 295 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

- Jewel Colors
- Never Needs Painting
- Lasts a Lifetime
More Capacity
Increases passenger carrying capacity during down peak periods up to 30% and during up peak periods as much as 20%! Big savings for you!

Reduced Waiting Time
Tests show that Selectomatic drastically reduces average waiting time particularly at lower floors on down peak. Building efficiency for you!

No guesswork
Automatically adjusts service to meet over-shifting traffic concentrations under up peak, off peak and down peak. Better public relations for you!

YOU CAN BE SURE... IF IT'S
Selectomatic does it...

And Selectomatic has been doing it right along for the past several years! As a matter of fact, the chart on the right is an actual test record from a 5-story building where Selectomatic is doing what no other elevator system does—matching elevator service with demand automatically for all types of traffic conditions.

In this case, there were eight traffic peaks to be reckoned with. But Selectomatic, which was developed prior to the war and which is now operating in buildings from coast-to-coast, automatically handles all traffic problems with only three settings: up peak—off peak—and down peak.

And Selectomatic is a development in vertical traffic handling that is so basic, it has revolutionized all previously accepted standards of comparison.

If you really want the best in elevators—come to Westinghouse.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. · ELEVATOR DIVISION · JERSEY CITY, N. J.

MATCH ELEVATOR SERVICE WITH DEMAND AUTOMATICALLY TYPES OF TRAFFIC CONDITIONS!

...ONLY WESTINGHOUSE MAKES SELECTOMATIC!

Simplicity

Unmatched by any other system—only three push button settings throughout the day, satisfied tenants for you!

Reliability

Both mechanical and electrical—achieved through latest proved Westinghouse developments. Big savings and satisfaction for you!

Send for booklet B-2597—"Selectomatic Makes Elevators Work As A Team."
How do you specify 77 years of experience?

You're specifying signal and protection systems for a new school... you're conscious of how much depends on your recommendations...

The principal must be freed from the nuisance of clock-setting and bell-ringing. The maintenance staff must not be saddled with time-wasting regulations and adjustments.

Above all... parents must be secure in the knowledge their children are in a safe, efficient school.

In effect, then—you must specify experience... Experience in design, manufacture... performance.

The new Martin Avenue School, at No. Bellmore, N. Y. is a case in point. Here, as in all school installations, Edwards' 77 years of experience fulfills the architect's responsibility by delivering the most efficient, trouble-free service possible.

You will find our special bulletins on signaling, protection and communication systems valuable reference aids. Send for them today.

For maximum program flexibility...

This 4-circuit program instrument controls signals automatically—according to predetermined schedules. If desired, signals can be operated at one-minute intervals 24 hours a day, 7 days a week!

Edwards Co., Inc., Norwalk, Conn.

In Canada: Edwards of Canada, Ltd.

Electrical Signaling, Communication and Protection for Schools, Homes, Hospitals, Offices and Industry
How you can use the

FLEUR-O-LIER
INDEX SYSTEM

Whether you make, sell, specify or buy fluorescent lighting equipment, The Fleur-O-Lier Index System will make your job easier. For the Index System provides a simple, usable method for rating and classifying fluorescent fixtures on the basis of their illuminating performance.

How the specifier benefits...
The Fleur-O-Lier Index System supplies a concise, exact formula for expressing desired illuminating characteristics. The specifier can dictate desired light distribution, degrees of shielding, brightness and method of mounting. His specification is simple and precise. It's easy to write—and easy for the purchaser to follow.

How the buyer benefits...
Fleur-O-Lier fixtures are carefully examined by Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., and assigned a rating under the Index System. All the buyer need do is select fixtures that meet the specifier's Index System number. Then with the photometric test data and the coefficients of utilization provided with all Fleur-O-Lier fixtures, he has complete information to make an intelligent purchase of fixtures that meet the specifications and perform efficiently.

"To get complete information on this easy way to specify and buy fixtures, write for free booklet, "The Fleur-O-Lier Index System".

This label is attached to every FLEUR-O-LIER luminaire. It certifies that a similar fixture has been examined by Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., and found to conform to specifications. This label is your assurance of excellence in mechanical and electrical construction and in performance. It means that Certified Ballasts and Starters are used and that the requirements of the National Electrical Code have been met.

FLEUR-O-LIER
Manufacturers

2116 Keith Building • Cleveland 15, Ohio

Fleur-O-Lier is not the name of an individual manufacturer, but of a group of fixtures made by leading manufacturers. Participation in the Fleur-O-Lier program is open to any manufacturer who complies with Fleur-O-Lier requirements.
Three ways TO KEEP WITHIN YOUR

1. COST-CUTTING STUDY OF ROOF DESIGNS

This is the first complete study of the economics of industrial roof designs. The work covers six roof structures, compares amount of material in each, alternate materials, amount of steel required in framework, over-all erection time, unobstructed working space, maintenance, maximum use of natural daylighting and gravity ventilation.

This original research proves the relative costs of roof designs, establishing beyond argument that some roofs cost less than others, all factors considered in terms of current prices. Write for this authenticated booklet.

2. FASTER METHOD OF FASTENING METAL SHEET

This fast method results from the invention of a new group of tools, the Top-Speed Fasteners*. Protected metal sheets can now be fastened to the frame entirely from the outside. The time saved is so great that the same number of men in the same time can attach twice as much material. Such a saving factor can well be the means of keeping you within a budget.

This booklet also announces Top-Speed Insulation*. You can now apply insulation board entirely from the outside just prior to laying roof or siding sheet, again greatly reducing the labor involved. If you build with Top-Speed Fastening and Top-Speed Insulation, the labor saved on the fastening actually pays for the labor required to install the insulation. Therefore, your client gets insulation for the mere cost of the material alone.

The smooth, pleasing appearance of this insulation is such that you can leave it unpainted. However, it can be painted. No straps or other fasteners show. It makes an unusually good-looking job and the insulation also has acoustical value. Insulation is increasingly required for today's industrial buildings. Here's a way to get it at lowest cost. Write for the booklet.
3. **SAVE STEEL AND MAINTENANCE WITH GALBESTOS**

The record of this protected sheet steel proves Galbestos has outlasted any other roofing and siding material through the most severe industrial heat, corrosion and weather. Galbestos can be top-speed fastened. It is strong, yet light in weight and reduces the number of purlins required. Galbestos saves steel, speeds erection and virtually eliminates maintenance. Write for the facts on Galbestos.

For insulated industrial buildings, Robertson has a cost-saving method of installation to use with Galbestos.

For your cost-conscious clients, have the facts on hand about these faster methods and this steel-saving Galbestos roofing and siding. Order this literature for your file.

---

**Galbestos** is listed and classified by Underwriters’ Laboratories and the Associated Factory Mutual Laboratories.

**H. H. ROBERTSON CO.**

2404 Farmers Bank Building
Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania

Office in 50 Principal Cities
World-Wide Building Service
IT COSTS VERY LITTLE TO

Cool the entire house

with a Hunter Package Attic Fan

When you specify the Hunter Package Fan, you provide cool summer comfort for the least cost. Attractive appearance and easy, trouble-free operation will please any home owner.

Low-Cost Installation: The Package Fan requires only a simple ceiling opening, plus attic exhaust. No suction-box needed. Integral ceiling shutter, trim and switch reduce installation costs to a minimum.

Compact Design: 38" x 40", overall. Extends only 17" above attic floor. Ideal for low attics.

Performance: Certified air delivery, with shutter: 9500 CFM. Tested by independent laboratory according to Standard Test Code of ASHVE and PFMA. Quiet, dependable operation assured by Hunter-quality construction. Fan guaranteed for 5 years; motor, 1 year. See Sweet's Catalog. Or mail coupon for Data File.

HUNTER FAN & VENTILATING CO., INC.
396 South Front Street,
Memphis, Tennessee
Exclusive Fan Makers Since 1886

Pull on chain opens shutter and starts fan

Hunter Fan & Ventilating Co., Inc.
396 South Front Street, Memphis, Tennessee

Send complete architectural data on the New Hunter Package Fan to:
Name...................................................
Firm...................................................
Address..............................................
City..............................................State

All patent rights reserved

HUNTER
Package
ATTIC FAN
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a lot of reasons why

FA SWITCHBOARDS

are Dependable!

Featured part of this @ Switchboard is the safety-type @ Klampswitchfuz which combines both disconnect switch and fuse protection in one unit... for more perfect contact and safer maintenance. Heavily electro silver-plated, copper contacts are 'squeezed' together in one locking motion that clamps fuses at the same time, for 30 to 200 amps; for more than 200 amps, @ KAMKLAMP pressure-type fuseholders are used. Access to fuses only when door is open... prevents contact with live parts.

Capacities: 30 to 1200 amps, 250 volts, AC or DC; and 30 to 400 amps, 575 volts, AC, in 2, 3 and 4 poles.

Compact... unit design, welded construction to provide long-lasting, trouble-free service.

Flexible... assembled and shipped ready for connection of main and branch circuit cables... units can be arranged singly or grouped... sections readily fit together... removable end walls permit adding sections to either side.

Tailored for your needs... the number and capacity of @ Klampswitchfuz switches are provided as specified by you.

Safer Operation... dead front, completely enclosed, with fuses accessible only when switch door is open.

More efficient... less maintenance required... ample capacity... modern design...

Add these reasons together and you will find that YOUR sum total checks with ours... DEPENDABILITY.

There are many other reasons why the @ Klampswitchfuz Switchboard is dependable, so contact your @ Representative for details.

Frank Adam Electric Co.
ST. LOUIS 13, MISSOURI

Makers of BUSDUCT • PANELBOARDS • SWITCHBOARDS • SERVICE EQUIPMENT • SAFETY SWITCHES • LOAD CENTERS • QUIKHETER
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Now Ready...This High Quality Economical Door
Complete with Frame and Hardware

1. **High Quality.** The new Fenestra® Standard Stock Metal Door with Frame and Hardware is a complete unit, carefully made to combine strength and durability with beauty, by craftsmen long-skilled in steel fabrication. To protect the finish in shipment, each door is individually wrapped at the factory.

2. **Save in first cost.** Standardization affords production in large volume, which yields important manufacturing economies — the cost of the Fenestra Door unit is surprisingly low.

3. **Save in installation.** Because the Fenestra Door unit comes complete with Frame and Hardware, it saves time, labor, and materials to install . . . No mortising, drilling, tapping, or prime-painting on the job.

4. **Save in delivery time.** Local stocks afford immediate deliveries to the job.

Fenestra Doors are available with Underwriters' B Label when desired . . . For further information, see Sweet's Architectural File, Section 15a/7, or write to Detroit Steel Products Company, Department AR-4, 2252 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit 11, Michigan.

*Trademark
The trend not only is unmistakably to louvered ceilings of light... but to ceilings with LUMINOUS LOUVERS!

When you experience the lighting effect achieved with luminous louvers it’s not hard to understand why those who see it, so overwhelmingly prefer it!

The secret of “Sky-Glo’s” superiority is in its exclusive Vinylite (plastic) louvers which not only reflect light but also transmit light. Thus “Sky-Glo” provides a translucent ceiling that not only affords a means of obtaining more light without annoying glare but actually offers a new experience in seeing!

“Sky-Glo” makes possible these high levels of illumination (in range of 50 to 150 footcandles) with exceptional low brightness (less than 1 footcandle per sq. in.). The result: a soft glareless illumination that makes seeing easy; that creates a restful yet stimulating atmosphere; that makes one completely unaware, visually and psychologically, of the high levels of illumination that are responsible for this “new experience in seeing.”

Translucent “Sky-Glo” louvers heighten the beauty of the ceiling and add a scintillating and harmonizing note to the entire decorative scheme. Add to these exclusive advantages of “Sky-Glo” all of the many conventional advantages of the louvered lighting system and you can see why the new trend in lighting is so definitely to Benjamin “Sky-Glo.”


*Reflection Factor is 19%. Transmission Factor is 71%.
Practical planning starts with first quality...

Specify: KOHLER PLUMBING

Nowhere is first quality more important to home-planners than in the bathroom. Good sanitation, practical design, beauty, durability, convenience—these are the satisfactions that go with fixtures and fittings that bear the name "Kohler".

The arrangement shown includes the Chesapeake lavatory, with roomy ledge, made of finest quality vitreous china. Intense firing gives it a lustrous, glass-hard, easy-to-clean surface. The Centra mixer-type fitting, of chromium plated brass, is capably designed, thoroughly tested for performance.

The Cosmopolitan Bench Bath has a base of non-flexing iron, cast for rugged strength and rigidity, and coated with the famous Kohler enamel. The Triton shower fitting with Niedecken mixer is outstanding for convenience and ease of operation. The Wellworth closet, quiet and smooth-acting completes the set, which comes in pure white, and four delicate pastel shades. Kohler quality is now a 76-year-old tradition. Write for further information, Kohler Co., Dept. 4-H, Kohler, Wisconsin.

KOHLER OF KOHLER

PLUMBING FIXTURES • HEATING EQUIPMENT • ELECTRIC PLANTS

This arrangement is convenient, balanced, compact—allowing freedom of access to all the Kohler fixtures, and providing a large mirror, good lighting facilities, and roomy, practical cabinets of modern design.
NOW YOU CAN SPECIFY

Floors to match the Architecture

Today you can give owners style and variety along with all the other advantages of Bruce Hardwood Floors. These lifetime floors are now available in modern block design, random-width planks, and traditional strip. For added beauty, durability, and economy . . . specify that prefinished Bruce Hardwood Floors be used.

See our catalog in Sweets, or write.
E. L. BRUCE CO. • MEMPHIS, TENN.
Blueprint of the home everybody wants

• HOME BUREAU CAN HELP PUT THE G-E WAY OF LIVING IN YOUR HOMES!

A truly modern home is the home that turns the chores over to electrical servants. Millions of home buyers are learning that they can enjoy the G-E Way of Living for only a few extra dollars a month. Let the G-E Home Bureau help with your plans for a G-E Dream House!
...because it features
The G-E Way of Living!

Thousands of families are enjoying easy, electrical living in G-E Equipped homes. And thousands more insist on the G-E Way of Living whenever they go home-hunting.

It's their dream—and it's so easy to make it come true under the "packaged mortgage" plan. A complete modern kitchen is included as a basic part of the house for only $4.80 extra a month. No costly installment charges. No waiting to enjoy the wonderful advantages of a complete modern kitchen.

And for you! Extra profits—but no extra cost! Faster sales! Greater prestige!

Let General Electric Home Bureau help you plan the G-E Way of Living into your homes, starting now!

*When equipment is included in a long-term mortgage.

GENERAL ELECTRIC HOME BUREAU
SUCCESS STORY OF THE MONTH

Russell Stapp, big home builder of South Bend, Indiana, discovered that public acceptance of houses equipped with G-E equipment was "definite and immediate."

The very first morning it was opened for inspection, the Stapps' "Blandings Dream House" was sold. Twenty-seven better-class Stapp houses, all featuring the G-E Way of Living, were sold before construction. Coming: 25 to 30 more Stapp G-E Dream Houses!


You can put your confidence in—

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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More freedom for Open planning

With Thermopane® you can open homes to outdoor beauty. This double-glass unit assures effective year-round window insulation in all climates. Cuts heat loss through windows, reduces downdrafts, saves fuel in winter . . . and, in summer, helps keep rooms cooler.

This means you can give your clients the spacious-looking, day-lighted homes they want with the assurance of greater comfort. Extra convenience, too . . . homeowners can forget storm sash when windows are Thermopane.®

CUTAWAY VIEW OF THERMOPANE

For full information, write for our Thermopane book and list of standard sizes. Made-to-measure units available on order.

Thermopane

MADE ONLY BY
LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD GLASS COMPANY
649 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
What every Architect should know about

MICARTA

Micarta table tops offer a tough, impervious surface that makes possible "hospital cleanliness." Sanitation is quite as important in public eating places as in hospital operating rooms, where Micarta is extensively used.

Micarta’s well known resistance to all types of food products, and to detergents and household cleansers, makes this beautiful plastic popular for kitchen sinks, and work surfaces.

MICARTA is a remarkably tough and strikingly handsome plastic laminate, available in 32 colors and finishes. It is widely used in homes, stores, shops, public buildings and institutions.

Micarta requires virtually no maintenance. It is not affected by boiling water, alcohol, detergents, household cleansers, dilute acids, condiments, and barber and beauty shop preparations.

While Micarta is highly resistant to cigarette burns, a special cigarette-proof grade is available for complete protection. Micarta is made in the following forms:

MICARTA SHEET, 1/16" thick, used by fabricators who have the requisite bonding equipment.

MICARTA PANEL, in 7/8" and 1 1/4" thicknesses. This is Micarta Sheet, bonded to special cores of mahogany-faced Weldwood Plywood.

MICARTABORD, 5/32" thick, used generally as a wall surface.

We invite you to send the coupon for a free sample. Test Micarta’s unusual properties yourself.

Made by Westinghouse. Sold for decorative purposes only by

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION • New York 18, N.Y.

More and more, Micarta is being used for furniture tops in homes, hotels, and institutions. Micarta Truwood, made with genuine wood veneers, is widely used for such applications. Incidentally, Micarta can be worked by hand tools. It can be sawed, trimmed, planed and drilled.

United States Plywood Corporation
55 West 44th Street, New York 18, N.Y.

I WANT TO GIVE MICARTA THE "THIRD DEGREE.”
Without any obligation whatever, send me, free, a sample of Micarta so I can see for myself how beautiful, tough, wear-resistant and abuse-proof Micarta really is.

NAME _______________________________ TITLE _______________________________

COMPANY _______________________________

ADDRESS __________________________________________

CITY ___________________________ ZONE ___________ STATE ___________________________

If you are uncertain, if you don’t know what Micarta will do . . .

Here’s a challenging offer:

Try to chip it!
Use silverware, cooking implements, the ordinary tools that would be used in a busy kitchen or pantry. Just try!

Try to dent it!
Bang heavy glasses, ash trays, cups, or even cooking pots and pans on it. Just try!

Try to stain it!
Spill alcohol on it, boiling water, nail polish, polish remover, even hydrogen peroxide up to 8 hours. Just try!

Try to score it!
Gouge it with the edge of a half dollar. You can, of course, scratch it with the point of a sharp steel penknife, but as for anything else, just try!

Try to spoil it!
Use it as an ash tray. Snuff out cigarettes against it. Walk on it. Actually boil it in water. Just try to spoil it.
CANT' BEAT POWERS REGULATED SHOWERS

Bathers can really relax and enjoy a Powers regulated shower. No danger of scalding. No unexpected temperature changes.

POWERS

Type H

Thermostatic SHOWER MIXERS are SAFE against scalding caused by

1 PRESSURE or 2 TEMPERATURE
fluctuations in water supply lines

Safer—because of their quick acting response to any change in temperature setting, pressure or temperature variations in water supply lines. Users report control within 1/2°F. Greater Comfort—shower temperature remains constant wherever set. No jumpy temperatures. More Economical—POWERS thermostatic mixers promptly deliver showers at the right temperature... no waste of time, hot or cold water.

For new installations or when modernizing obsolesc showers ... play safe, use Powers type H thermostatic shower mixers. May we send Circular H-48? CHICAGO 14, ILL., 5728 Greenview Ave. • NEW YORK 17, N.Y., 231 E. 46th St. • LOS ANGELES 5, CAL., 1808 W. Eighth St. • TORONTO, ONT., 195 Spadina Ave.

THE POWERS REGULATOR CO.
OFFICES IN 50 CITIES • SEE YOUR PHONE BOOK
Over 55 Years of Water Temperature Control

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Look inside—and outside—of Westinghouse Bus Duct and you'll spot features that contribute to more efficient power distribution. More important, you'll see features that promise to maintain this efficiency almost indefinitely. Here are two standout examples:

1. **A Bonderized Housing**—an exclusive feature that protects the structure against rust and corrosion . . . assures better paint adhesion . . . adds extra years to service life.

2. **Prestige Insulation**—another Westinghouse exclusive—is used to insulate and support bus bars and provide safe plug-in openings. Prestige has exceptional dielectric qualities, great mechanical strength . . . is impervious to moisture.

And here are other features which assure important service benefits:
- Plug-ins every 12 inches on alternate side of duct.
- Sliding covers over plug-in openings to facilitate access . . . inspection.

External springs hold outlet covers in position at any point along duct.
Simple, strong cantilever hanger . . . easy to align.
Rigid channel construction . . . top, sides and bottom.
Heavy silver-plated bus joints assure good contact.

Booklet B-4271 contains complete facts about bus duct. Ask your Westinghouse representative for a copy, or write Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Penna.

Westinghouse
Bus Duct
When you specify FABRON Wall Covering...

...We jump the hurdles for you

We want to make it easy for you to specify FABRON. That is why we provide a special "Architect's Consulting Service" — cost free — to relieve you of all annoying details. From blueprints we estimate your requirements, establish costs, prepare for your approval a complete decorative schedule with samples, room by room. We are specialists in the institutional and commercial fields. More than 30 years of technical and practical experience fit us to simplify your task and carry out your ideas. Whenever desired, we can recommend reputable contractors, experienced with the installation of FABRON.

Let us show you how easy it is to specify FABRON. If you call us when a project is in the planning or pre-specification stage, we can also help you obtain a figure within your client's budget.

FREDERIC BLANK & CO., INC., Est. 1913, 230 PARK AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

- In one operation, FABRON hides plaster blemishes, prevents expensive plaster repairs, assures complete washability and color fastness. Saves money to the owner by eliminating periodic redecorations. Initial cost falls within present-day budget. Furnished in double rolls. Applied like wallpaper. Easily repaired by invisible inlay method. More than 180 colors, textures and patterns offer a decorative latitude unmatched by conventional treatments. And—FABRON prevents the spread of fire, carries the label of the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

FABRON

the fabric-plastic-lacquer wall covering for hospitals.
THERE'S A NATIONAL ELECTRIC FLEXIBLE WIRING SYSTEM for every housing job

2 TYPES OF NE BUILDING WIRE

Dilec Safecote (Type N) Rubber insulation covered with a flame-resistant, saturated fibrous serving. The double colored coating is marked and measured. Free stripping. Moisture resistant. Smooth finish for easy fishing. A quality-built wire for general building purposes.

NE Thermo-plastic (Type TW) High resistance to moisture, acids, alkalies, oil and grease. Wide range of permanent colors, marked and measured. Use NE Type TW where conditions are unusually moist or hot.

2 TYPES OF GALVANIZED, FLEXIBLE-STEEL ARMOR PROTECTION

Flexsteel—Flexible Steel Conduit. Used with either Dilec Safecote or NE Thermo-plastic wires, Flexsteel provides an approved, grounded pull-in and pull-out system. Rounded channel construction makes fishing easy. A conduit system with no waste.

A.B.C. (Armored Bushed Cable) Besides the grounding provided by the "bundhuck" channel construction of A.B.C. Cable, sizes 14 and 12 also have a low resistance grounding strip. Anti-short bushing protects conductors against sharp cut edges of steel. A.B.C. is furnished complete with Dilec Safecote or NE Thermo-plastic wire.

2 TYPES OF NON-METALLIC SHEATHED CABLE

Canvas-Back Loomwire—A new, small diameter cable that eliminates paper stripping. (No kraft wrappings to strip back). Has a saturated, fire-resistant cotton braided sheath. Each conductor carries full insulation to the terminal screw.

Ne-a-Prene Loomwire—The first Neoprene-sheathed Loomwire to be listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. Ideal for barns and other wet locations where rot, fungus, moisture, ammonia-laden air and drastic weather changes are destructive to other types of approved wiring. The toughest, most durable non-metallic sheathed cable available.

Sold through leading electrical wholesalers
Installed according to National Electrical Code.
FACTS ABOUT RESILIENT FLOORS

JASPÉ LINOLEUM—what are its advantages?

Jaspé linoleum is a type which is distinguished by the striated effect of its multi-toned graining. It has long been a popular resilient flooring for commercial use, not only because it possesses the general ability of linoleum to stand up under heavy foot traffic, but also because it has unusual design versatility. Ease of maintenance also has been a factor in favor of jaspé linoleum for commercial floors.

In comparison with standard colors of plain linoleum, jaspé patterns are slightly higher in cost. This is due to the extra processing required to produce a grained effect. Jaspé linoleum patterns, on the other hand, offer a number of advantages over plain linoleum. The varying shades in the jaspé design help to conceal footprints and make dust less noticeable. The shade variations also tend to break up the monotony of a single plain color in a large floor area.

Decorative Advantages

Jaspé linoleum makes an attractive floor in an allover design with the graining in one direction as it comes from the roll. Many unusual designs can be created simply by cutting jaspé linoleum into squares, oblongs, triangles, circles, or strips and alternating the direction of the graining. Checkerboard, basket-weave, herringbone, miter joint, and many other designs can be done subtly in this manner.

In addition to the subdued designs that can be worked out in one jaspé pattern, two or more colors can be combined for stronger designs with greater contrast.

Jaspé linoleum can be specified for schools, hospitals, commercial buildings and residences. It should not be specified for installation over concrete subfloors in direct contact with the ground since it will not withstand the effects of alkaline moisture always prevalent in this type of subfloor.

Range of Colors

Armstrong's Jaspé Linoleum is made in seventeen colors. The colors have been styled to harmonize with all types of Armstrong's Resilient Floors as well as with those used in interior decorating.

Where light reflectivity is an important factor, such as in floors for schools, offices, and hospitals, selection can be made from colors with reflectivity values as low as 5% or up to 45%.

Gauges and Backing

Armstrong's Jaspé Linoleum is made in two thicknesses—Heavy Gauge (1/16") and Standard Gauge (3/32"). It is produced in rolls six feet wide and up to ninety-nine feet in length. Heavy gauge linoleum is made on a burlap backing. The standard gauge is made with an Armofelt backing. Armofelt, an exclusive Armstrong development, is an extremely tough fiber felt made from fresh cloth fibers saturated with a clear resin. This felt backing eliminates the need for lining felt over wood subfloors.

The office area above illustrates one of the many decorative effects possible with jaspé linoleum. The alternate square design used here is ideal for both large and small areas since the jaspé squares can be cut to any desired size. These effects can be worked out in related or contrasting colors.

This hospital room is typical of the many commercial areas where jaspé linoleum can be used to an advantage as a smart, single-color flooring. Its seams are almost invisible. It is long wearing and easily maintained, and it resists indentation. It is also exceptionally comfortable underfoot.
To achieve the multi-toned coloring in Armstrong’s Jaspé Linoleum each color shade of the linoleum mix is put through three separate mixing operations and then accurately blended. Here the mix is drawn between two highly polished rolls. The upper roll is hot and turns more slowly than the lower one which is cold. Tremendous pressure compresses the particles of the mix into a dense sheet and “irons” it perfectly smooth as it is keyed to the backing. This continuous sheet undergoes a slow baking or curing process which increases its durability and resistance to indentation.

As the mix drops from the chute, it is evenly distributed over the backing to ensure uniform graining to the edge of the linoleum. This makes the seams in a floor of Armstrong’s Jaspé Linoleum almost invisible. The precise control of the mix at this point also helps assure uniform thickness.

**Availability**

Recent advancements in Armstrong’s manufacturing facilities have stepped up the production of jaspé linoleum. Today, it is in free supply. Heavy and standard gauge jaspé linoleum is stocked in one hundred and thirty-three warehousing points throughout the country. In most cases, it can be specified for immediate installation.

**Product Improvements**

In addition to increasing production capacity, Armstrong’s recent manufacturing advancements also have improved the serviceability and appearance of the product. Better controls over the processing of raw materials coupled with newly designed manufacturing equipment have given Armstrong’s Jaspé Linoleum a smoother surface and greater resistance to oil and grease. With this improved composition and smoother surface, floor maintenance is reduced to a minimum. Armstrong’s Jaspé Linoleum also has a high resistance to indentation—75 pounds per square inch or three times greater than asphalt tile.

Improved color pigments, especially in reds and blues, make Armstrong’s Jaspé Linoleum less susceptible to fading and more resistant to alkaline soaps.

Some idea of the way Armstrong’s Jaspé Linoleum is manufactured can be obtained from the illustration above. Massive rolls operated with fine precision produce the uniform graining and control the gauge of the material. With uniform graining to the edge of the roll, the seams in a floor of Armstrong’s Jaspé Linoleum are almost invisible. For samples, literature, and installation specifications on Armstrong’s Jaspé Linoleum or any of Armstrong’s Resilient Floors, architects are invited to write to any Armstrong district office or directly to Armstrong Cork Company, Floor Division, 2404 State Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

---

**ARMSTRONG’S FLOORS**

LINOLEUM • LINOTILE • ASPHALT TILE • RUBBER TILE • CORK TILE • CORLON TILE

LINOTILE AND CORLON ARE REGISTERED TRADE-MARKS.
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City National Bank
Houston, Texas
Relies on Agitair

... for Correct
Air Distribution

Agitair Type R delivers 100% air distribution in any shape area from any location—with no noise, no drafts, no blank corners, no hot spots, no cold spots. Patented construction permits it to be assembled into patterns which divide the air and distribute it in any direction in proportion to the area served.

... for Perfect
Eye Appeal

Agitair Type R Diffusers blend perfectly with architectural ceiling treatments. Since most areas are square or rectangular, these square or rectangular Agitair Type R's are the natural choice to complete a carefully designed decorative effect.

Write for Complete Data

Air diffusion beauty and efficiency is achieved with Agitair Type R in Presidents Office, City National Bank

AIR DEVICES, INC.
17 East 42nd Street • New York 17, N. Y.
AIR DIFFUSERS • AIR FILTERS • ROOF EXHAUSTERS

Architect: Alfred C. Finn
Mech. Eng: Reg. F. Taylor
Contractor: W. S. Bellows Constr. Co.
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TO catch a customer's eye and show him the merchandise at its best, a show window needs a complete, flexible lighting system—like the one above.

General Electric slimline fluorescent lamps in parabolic reflectors bring out color, texture and details of the display. They have high efficiency and provide cool lighting. The G-E incandescent lamps raise the over-all brightness of the window to draw more attention. And the G-E PAR-38 projector spot and flood lamps in movable fixtures put highlights right where the display man wants them.

Whether you're designing a show window or a complete store, an office, factory or home, be sure to specify General Electric lamps. That's the easy, sure way to specify quality. General Electric makes a lamp for every lighting need, all constantly improved by research to STAY BRIGHTER LONGER.

You can put your confidence in—

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CHOOSE THE BEST FOR YOUR DESIGN FROM THE MOST COMPLETE LAMP LINE

- FLUORESCENT Many types, sizes, colors now available.
- REFLECTOR Spot or flood lamps. Built-in reflector directs light where needed.
- PROJECTOR Spot or flood. Rugged moulded glass permits attachment of accessories.
- SILVERED BOWL Indirect lighting at low cost. 60 to 1000 W.
Apartment in Pittsburgh built with Open-Web Joists—This colonial-style structure, the Morewood Fifth Apartments, has 6-, 7-, and 8-room units for 36 families. Bethlehem Open-Web Steel Joists are used throughout, in combination with concrete floor slab and plaster ceilings. Floors built in this manner help make buildings fire-safe, for they keep fire from spreading for two hours or more, depending upon the type of plaster used. They are also economical, shrink-proof, and sound-retardant, and in addition are immune to attack by vermin. For complete information about Bethlehem Open-Web Joists refer to Sweet's... Architect: Glen A. Bickerstaff, Pittsburgh. Contractor: Herman Kamin, Pittsburgh.
AT HOME ON THE HIGH SEAS...

G-E TEXTOLITE*
PLASTICS surfacing
tops them all!

You get something extra when you specify General Electric Textolite surfacing material for table, bar, and counter tops.

New beauty, yes! G-E Textolite . . . available in a variety of colors and patterns, imparts richness to the decor of any hotel, restaurant, bar, soda fountain, or cafeteria.

And durability plus! With rugged G-E Textolite on guard you needn’t worry about wear and tear on working or serving surfaces. Because G-E Textolite actually resists scratching better than low carbon steel. Its rugged laminated construction stands up under shock. And even hot grease or boiling water won’t harm it!

You can get more facts about G-E Textolite surfacing material by mailing the attached coupon. Your free copy of the booklet you’ll receive shows in full color the many standard Textolite patterns. You’ll also find out, in detail, why you should use this beautiful, practical plastics surfacing in hotels, restaurants, and other installations. Plastics Division, Chemical Department, General Electric Company, 1 Plastics Avenue, Pittsfield, Massachusetts.


G-E TEXTOLITE can’t be harmed by alcohol, food acids, disinfectants, boiling water . . . resists scratches better than low-carbon steel...

General Electric Co.
Section 11-4
1 Plastics Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass.

Send me my copy of “Textolite Decorative Surfacing Materials for Table and Counter Tops.”

Name

Business

Address

City State
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When people like something... they talk about it. And you'd probably hear some pleasant things if you could listen to these home-owners and business-owners in these Central States talk about their Suntile installations.

They like Suntile's beauty. Beauty that's "built-in" this real clay tile through precision manufacturing control for extra quality, form and finish. Beauty that's color-balanced for rich, harmonious blends that inspire beautiful, practical interiors.

They're pleased, too, about Suntile's ease of maintenance! The way it stays beautiful—year after year—with no more than simple soap and water cleansing.


Suntile OFFERS YOU BOTH —
The way it resists warping, cracking, and chipping. The way it never needs painting or redecorating.

All this means client satisfaction so important to you—the architect or builder. Satisfaction that will reflect the wisdom of your choice for years to come, and bring you new business.

Let us send you the name of an Authorized Suntile Dealer. He is carefully selected and trained and has the "know how" to make sure of better installations for you with Suntile.

See Sweet's Catalog for complete information on colors, shapes and sizes. The Cambridge Tile Manufacturing Company, Cincinnati 15, Ohio.

owners lasting pride and satisfaction


COLOR BALANCED Suntile . . . . . . . . A real clay tile . . . . Bright with color . . . . Right for life

Better Tile... Better Installation
Announcing...

NEW AND IMPROVED

Gold Bond

ACOUSTICAL PLASTER

HERE'S the answer for finest acoustical treatment like the one shown below—and for low budget jobs as well. Gold Bond Acoustical Plaster gives maximum noise reduction—high light reflection at very little increase in cost over regular plaster. And you'll save the costs of the lime coat and decoration.

The Perlite base is the secret of this new Gold Bond Acoustical Plaster. It is light in weight and is applied with regular plastering tools. Only regular plastering skills are required, and like regular plaster, it adapts to any curved surface. This new acoustical plaster excels in high light reflection (Natural—70%). It has a noise reduction coefficient of .55. Available in four shades: Natural (oyster white); Cream; Buff; and Ivory. Can be redecorated when desired with water thinned paint with little loss of sound absorption.

Write for free illustrated booklet with complete details on Gold Bond Acoustical Plaster.

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY
BUFFALO 2, N.Y.

Over 150 Gold Bond Products including gypsum lath, plaster, lime, wallboards, gypsum sheathing, rock wool insulation, metal lath products and partition systems, wall paint and acoustical materials.

ST. JOSEPH'S CATHEDRAL in Buffalo, N. Y. is a good example of the adaptability of Gold Bond Acoustical Plaster. This intricate groined ceiling offered no problem, as Gold Bond works equally well over flat or irregular surfaces. Harmonizes with every type of architecture.
This GLASS-SURFACED Steel
Will Not Crack or Chip
Under MALLET Blows!

The Mallet Test—matched with the performance records of hundreds of thousands of installed units—is proof that the glass-surfaced steel tanks of Permaglas Automatic Water Heaters will not crack or chip under use conditions. They are fully guaranteed by A. O. Smith.

This built-in protection against destructive rust and corrosion, engineered for long life, is the reason "Permaglas" is the water heater that cannot rust... because glass cannot rust.

ONLY PERMAGLAS Automatic Water Heaters provide the lasting rust protection of glass with the strength of steel. Yet this is just one of many research-developed features that make "Permaglas" first in completely satisfactory hot-water service.

Thermoelectric-type gas control, 100% automatic safe-lighting, is designed to automatically shut off all gas to the heater, should pilot flame ever be extinguished. Standard equipment. Other features, of equal sales advantage, are standard in models for all types of gas.

The coupon will bring you all the facts you want to know, promptly. Mail it today!

Permaglas
A SMITHway WATER HEATER*

*Also quality zinc-lined Duraclad and Milwaukee Automatic Water Heaters

A. O. SMITH Corporation—Atlanta 3 • Boston 16 • Chicago 4 • Clayton 5, Mo. • Dallas 1 • Denver
Detroit 2 • Houston 2 • Los Angeles 14 • Midland 5, Texas • New York 17 • Philadelphia 5
Pittsburgh 19 • San Diego 1 • San Francisco 4 • Seattle 1 • Tulsa 3
International Division: Milwaukee 1 • Licensee in Canada: John Inglis Co., Ltd.

A. O. SMITH CORP.
Dept. A-449
Water Heater Division
Kenosha, Wisconsin
Without obligation, send complete specifications on SMITHway Automatic Water Heaters:

[ ] Electric [ ] Gas [ ] Both

Name ________________________________________________

Firm ________________________________________________

Street _______________________________________________

City ___________________________ State _______________

Sizes for all needs, for all types of gas.
FOR SAFETY...GROUND IT!

THE ANSWER IS
BRYANT

WITH THIS NEW 3-WIRE DUPLEX POLARIZED OUTLET
rated 15 amperes 125 volts

Now, Bryant makes it easy to ground exposed metal parts of portable appliances and equipment. The new Bryant 5262 3-wire duplex polarized outlet has two current-carrying contacts and a grounding contact. It is designed for either metallic or non-metallic systems. In metallic systems, grounding is made through the yoke. For non-metallic systems, grounding is completed through the third wire which connects to a separate grounding terminal on the side of the outlet. The terminals are made with a portion that may be broken out to provide two independent circuits when desired.

Three-blade bakelite and armored caps are available for use with this outlet. The grounding blade of these caps is of special design and cannot engage the current carrying contacts and, being longer, completes grounding before the current carrying blades make contact.

Standard, parallel or tandem two-blade caps can be used with this outlet where grounding is not desired.

Listed as Standard by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

THE BRYANT ELECTRIC COMPANY
Bridgeport 2, Connecticut
CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
SPECIFY BRYANT DEVICES FROM YOUR ELECTRICAL WHOLESALER

J-99819
ADAPT THE EXPOSURE TO THE DESIGN
WITH STAINED SHINGLES AND SHALES

Stained “Grooved” Shakes: Modular Exposures from 8” to 16”
These versatile, precision-cut shakes give you complete control of horizontal design. Use 16” shakes for exposures of 8” to 12”. Use 18” shakes for exposures of 12” to 14”. Specify 24” shakes for exposures of 14” to 16”. Parallel edges permit tight joints which provide unbroken horizontal siding effect.

Stained Cedar Shingles: Modular Exposures from 6” to 16”
America’s traditional No. 1 cedar shingle offers a range of wall exposures from 6” to 16”. Exposures greater than eight inches are achieved by double-coursing over economical low grade shingles. Excellent for roofs in combination with grooved shake walls. Available pre-stained in many colors from retail lumber dealers throughout the United States. For specifications, see Sweet’s File 8b/7a.

Handsplit Shakes: Modular Exposures from 8” to 16”
When design calls for rugged, luxurious, natural wood in wide weather exposure for roof or walls, there is no substitute for handsplit cedar shakes. Versatile for contrast in combination with stone, brick, timber or metal. Handsplits take the years in stride, mature and mellow with age. Handsplits, stained shingles and stained shakes are manufactured by the mills listed below.

ASSOCIATED MANUFACTURERS
- West Coast Stained Shingle Co., Seattle, Washington
- Portland Shingle Company, Portland, Oregon
- Wood Beautifiers, Seattle, Washington
- Colonial Cedar Co., Inc., Seattle, Washington
- M.B. Smith Lumber & Shingle Co., Seattle, Washington
- Canadian Forest Products Ltd., Vancouver, British Columbia
- The Robert McNaught Shingle Co., Ltd., Vancouver, British Columbia
- Creo-Dipt Company, Inc., North Tewaqua, New York
- Everett Shingle & Shake Company, Everett, Washington
- Perma-Products Company, Cleveland, Ohio
- Capilano Timber Company, Ltd., Vancouver, British Columbia
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NOW electronic control for radiant panel heating

FLOOR WALL OR CEILING...

SEND FOR THESE 3 BOOKS - FREE -

HONEYWELL Electronic Moduflow is now available. This simple and inexpensive control system, with its sensitivity and extreme dependability is now available for all types of automatic heating systems including radiant panel heating, either floor, wall or ceiling.

The three books pictured are available upon request. They give you factual information about this newest and finest Honeywell control system, in addition to zone and individual room control systems for domestic applications.

Send for your copies today and learn all about Honeywell's newest control systems and why you'll want to use and specify them for all their many applications.

Electronic Moduflow is the Answer

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR COMPANY
2600 Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota

Please send me the 3 free books on Honeywell Electronic Moduflow, Zone Control, and Individual Room Control.

Name:
Address:

City: ___________________ State: ___________________
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ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Will Rogers used to say, "All I know is what I read in the papers," but I remember Fred Ackerman went him one better in saying, "but I get a lot more from what I read between the lines." One shouldn't take all one's literature too literally. One's own critical analysis is essential to getting the most and the best out of one's professional magazines. And we'd be willing to wager that there is some, even much, worth-while information and inspiration for every architect in every issue of his professional magazine.

Different readers get different things from the same magazines, depending on age, background, needs, interests, points of view, prejudices, perception, receptivity, alertness, personal problems, and past or present condition of servitude. Then, too, what you get out of a particular issue depends on your own attitude and facilities for critical analysis — and to some extent on your ability to read between the lines.

Professional journals are edited with the prime purpose of providing architects with ideas, current ideas, newsworthy ideas, and these are presented in word, picture, plan, detail, diagram and table for your information — and for your acceptance, adoption, use, and even inspiration. The ideas presented are always subject to your own critical analysis and for you to select, adopt, adapt, or improve those which will be most useful in your own practice. And conversely — those which seem illogical, fantastic, impractical or ugly can be rejected when you have proved them so to yourself. But even in this process of negation, there is value to you in stimulating your creative imagination to solve that same problem in a better way, the way it should be, your way. If you don't agree, you at least strengthen your own logical (or intuitive) conviction and have thus benefitted.

Our plea is obviously for your thoughtful, analytical and open-minded use of the magazines that are designed to provide you with the current forward-looking thought and practice. For one of the great traditions of architecture is that the newest and best (and the worst) is available to all to adopt, adapt, and improve upon. As we have said before, current standards are most valuable only if used as springboards to new and better ones. The danger comes from accepting unthinkingly, uncritically, lazily, an idea, a form, a detail — for that way lies stagnation, monotony, and the perennial perpetration of clichés. We have seen too much of that, too many of our younger designers failing to ferret out the reason for the form they so freely borrow.

So when you go through all the pages of each issue of your professional journals, why not ask yourself what are the good points in this? what are its faults? how would I improve the former and eliminate the latter? Why was this done — just to be different or to solve that problem in a more simple, direct, efficient, or more beautiful way? Why do I like this? Why don't I like that? How and where and when can I use something like that? And you'll be surprised how much the lines — and what's between them — will mean to you. Mind reading that way?

Kenneth K. Howell
EDITOR
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"Island Theater," Hamilton, Bermuda

A BERMUDA THEATER WITH "FLOATING SCREEN"

Schlanger & Hoffberg, Architects; Reisner & Urbahn, Architects
THE ISLAND demanded that the theater conform to its coral-rock and pink-stucco architectural mode; the cramped lot demanded exploitation of every angular inch (not one right angle in the entire plan); and luck smiled on the enterprise, to give it quiet charm.

Entering, through a neat clean range of plexiglass floors flanked by a marble wall and by reeded wooden screens, the patron finds himself in a cultivated place. An upper, mezzanine lounge gives an open view to the entrance for those awaiting friends; both this and the lower lounge are served by toilets carefully stacked to conserve piping and water, both being premium items.

In the auditorium the effect is perhaps best of all. The screen, "floated" as seen in details on page 91, is unmasked; the patented arrangement of screen and surround gives synchronous lighting of the surround by light spilled from the picture, destroying sharp contrast, fading hard outline, varying with picture intensity. During short features, this surround is softly lighted up by bulbs from behind.

No irrelevant decoration is allowed to interfere with this pleasant dramatic effect.
The theater seats 650, including 200 in the radial mezzanine. Walls are gray in the corrugated plaster section near the screen, cream elsewhere; ceiling is sand-finished plaster painted gray-green, chairs are upholstered in blue-green, coated fabric on seats, mohair on backs. The mezzanine parapet fascia (detail at left) is hard plaster, painted gray, and angled to reflect sound downward. Downlights light house and aisles.

The loge lounge, shown below, commands a good view of main entrance and lobby and forms a convenient meeting place. A second lounge, not shown, is located directly below (see plans and section, opposite page), with patrons’ facilities stacked to conserve piping.
Instead of a marquee, the theater has an open vestibule or portico, tied to the foyer by a flagstone floor which is continued as far as the auditorium doors. The plate glass entrance doors have bronze hand and kick plates, and the free-standing display case (seen at extreme left of bottom photo on this page) is also bronze. Foyer walls are green marble on the auditorium side, natural-finish oak boards opposite; vestibule walls are white marble. Across-page plans and sections of the unique "floating screen," and a projection view showing the soft lighting of the surround used for short features.
Not in New York and not in Hollywood but set against the Andes at Lima, Peru, is to be found the motion picture theater boasting the flattest balconies ever developed for designed seeing conditions in a theater, according to Better Theaters. Theater architect Schlanger (frequent RECORD contributor) achieved this by a combination of staggered seating and by the first use of a "reverse curve floor" in the orchestra, making the flat balconies possible. (See longitudinal section, page 95.) Meanwhile his associates, Reisner and Urbahn, helped contend with an export situation which meant that countless items had to be shipped pre-assembled. This included glass, mirrors, neon tubes pre-bent, stainless steel work, even millwork such as candy counters. Glass mosaic, liberally used in lobbies, was pasted in 2-ft. squares, and skillfully assembled by native workmen who never had handled glass mosaic before. In concrete, however, they had previous training and skill, could have produced curved stairs without the supporting posts in the design.

Seating 2000, the theater lacks features such as Continental seating, because Paramount International, working with the Peru owners, asked conformity to the New York building code.
Three-story open front makes brilliant night display. In dry Lima climate, neon lights are bent up over fascia of marquee without risk of weather damage. Wood wainscot, acoustic tile wall keep auditorium looking simple, impressive; corrugated plaster spills screen light into room without glare or interference. Draw curtain was desired by clients for an impressive effect starting and ending shows.
**Lobbies and Lounges**

Every one of the three levels has a complete lounge development of its own, and for all of them the architects designed all equipment, including chairs, which were manufactured in the U.S. but upholstered in Peru. As indicated in the sketch, the second-balcony lounge carries the spectacular hung lighting grid containing fluorescent lights, and has its own planting boxes as a "suspended" interior feature. (Another set of planting boxes, set on the marquee, is directly outside of the mezzanine lounge.)

Main lounge (left) is set off by four great columns faced with glass mosaic tile the first the local workmen had ever set, and set well. Stair at right is seen again overleaf on page 96.
"Flattest balconies ever developed for designed seeing conditions in a theater" were made possible by staggered seating carefully calculated, and by reverse-curve flatness of orchestra floor in foreground. By lowering the ceiling such flat-balcony design diminishes cubage, reduces construction cost, improves acoustics, and helps the air conditioning, an important factor in a dry climate.
Virtuosity with concrete of the Peruvian workmen was found to be so high that this curved stair to mezzanine could have been built without the supporting column designed by the architects. On the other hand, it was impossible to carry out the original design, indicated in the sketch, for a stair rail of tempered glass. There was substituted the detail on next page.
Features such as the bronze handrail seen in the stair detail were made in Peru, but were cast instead of tubular. Sections were faithful to the architects' drawings though there was some difficulty in obtaining a perfectly smooth finish.

In the case of furniture, display cases, attraction boxes, and other similar equipment seen in the sketch of the mezzanine lounge (above) and of the main exit (below) all was shipped prefabricated from the United States.

Although the total effect is obviously suited to a palace of amusement, with due glitter and dramatization, there is a more consistent and knowing hand displayed than in most theaters in this country. A new slogan might be, "go South!"
SCHOOL PLANNING

By Alonzo J. Harriman

Continued from March issue

In the March, 1949, issue of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD Mr. Harriman examined the effect of planning schoolhouses by various accepted methods. He compared the effect of double-loaded or single-loaded corridors in combination with single-story or two-story construction. He also compared the complete structural cost (labor and materials only) of one-story versus two-story schools providing the same ten classrooms and necessary adjuncts.

He now continues the analysis by comparing the effect on square foot structural costs of using different types of wall and roof construction.

The warning which was given in connection with the first study is repeated herewith: viz., that the figures presented are for comparative purposes only. They indicate a method of studying the effect on total costs of different methods of planning and construction, but they are not to be taken as final costs.

*Figures compiled by Philip Gatz, partner in Alonzo J. Harriman, Inc., Architects-Engineers.

LEGEND

1. EXCAVATION
2. CONCRETE FOUNDATION
3. MASONRY
4. STRUCTURAL STEEL & MISC. IRON
5. MISCELLANEOUS CARPENTRY
6. BAR JOISTS
7. LATH & MESH OVER JOISTS
8. ROOFING & INSULATION
9. CERAMIC TILE
10. HEATING & VENTILATING
11. CONCRETE SLABS ON JOISTS

SCHOOL COST COMPARISON

(Continued from March issue, pages 114 and 115)

"Pie charts" give graphic support to author's conclusions on relative cost of two-story semi-fireproof, one-story semi-fireproof, and one-story combustible-roof construction. The last-named shows a saving of 7 per cent, and the middle example shows a saving of 4.3 per cent, above the first example. The large unidentified segment at left in each pie chart represents factors remaining constant.
GYMNASIUM ROOF TYPES

BASIS OF COST COMPARISON

In this analysis of gymnasium roof types, it is assumed that the floor is of wood construction, to which arches of the laminated timber types can be conveniently tied, and which absorbs the outward thrust on the foundation walls. However, the cost of the floor (being equal in all cases) is not included in the cost figures per square foot. To arrive at an equitable comparison of the effect of different roof types, the costs include one end-wall and two side-walls in all cases.

General Conditions: width of span 90 ft.; length 40 ft. Wall construction, wood post and girt frame covered on the exterior with corrugated asbestos backed with 1/2 in. of rigid insulation board. Surface exposed on interior. Window construction of wood.

Type "A" Roof
Construction: laminated timber arches at 4 ft. on centers, covered with 2-in. matched planking and steep-incline type of built-up roofing, topped with wide lapped mineral-surfaced strips. Estimated cost per square foot of floor area, $3.46.

Note: Because of the continuous pitch of this type of frame, a clear headroom of 6 ft. is obtained at a point 2 ft. 6 in. inside of the bearing line of the arches. The resultant loss of floor space brings the cost of usable floor area per square foot up to $3.65.

Type "B" Roof
Construction: Rigid steel frames at 20 ft. on centers. Steel purlins with wood nailers; 2-in. matched plank roof deck; rigid insulation; covered with 15-year tar and gravel roofing. (15-year appears to involve no premium above 10-year.) Roof exposed on under side. Estimated cost per square foot of floor area, $4.48.

Type "C" Roof
Construction: Steel flat Pratt trusses, supported on steel columns 15 ft. on centers; steel purlins with wood nailers; roof deck of 3-in. splined plank and rigid insulation covered with 15-year tar and gravel roofing. Roof exposed on under side. Estimated cost per square foot of floor area, $4.88.

AUTHOR'S CONCLUSIONS ON GYMNASIUM ROOF TYPES

Analysis reveals that Type A is the least costly per square foot of floor area, even after deducting the 2 ft. 6 in. clearance necessary on each side, and using the higher figure of $3.65.

This saving arises from the fact that the roof is brought down to the foundation, and side-wall construction is eliminated. Type B is 23 per cent more expensive than Type A, and Type C is 34 per cent more expensive than Type A. There are, of course, certain places where the advantages of Types B and C or variations would readily warrant the additional cost.

Comparison of Types B and C indicates that Type B is less costly. It is possible to use a stock type of steel frame applicable to sundry types of building but particularly adaptable to gymnasium construction. This stock frame carries a saving in pound price of steel. There is another saving in Type B because the area of the enclosing wall is less. The pitched roof allows adequate height in the middle of the span for basketball though permitting a lower eaves height.
Comparison of wall types W1, W2, and W3 reveals that there is a greater percentage of structural saving in substituting single glazing for double glazing in wood sash than there is in substituting double-glazed wood sash for a combination of steel-framed glass block and steel sash. (Heating costs are not considered in this comparison.)

The large saving shown by W3 over the other two types is due to the use of a stock "storm sash" or a sash similar to "storm sash," with a stock type of rail, and attaching these to a framing member either by rebating the structural member or applying a stop directly to it.*

The analysis of wood-frame roofs R1, R2, and R3 indicates that R1 is the cheapest of them all. It also indicates that a truss roof designed to use short lengths of native lumber, and capable of being jig-assembled and nailed or bolted, can be cheaper in our area than roof construction which is based on the larger sticks of West Coast lumber at higher prices per board foot.

Roofs R1 and R2 have a ceiling applied underneath the

*Editor's Note: Millwork as a cost factor may show considerable variation according to locality. Using the same analytical methods as Mr. Harrison, architects in other locations can easily establish dependable conclusions for their own areas.
BASIS OF COST COMPARISON

The floor area used in establishing structural costs per square foot is based on a 6-ft. section, or bay, cut transversely through a typical part of the building so as to include two classrooms, each with a 22-ft. span, and sharing an 8-ft. corridor.

The analysis ignores foundation costs (which vary considerably from job to job) and the cost of the ground floor (which would show no variation from type to type). The starting point is therefore the top level of the ground floor, and costs include side-wall and roof construction, and corridor walls.

It is assumed that in these one-story buildings the costs of heating, plumbing and electric installations within the unit considered are the same in non-fireproof and semi-fireproof types.

Side-Wall Types

Side Wall Type W1 (Steel frame sash and glass block)

Wall below window of concrete.

Construction above concrete wall is of structural steel acting as structural support for roof and as frame for directional glass block and for metal sash below glass block panels.

Side-Wall Type W2 (Wood frame, wood sash; double glazed)

Wall below window of concrete.

Construction above concrete wall is wood structural frame supporting the roof. Window construction of single, wood, fixed sash above single-glazed wood hopper vents. Glass is clear window glass.

The module of 4 ft. has been used in the side-wall unit to conform to the spacing of the framing members of the roof. It also lends itself to the bond of masonry or the economical length of wood or prefabricated wall covering.

Side-Wall Type W3 (Wood frame, wood sash, single glazed)

Wall below window of concrete.

Construction above concrete wall is wood structural frame supporting the roof. Window construction of single, wood, fixed sash above single-glazed wood hopper vents. Glass is clear window glass.

The module of 4 ft. has been used in the side-wall units to conform to the spacing of framing members. This in turn lends itself to the bond of masonry or the economical length of wood or prefabricated wall covering.

Roof Types

In all cases the corridor walls are considered as bearing partitions of wood stud construction covered with gypsum board painted. Corridor ceiling of wood joist strapped and covered with gypsum board painted.

Roof Type R1 (non-fireproof)

Roof construction: pitched type, light wood trusses spaced 24 in. on centers, made of native lumber and having bolted and nailed connections without the use of connectors. Ceiling strapped directly to bottom chord of truss and covered with gypsum board painted. Ceiling insulated with 4-in. thick mineral wool. Roof surface boarded with matched wood sheathing and covered with asphalt shingles.

Roof Type R2 (non-fireproof)

Roof construction: flat-type, wood joists, spaced 24 in. on centers, using Douglas Fir lumber; matched wood sheathing; rigid insulation covered with 20-year tar-and-gravel roofing. Ceiling strapped directly to bottom of joist and covered with gypsum board painted.

Roof Type R3 (non-fireproof)


Roof Type R4 (non-fireproof, steel joist)

Roof construction: flat-type steel open-web joists, spaced 24 in. on centers with 2 by 4 in. wood nailers attached, to which sheathing is nailed. Rigid insulation covered with 20-year tar and gravel roofing. Ceiling strapped directly to bottom of joists covered with gypsum board.

Roof Type R5 (semi-fireproof)


Joists. R1 with a finished ceiling is cheaper than R3 with exposed plank ceiling. The variation of a mere 1 per cent between R2 and R3 warrants no conclusion as to their relative cost values.

Figures on R4 indicate that for a 22-ft. classroom span the use of steel-joist framing is more expensive than either a simple trussed roof or a wood timber roof. It has ceiling tile or plaster board underneath. However, if this ceiling tile or plaster board is omitted and the bar joists are left exposed, the use of steel joists is slightly less expensive than types R2 or R3. The saving per square foot of ceiling omitted is about 9 cents a square foot pushing the net cost of R4 with W1 down to $3.45.

Roof R5 is a semi-fireproof construction with a concrete slab on top. This reflects about a 25 per cent increase over the cheapest wood construction, if the same type of wall construction is used.

Walls W2 and W3 were not combined with roofs R4 or R5 because it was thought that the unity of the steel should be preserved. However, by adopting a mongrel type using wall W3 and roof R4 to cut our costs we might arrive at one of our cheapest types of construction.
HOME LIFE AND HOUSE ARCHITECTURE

If this piece were being written by a practicing architect, it would be no more than proper to begin with an apology for the inference that the author has some special or more exact knowledge in a field which, to varying degrees, is a major consideration in all residential work, a problem common to every architect concerned with house design. But these observations are being presented from the outside, so to speak, and against a background of many years spent in a kind of No-Man’s-Land half-way between the architect and the client, where both can be heard.

Inevitably, to one in such a position, there emerges gradually a sort of composite client and composite architect, the first imbued with all the hopes and fears and inarticulate longings of his kind, the second invested with power to untangle and simplify and make order of it all, and finally to build. (In evolving these composites one naturally selects only the better materials.) This article, which will concern itself with the interaction between home life and the architecture of the home, is addressed to the architect, somewhat on the client’s behalf — but also with the hope that the client may see it and gain a little something in new perspectives and objectives, which might benefit the architect and the end result.

In the first place, the antiquity of the relationship between home life and house design should not, we think, imply that it is therefore an old story, completely assimilated, and unimportant as a subject for discussion. Not only does time work changes in the manner of living, which need to be appraised, but it is also possible for a profession to grow beyond its former boundaries, availing itself of whatever is appropriate to it in the expansion of other arts and sciences. Architecture would seem to have a special opportunity and responsibility in this respect, and as it flows beyond its old borders its relationship to old problems inevitably changes. Already the vanguard of contemporary house architects is striving to create designs which go beyond the mere satisfying of strictly functional objectives; which seem, in fact, to stem from a conviction that whereas architecture must and should be influenced by the form and content of the family life, yet architecture can and should exert its own subtle influence on the development and serenity of that life.

Satisfaction of the owner’s living requirements is obviously one of the elementary (even if pre-Sullivan) objectives of house planning. The chunky little Cape Cod cottage must have made quite an adequate eco-
individual family needs, preferences and even aspirations, the interaction between home "living" and the architecture of the house has plenty of room to work; and the resulting house is certainly different, as compared to popular residential types of only a decade or so ago. To the man accustomed to buying his house and furniture by simple reference to the "authenticity" of their "reproduction," it is difficult to start thinking solely in terms of himself, and his family, and how he wants to live. Difficult, and a little alarming; but with understanding, it comes.

In a degree, many of us have been conditioned to certain prominent aspects of the modern house by personal experience with apartment living. People who have never had a cellar or an attic, who have had to discard worn-out or useless possessions for lack of storage space in which to keep them, usually come to a correct evaluation of this enforced weeding-out process and prefer to continue it. The economical — often multiple — use of space in an apartment has also been useful as preparatory education.

Perhaps, as a matter of fact, it is only just to give to our friend the client a little of the credit for the happy turn of events in the architecture of the house. He has demonstrated a desire to live a simpler, more rational life in his home; he has looked to his home for an antidote to the tensions and frictions of modern life; he has developed a fondness for the outward look, and found serenity in broad vistas of sky and earth. He, too, has changed a lot since grandfather's day.

Yet, for all these healthy tendencies, this same man is today a particularly poor bet to make any progress — unaided — towards the realization of a house well-designed for him. More than ever he needs professional help. The architecture of today which takes into account the very great social and economic changes of recent years, which takes into account the biggest pattern and the least pattern of family life, and which is striving — as we shall presently see — to go even beyond functional, utilitarian objectives, this architecture can in no way be successfully attempted by the untrained layman. Therein lies a problem, unsolved but at least recognized by the profession.

Emerging out of all forces which have worked upon it, the modern house constitutes at once a more nearly common architecture — in that the small, economical house can offer comfort, convenience and even esthetic pleasure comparable to that of the large, expensive house — and at the same time a more fluently individual architecture, in that it adjusts itself more easily

Revival of the kitchen as a center of the home — recalling its ancient and honorable estate — is one rewording by-product of the "servant problem." Today it has progressed not very much beyond the elementary matters of convenience and utility; but, depending on the individual family's way of living, it seems to offer rare possibilities of development. The plans above are an indication of how this room, used in combination with other rooms, has been rescued from obscurity and returned to the use and enjoyment of the family.
to the sometimes trivial, sometimes important differences that inevitably exist between different families' ways of living. In the first we find room to hope for some kind of broad development, within the profession, which will make well-designed houses available to every income group; but our primary concern here is with the second part — the sensitive response of house architecture to the individual's home life, and the maximum development of that response.

Nor should we overlook here the converse effect — the influence of good architecture on the aspirations of the individual. As people are familiarized, through publications, with sound contemporary design expressive of a greater freedom, individuality, informality and sincerity in home life, they are better able and more inclined to orient their own thinking along similar lines. Inspired by example, they tend to project for themselves a pattern of living which in turn can take form as a good contemporary house.

The expressed aims of some of the distinguished thinkers in the architectural profession might seem a little visionary if it were not possible to look back and see what remarkable changes have taken place, not only in the house as a whole, but in every component part of its plan.

Segregation applies to children and adults alike, growing out of an understanding of individual needs and the potential functions of various parts of the house. In Stubbins’s plan, right, the children's end of the house has been developed to give them space for their work and play, with an adequate sound barrier between their rooms and the adults' living areas. But in cases where close supervision seems necessary, an arrangement like that of Howard Rois's might be considered essential. Even out of doors, segregation can yield results: for example, note that in Thiry's plan, the terraces are separate but the children's can be under constant observation from the living room, kitchen or adults' terrace.

Think, first, of the inviolate pattern of the plan as we have known it — the sitting-room to the right, the dining-room to the left, the kitchen beyond, each with its familiar air of being what it always was and always would be, forever. And upstairs, like a hayloft, the bedrooms. That spelled house; nothing different occurred to us. So deeply is that rigid pattern seared on our consciousness that people who shut their eyes and make their minds a blank are apt to find themselves following it, even today.

But many of us — perhaps more than is generally admitted — have been overtaken by a great change. Persuaded by the force of such inexorable circumstances as the dearth of domestic help, and partly by the logic of the contemporary architectural approach, we have become willing accessories to some notable changes in house planning. For example: since we do our own cooking now, and guests are a commonplace in the kitchen, why not bring the kitchen out of its ancient obscurity and make it a room — or part of a room — with social standing equal to other rooms?

No longer the exclusive domain of the servants, this most attractive complex of sounds, sights and aromas is once again returned to the family. In earlier times it was always the core of family life, the center of the
house, and there is every indication that the exigencies and aims of contemporary living are rapidly bringing it back to a position of comparable importance.

Out of this process of reassessing the function of various rooms in the light of modern living needs has come a variety of combinations — some perhaps overdone, like the guest room-study, but others full of interesting possibilities. Bringing the dining room into the kitchen — or vice-versa, depending on where you place the emphasis — should certainly make a more interesting room than either one alone.

Some of us, depending on our way of living, like to apportion the master-bedroom space so that we get a small sitting room next it, and perhaps a secluded little garden terrace outside; a sort of sanctum sanctorum, useful at any hour of the twenty-four. More use per room, more house per dollar. And those of us with children are convinced that when their part of the house is designed specifically for their needs — not only sleeping, but their work and recreation — the whole family benefits.

Segregation of the children’s rooms from other rooms may be especially desirable in cases where the adult entertainment attains fairly noisy levels, or where radio or television (relatively new sources of noise in the home) would interfere with children’s sleep. However, it is possible to lean too far in this direction: children must have supervision, day and night, and it is not healthy for the child nor does it make for parental peace of mind to carry segregation to the point of ostracism.

Wherever and whatever the problem, we have become accustomed to seeing it approached on the basis that if a solution can be found which works better, more easily, gives us more pleasure and doesn’t cost any more — it’s worth considering.

The possibilities are by no means fully explored. Only recently Editor Stowell suggested to us that in certain homes the library might very well be combined with the dining room. A table is needed in both; books make an attractive environment for dining; and dinnertable discussions can be authoritatively resolved with a minimum of delay and lost motion. And too it can be used for evening study by youngsters or adults.

The appraisal of changing patterns in home living is not without hazards which may result in architectural expressions of somewhat less than enduring value. Specifically, it is possible to mistake a popular fad for a pattern of living. Twenty-five years ago it seemed that no home could possibly be considered complete without a sleeping porch; the population had apparently contracted some form of nocturnal claustrophobia. But it passed, and the sleeping porch virtually is no more. The cellar rumpus room, another "must" of a few years ago, also seems to have lost whatever charm it had; and it remains to be seen whether some of our present devices — such as dining-to-kitchen pass cabinets (though they were popular in the ’90s) or eating bars equipped with stools — are perhaps similarly transitory and for a similar reason.

It seems accurate to make a distinction between fads, which seem motivated by no important forces, and those manners or fashions which are powerfully moved by existing conditions. Accepted fashions in entertaining — North or South — always have exerted a considerable influence on design. The situation in 18th century New England, in respect to this function, was not very dissimilar from that in the South, excepting perhaps that the greater distances to be traveled in the South caused the guest to remain for an extended visit once he arrived. But, essentially, it was an era of entertain in the home, and the house was designed to accommodate anything from a few extra relatives to a large formal reception.

With the coming of the 20th century, all this changed. By the 1920’s we had arrived at an era of night-club entertaining, hotel receptions, and a general trend towards keeping the entertainment problem out of the home. Partly, this may have been due to space restric-
tions and to the easy money that made costly outside entertainment practicable; but it was also due to the increasing "servant problem" which would not accept the added burden of catering to guests.

Of recent years, the servant problem having ceased to exist with the disappearance of the servants, the trend has been to bring our guests back again into our homes — but on a simple, informal basis which is more and more clearly reflected in the plan of the contemporary house, as certainly it should be.

There is neither space nor need here to list the accomplishments of modern house architecture along these lines; the important thing is that in a span of a relatively few years so much has taken place which only a little while ago seemed impossible of attainment in our hide-bound, conformist society. And perhaps there is reason to hope that even greater things, more difficult things, will be accomplished in a few more years.

Two of the factors essential to such progress appear to be present: first, a more mature and intelligent attitude on the part of the client, an inclination to simplify his environment and to correlate his building program with the most important needs of his family and the requirements of their way of life; and second, a growing realization on the part of architects that what has been accomplished in the way of plan, design and structure is still not generally as broad in the scope of its objectives as it can become.

The first of these should grow, as we have suggested, both by force of example and by virtue of increasing consciousness of what the client himself, through a sincere and critical selection of the elements of living most vital to him, can contribute to the success of the design.

The promise of architectural progress — not only in the development of the accepted approach to a functional solution, but also in the broadening of the concept of what all the elements of design can do for the individual — seems indicated already in the work of some leaders in the profession and in the favorable impact of that work on younger architects who must be counted upon to carry forward what has been begun.

Function, we believe, is not so limiting a term as is generally supposed. It does not necessarily restrict us to the mechanics of living, the pattern of footsteps, the height of a man's head, the reach of a woman's arm — important as these are and must remain. Subter and more elusive elements are still definable as functional.

BROADLY SPEAKING, this has been sufficiently proved by the layman's reaction to the open plan and the breaking down of the architectural barrier between indoors and out. What is demonstrated, perhaps, is that people are still natural creatures, respondent to and dependent on certain impacts which do not greatly change, even when they are neglected for a considerable time. Upon the sum of all our senses, and upon the measure of our success in creating an environment perfectly congenial to them, depends to a considerable extent that condition which we describe as being happy. The contemporary architect, therefore, in designing a house, is beginning to turn his attention to a more serious and detailed consideration of the esthetic effect of form, color, volume, sound, light, texture and motion — everything that can be apprehended by the senses, as they are employed in combinations and in contrast to one another.

In other words, having found a reasonable approach to planning for function, in its utilitarian sense, the architect is preparing to tackle in the same factual and objective manner all those non-utility elements which have, nevertheless, a powerful and important function in the home environment.

These are great objectives, worthy of the great traditions — the true traditions — of architecture. The more nearly we approach to their attainment, the more complete will be the interaction between the innumerable patterns of our familiar life and of the architecture of the house that shelters us; and the more will architecture come to our aid in new ways — through channels open, perhaps, to no other instrument.

LEFT:
The evolution of the master bedroom into something more like a private apartment is an interesting corollary to modern house design. Beginning with a bedroom-bath-dressing room combination, we have now progressed to an occasional adjoining sitting room which in turn not infrequently connects with a small terrace or garden. Not only does this add daytime usefulness to the space but it tends to balance the freedom and spaciousness of the rooms which are common to the whole family.

RIGHT:
Indoor-outdoor relationships in planning may properly be thought of as elements in designing for function; but it would be a mistake not to recognize and correctly evaluate the public's response to the esthetic values which this so-called "interpenetration" of shelter and nature has created for them. It may be doubted whether any other single feature of the modern house has had a more stimulating effect on people's imagination—a significant consideration, and perhaps one which suggests that even more emphasis could profitably be placed on the client's sensory response to his architectural environment.

Below: Henry Hill, designer, Complete plans House & Garden Dec. 1948, page 131
HOUSE AND LOT DESIGNED AS A RELATED WHOLE

Residence in Beverly Hills, California
The simple horizontal line of this house, as much as its walls of double hand split shakes, keeps it in pleasant harmony with level site and background of wooded slopes. Outdoor living centers around a large sycamore tree, identifiable in all three of the pictures below, the house having been carefully disposed to preserve such existing assets and to make the larger portion of the property available for gardens. Note adjustable louvers east of breakfast porch.
The plan is arranged to meet a fairly formidable list of requirements. A 40-ft. set-back being obligatory, the garage is placed as near the front as possible to allow recreation and gardening facilities at rear. The kitchen is the control point for everyone entering or leaving the property. Acting as a screen between kitchen and dining room, the breakfast alcove also doubles as a convenient place for "set-ups" during large dinner parties, and further serves as a connecting link with outdoor facilities. The guest room forms a buffer between the children’s rooms and the living areas, and the guest bath is so placed as to be generally available even though the guest room is in use. Children’s rooms may be opened into each other for daytime play, and the servant’s room is near by to facilitate supervision. To secure maximum sunlight and also to reduce the effect of street noises, all rooms are oriented to the south, at an angle away from the highway.

Living and dining room are planned as a single large area extensible to the outdoors—both visually and physically—by the architectural treatment. Ceilings are acoustically treated, and floors are carpet on a concrete slab. The massive chimney allows space for a terrace barbecue, seen through the dining room window, at the left.
The kitchen is designed to keep all storage facilities within easy reach of a person in a normal standing position; no cupboards, cases or drawers extend below 2 ft. 6 in. above the floor, nor over 6 ft. 0 in. above it. In the picture below, the door opens on the main entry. At right, windows dominate the sole entrance approach; breakfast alcove is out of sight around the corner. At far right, the breakfast alcove, figured glass and plywood walls of this section make a pleasant transition between kitchen and dining room.
The advantages of maximum flexibility in the planning of children's rooms are well illustrated in the three photographs at left. The two boys, being of different ages, have separate rooms affording quiet for each as required but which are capable of being converted into a large play area by means of a sliding panel door moving between two closets. The ceiling is acoustic material applied directly on backing. Consistent with the treatment in other rooms, the walls are hardwood plywood; some six types of wood are used in different parts of the house, with occasional walls painted in color for accent.
The owner of this house, a musician and music teacher, required a living room large enough for piano lessons and group singing. As the building budget was extremely limited, the dining and hall areas are made small additional parts of the living room and the architect has cleverly acquired space vertically, as seen above, and has opened the entire long side of the room with glass—all of which makes the 18 by 20 ft. area seem more spacious.

Hugh Stubbins, Jr.
Architect

Residence in Concord, Massachusetts
At right: view from the southwest. Projecting above the roof line, the bathroom window, cocked up at a saucy angle, gives an unexpected lift to the design. Walls, oil-finished redwood; roof, asphalt shingle. Above: the living room.
The chimney, except for the fireplace and flue, is concrete brick with a plaster hood supported on metal rods. Walls are rock lath, ceilings metal lath, with a single coat of plaster. Floor is painted concrete.

As shown in the plan and pictured at left, the entry serves multiple purposes, acting as front door, kitchen entrance (via the utility room) as well as giving access to the storage room through the door at right. The larger bedroom, occupied by the two children, can be divided by a curtain. Plans for future additions to the house include a large family sitting room, and a garage connected to the entrance by a covered way. Steel pipes laid in concrete supply radiant heat. All fixed glass is wood framed, opening vents are projected metal sash.
A STORY-AND-A-HALF HOUSE ON A NARROW LOT

Residence at Malibu Beach, California

Griswold Raetze, Architect

The beach lot on which this house is built is only 40 ft. wide by about 75 deep, requiring the architect to perform some ingenious manipulations in order to meet all the owner's needs yet not to leave the house reared up in the air like a two-story box. A story-and-a-half scheme was developed, with a glass-screened sun deck facing the ocean and a protected patio at the opposite side, between the house and the garage. All rooms facing the ocean are opened up to the view, while windows on east and west sides are held to a minimum for the sake of privacy. The house is built on wood joists supported by pilings on 13-ft. centers. Garage and storage rooms on concrete slab.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Plan requirements called for a living room large enough for a grand piano, a kitchen, study, two bedrooms and two bathrooms. The owner's room has a small roof deck facing the ocean. Exterior walls are rough board and batten; the roof is white composition.
Interior walls of the living-dining room are V-jointed redwood boards; the master bedroom, shown below at left, is finished in Philippine mahogany plywood. Drywall construction is employed throughout, with sheetrock painted in cool colors in the rooms not finished in wood.
Above: this side of the house faces a broad panorama of hills. Below: identifiable by roofs are carport, studio, bedroom, entry and living areas.
One of the owners of this house, a well-known portrait photographer, required that her studio and related workrooms comprise an integral part of the design — yet furnished with a separate entrance, and isolated from the indoor and outdoor living areas. The studio, which has its own southeasterly terrace for outdoor work, also doubles as a bedroom with bed and closets concealed by sliding Japanese paper screens. The other bedroom and bath provide the buffer between this section and the main entry and living room. Servant's wing is at the extreme opposite end. Exterior is flush redwood siding; roof, tar and gravel. The heating system is forced warm air.

RESIDENCE IN CONTRA COSTA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

The plan arranges itself around a large private terrace at the rear, affording a pleasant contrast to the expansive view on the opposite side.
Above: a small terrace faces the sweeping view of the Contra Costa Hills and Mt. Diablo. Beyond, a wooded hill screens the larger terrace at rear. The studio, right, opens on an outdoor work space and has north skylight, also seen in terrace view below.
Three views of the living-dining room. Right: detail of sliding glass doors opening on terrace shown at top of opposite page. At other end of room similar doors give access to dining terrace near kitchen.
PLANNED FOR THE SERVANTLESS WAY OF LIFE

Residence in Ladue, Missouri

Robert Elkington, Architect
Two factors, actually, were dominant in developing this design: the owners do their own work, and Missouri summers are hot. As a result of the first we find such features as the location of the kitchen near the bedrooms for early morning convenience, the laundry placed near the entry and telephone-equipped to minimize effect of interruptions. There is provision for small dinner parties only (the accent is on after-dinner entertaining). In consideration of the summer heat clerestory windows are provided in the living room to exhaust the pocket of hot air, and sliding doors enable porch and living room to merge into a single, cross-ventilated "breezeway" for summer use.
The living room is bright and spacious. Screened in summer, glazed in winter, the porch is here shown opened to the living room. Below, detail of bracket for sliding door track. Floors are asphalt tile on concrete base. The ceiling is of fibreboard. Cabinet's flanks hall opposite kitchen.

Left: folding partition opens children's room for daytime use. Guest room can be "isolation ward" in case of sickness.
BUDGET HOUSE FOR GI'S

Igor B. Polevitzky, Miami; Architect

Modular planning, prefabrication and the use of prefinished materials are all enlisted in this idea for a house aimed at meeting a building budget of seven or eight thousand dollars, in the South Florida region. Exterior and interior walls, designed on a modular principle, are of glazed ceramic tile; window units are prefinished and painted, and the wiring is shop-fabricated. The top of the masonry wall is tied together for lateral rigidity; angle clips welded to this tie provide the seat and attachment for precut rafters. Wiring and plumbing are accessible from the outside. Separation between areas is achieved by means of storage units delivered and set in place after the interior is finished.
PROJECT FOR A HOUSE IN LOCUST VALLEY, N. Y.

Peter Blake, Designer

The problem consisted of a small building for the designer's own family. The house measures only 32 ft. 6 in. square. In order to avoid the usual minimal solution, different levels of activity have been created instead of the separate, enclosed cubicles which would tend to make a small house appear smaller still. The advantage of the intersecting level solution, in establishing privacy without destroying the total space-volume, is fully exploited. Although this house is to be constructed of widely centered wood posts, its materials, in a sense, are the many different space relationships which have been developed. The entrance to the house is through a small foyer, under a low ceiling, which opens up to a very high living space. This space grows in all directions as one walks around in it and, seen from different levels and angles, presents changing structural and spatial forms. Areas of great spaciousness alternate with small-scale corners of privacy, such as the little den with its fireplace. Mr. Blake says, "The site for which I designed this little house is a small clearing in some woods near Long Island Sound. I thought of it as a small, precise, rectangular little construction of glass and solid planes, standing on a raised platform of brick, and looking as little like a natural object as I could possibly make it look." His greatest difficulty, he says, was in relating the spatial freedom represented in the design to the structural and formal discipline which he feels architecture demands. In several respects, especially in the course of detailing the house, he found these two elements in his approach conflicting. The south-east elevation (top of next page) he feels is less successful on this account than some of the others; nor is he altogether happy about the proportions of some of the interior walls. In this design, however, the whole interior space is visually present to be fully enjoyed as well as efficiently used.
The photograph of the roofless model, above, affords the best general view of the interior arrangements. Two bedrooms and bath are above the kitchen, entry and den; the work area is at a half level lower, and beneath this — at a level still lower than that of the living room — is the play and storage space. The model, made of solid brass, plexiglass and wood, is the work of Mr. Blake and Willo von Moltke.
CONFessions OF a CAPE CoddER

By Royal Barry Wills, Architect

Sketches by the author

In New England the practice of architecture is so completely bound up with clients that you can’t imagine the one without the other. I suppose it’s the same elsewhere, but it couldn’t possibly be more so. Yes, an architect simply has to have them and there is no ready device for screening out all but the least bedeviled. Ideally, he should catch them young and bend them to Boston’s bumpy sidewalks, without apparent fatigue.

Neither the male nor female believes in throwing money around. I had an affluent old client, long since gone to his reward, who will serve as a model for the men. He wore side-whiskers, a stiff collar, well-worn cutaway, and a square derby. The necktie was clean, but ancient, and sometimes slightly askew. Some of his striped trousers were frayed at the bottom, because he never threw away anything wearable. On occasion he wore Congress shoes, very frequently storm rubbers, and invariably carried an umbrella. His left hand never lost its firm grip on a green baize bag filled with books. But that didn’t mean his head was very far up in the clouds, because ’tis a fact that he personally sold apples from his one tree to neighbors at twenty-five cents a basket. By such tidy little transactions he could keep himself in pocket money and feel that nothing had been wasted.

If this picture seems fanciful, let the doubter wander over Beacon Hill almost any day in the week.

Thrift does indeed permeate them.

On rare occasions, a New Englander will “dip into his capital” to build a house, but with no elation, much as a drowning man parts with a life preserver. His whole conservative self depletes changes in the established system; permanency is the watchword. In architecture, he chooses stabilized solutions knowing full well that contemporary design, besides being foreign to his taste, will

“The younger set doesn’t mind glass walls

The ladies wear tweed suits and dolmans, and hats that have that eternal look. They are ardent but very selective joiners, and never miss a worth-while lecture nor a morning musicales. Committee work comes naturally to them, and I refer to real problem jobs like the Little Wayfarers or the Lost Adolescents. Plan E, Birth Control, or any worthy cause seeking referendum space on our ballots, will find the good ladies among its stouthearted workers. They are immensely durable, like their fur neckpieces, and at seventy can do ten miles a day over
vary from year to year like the fashions in *Vogue*. The styles of one decade fetch a guffaw in the next, plus a very low price.

An optimist would classify the average client as fair-minded on the obstinate side. He has an idea-full wife, usually a child or two and a flock of relatives, some of whom are downright formidable. In his background there are ancestors who have willed him furniture and oddments in varied number, and to these he has added miscellaneous gear for household furnishing, easier living, sports, hobbies or gardening. In his mind there is a catalogue of these live and lifeless hostages to fortune and it fixes his demand for space. Of course none of it is ever given the heave-ho in the interest of simplification! He is almost sure to interpret the physical appearance and location of the space in terms he and his forbears have always known and not infrequently that spells Cape Cod cottage. When the jag of sleighs, porch furniture, broken chairs, ladders, garden tools and cherished cultch is uppermost in his mind he thinks of a cellar, and if you cannot provide adequate storage as cheaply above ground the cellar is as good as dug. Probably the undue affection for cellars goes back three generations to the cider barrel in the cellar of the old homestead. He has a deep-seated bent for privacy and segregation, especially where the family group is still in good order and traditional forms have not dissolved into the undisciplined expression of its members' personalities, or "careers" as they are sometimes called. So we still have a demand for dining rooms even though they are unused for twenty-two hours a day. Until the recent phenomenon of the "ranch house" on the fifty foot lot there was an almost solid preference, among houses with three or more bedrooms, for upstairs sleeping quarters. It is still rare to meet up with a warm regard for the open plan and built-in furniture. If you are starting from bleak, ancestorless scratch it’s one thing, but so many of us cling to Aunt Hattie’s old Boston rocker or Grandpa’s roll-top desk! As a rule we’re too viscous, up this way, to flow easily from center to center, preferring to walk forthrightly from the privacy of one room to another. Claustrophobia must have only a fractional incidence because, short of a view worth framing, the average client feels happier behind the chaste rectangles of his small-paned windows. If he could afford one-way glass there might be greater temptation to be at one with the troubled world, sans danger of being apprehended at ease in too informal array. But our hesitating acceptance of the "picture window" as being occasionally admissible is testimony to the slow disintegration of the New England fastness. Influences to this end include modernist example and the gush-and-rave articles in popular magazines. They are certainly chipping away at the great dam of inhibitory material standing between us and perfect intellectualized harmony with the rushing present. Another century and the dam should be reduced to a permeable talus heap.

One great exception to the restrained acceptance of change has been in the mechanical division, and even the simplest Cape Codder will enshrine every last piece of labor-saving machinery that its owner can afford, even to the point where the lady of the house grows positively flabby and bored with life for lack of employment and attractive time-killing self-indulgencies that come within the family budget.

Meanwhile the architect has been making the best of it, balancing the program, the budget, and the client’s tenacious proclivities for this and that. Try as he will to attune himself to the persistent hum of progress,
certain awkward facts keep intruding. The simplest and cheapest house to build is clearly going to be the most compact house. It’s to be set up in a region with no discernible climate but riddled with difficult irregularities in the weather which take shape as hurricane, hail, snow or rain, directed vertically or horizontally against his package of shelter. He finds that his clients are particularly sensitive about weather. New England, for example, which heralded the birth of the Cape Codder, finds many a hot and muggy day intruding in its normally lovely summers, and raw and biting cold, with snow, is the rule in winter. Snow may pile up three feet deep on a flat roof there, and winds of one hundred miles an hour velocity not infrequently blow fine snow right through shingles which are water-tight, and rain through the putty of windowpanes. Certainly its integument must be of the best completely proven types of material that come within the budget. By this same yardstick the roof has got to be pitched in at least one direction, if it’s to give the least amount of trouble in and year out. The simplest windows to install, and the ones found most generally adaptable to storm and subzero conditions, are plain double-hung sash. If there is only one chimney it comes naturally near to the center of the house, for any heating man will tell you that a furnace should be located amidships. Then, too, down drafts are much affected by side and end chimneys in this neck of the woods. It is not mere willfulness that has given the Cape Codder and its more pretentious New England cousins their present form as true regional architecture.

When I started to practice, the professional world seemed to be at peace with itself, at least as far as my horizon, and not until the early Thirties was its serenity disturbed by brawling between the Five Orders and the Pipe Columnists. My immediate impulse was to give the new thought a whirl, to check its virtues against the stridency of its protagonists. So we did a fair number of houses in the contemporary manner and still get a big kick doing them on occasion, but we never became rabid enough to wage an unholy war against the inherent desires of our clients. It didn’t seem that important, especially as we could, and still can, better our costs through use of familiar materials used traditionally. We can heat and humidify them to the queen’s taste, accouter them to the mechanical hilt and present them to the world through a picture window; we can build their house on a concrete slab replete with pipes and still leave them happily within the indigenous design they prefer.

Among those of us old enough to have known peace among the architects there is still an urge to retain that blessed status, and perhaps we’d even connive a little with the opposition towards its attainment. Couldn’t we arrive at a set of compromises (if you can imagine a modernist compromising) and concentrate on a subtle campaign which takes cognizance of the clients’ innate fear of hell fire to pull them into line?

The spirit of the age is palpably away from individual enterprise and choice and immeasurably favors planning-living as evolved by experts. Naturally the womb-to-tombists cannot complete and hold their master plan without being occasionally ruthless against persistent outcroppings of the old dog-eat-dog era. Of course, the whole business would be a lot easier if we could have just a little direct revelation to certify the validity of the dogma. Without it, a Messiah has tough going in New England.
M. I. T. Builds Solar-Heated House

Test house combines solar with electric auxiliary heat to minimize installation expense

It has long been an open secret that M. I. T. was seriously researching the age-old idea of using solar heat for space heating. The study has now arrived at the point of completion of the first occupied test house.

The house is basically a compromise between theory and practice. Probably nobody ever doubted that a house could be heated entirely by direct solar energy. The conflict between idea and reality has been in the size and expense of the necessary gadgetry to collect heat and store it against the rainy days. So this house does not attempt an installation large enough for 100 per cent solar heat; the approach was rather to do what seemed reasonable with the sun's energy, and supplement that with auxiliary electric heating.

The house is in the Boston area, which is considered to be about the northern limit for solar space heating. It is the latest development of M. I. T.'s Solar Energy Research Project, endowed by Dr. Godfrey L. Cabot of Boston.

This house uses water as the heat storage medium, and the necessary size of the water tank is a limiting factor, as well as the size of the heat collector plate. The tank here holds 1200 gal. The electric heat is easily added to this system by the simple means of introducing two 3.5 kw immersion-type heaters in the water storage tank.

The heat collector is of the flat-plate type (parabolic, conical and other shapes have been studied), as the flat form seems generally the most practical. It consists of a blackened metal sheet behind two sheets of glass, the assembly tilted toward the winter sun.

If we could put a heat collector perpendicular to the sun's rays somewhere outside the atmosphere, there would be about 430 Btu per hr. per sq. ft. available outside the glass. But by the time the solar radiation has passed through
the dust and water vapor of the atmosphere, some of the radiation has been absorbed and diffused, letting a little over 300 (350 max.) Btu per hr. per sq. ft. through. Some of the diffused radiation is still picked up by the heat collector which accounts for some heat collection even on cloudy days.

In order that a maximum amount of heat might be collected during the peak of the heating season without the roof being too steep, an angle of 57 degrees with the horizontal was chosen for the tilt of the heat collector.

The optimum collector tilt for house heating depends on geometrical limitations as well as the economic consideration for the solar unit. From the standpoint of heating alone, the optimum collector tilt is that which will allow the heating system to operate with a minimum of fuel from an auxiliary unit; or that allowing the minimum size of storage tank for an independent solar heating system. From an architectural standpoint, roof angles greater than 45 degrees probably would not be economically justifiable.

To get the maximum amount of collection during December and January at Boston (Cambridge) would require an angle of about 65 degrees (sun’s rays perpendicular to the collector at solar noon).

With an angle of 57 degrees, the rays will be perpendicular to the collector at the middle of February and the beginning of November. A variation of plus or minus 8 degrees from the 57 degree angle makes little difference in the heat absorbed and takes in a period from the middle of October to the beginning of March, the greater part of the heating season.

According to directors of the program, the tilt chosen favors solar energy collection and appears to be within reasonable architectural construction. A convenient rule of thumb for figuring the collector tilt for different sections of the country is the sum of the latitude and 15 degrees. (Cambridge is 42° 22’.)

The heating system is comprised of 400 sq. ft., net, of heat collector surface which makes up the south side of the peaked roof, an attic storage tank, a radiant ceiling panel, two circulating pumps and controls. The collection and heating unit is a closed-cycle system at atmospheric pressure; no outside air or water is introduced after operation has begun.

The collector area was determined by letting the seasonal heat loss equal the solar input during that time, the solar input being taken as the direct radiation plus 5 per cent additional assumed to be reflected from the aluminum roofing on the overhang.

(Text continued on page 138)
The diagram, right, shows the main features of the M. I. T. solar heating system—how the heat is picked up, stored and distributed. The heat collector, detailed above, traps about 37 per cent of the solar energy hitting the glass. An opening at the bottom lets out water in case the glass gets broken. In the photo, Edmund Czapek is examining a flow meter in the attic; note the heavy insulation on a line leading to the storage tank.

Another view of the house with "sun-measuring" gadgets called pyrheliometers evident on the trellis and peak right of the roof. They measure the intensity of solar radiation outside a collector tilted at a 57 degree angle or oriented vertically.
Whenever the temperature of the collector is 3 degrees above that of the water in the storage tank, a pump automatically circulates water from tank to roof collector and back. Whenever the temperature of the water in the collector goes below that in the tank, the flow of water is cut off and the copper tubes in the collector are pumped full of air to prevent freezing damage. For heat collection, water is pumped from the bottom of the tank and returned to the top. Since a non-reversible pump is used, diverting valves are necessary so that the flow can be reversed to take air from the top of the storage tank and fill the collector tubes when water is to be withdrawn.

A timing control in the circulation system is set so that the heat collection pump stops when all water has been removed from the collectors. Another timing control is used to provide a delay between the time the temperature of the collector goes above or below that of the water in the tank and the time the circulating pump is actuated. This is to prevent "hunting" of the system when clouds are intermittently hiding the sun.

A separate pump circulates water through the radiant heating coils to maintain an inside air temperature of 66°F. Whenever the temperature drops below 65°F, the electric auxiliary heaters operate.

The Heat Collector and How it Works

The heat collector units, 15 of them 3 by 9 ft. and the 16th 1½ by 9 ft., consist, first of all, of two layers of ½ in. window glass and a copper sheet painted flat black on the absorbing side, with air spaces between each. (See details.) Copper tubes are soldered vertically to the back of the copper sheet and conduct about 10,000 lb. of water each hour to pick up the heat absorbed by the copper sheet. The back of the collectors are insulated by aluminum reflective insulation, 4 in. of rock wool and a layer of fiber board.

Glass is quite transparent to the short wave radiation that comes from the sun. When the black copper sheet absorbs these rays and converts them into heat, it radiates longer infra-red rays which do not pass easily through glass. Thus heat is trapped by the collector. Not all of the solar radiation is transmitted through the glass; part is reflected and part absorbed. And there is also some heat lost from the collector plate to the outside. In all, the amount of usable heat picked up by the blackened copper sheet is reported to be about 37 per cent of that striking the outer glass surface.

How Much Heat Is Obtained?

On February 17, a good day for sunshine with an outside air temperature of 24°F, there were 340,000 Btu stored in addition to the heat required to make up the losses of the structure during the heat collection period — from 9 a.m. to 4:20 p.m.

The maximum amount of heat, at solar noon, striking the outside glass of the collector was 314 Btu per sq. ft. per hr.; with a vertical collector, the amount received would have been 200 Btu per sq. ft. per hr. The total heat available outside the collector on this day was 2050 Btu per sq. ft. or a total of about 820,000 Btu. Of course the amount picked up by the copper collector sheet is about 37 per cent of this value plus the reflected sunlight from the roof overhang.

During one of the best days, March 2, nearly half a million Btu were stored. This would take care of two sunless days with the outside air temperature at about 30°F.

House Construction

The four-room M. I. T. house is very well insulated with the walls, roof and space between the back of the radiant panel and attic having 4 in. of rock wool, a layer of aluminum reflective insulation and rigid fiber board. The floor, topped with asphalt tile, is built on wooden piles and has a layer of aluminum foil between the subflooring and the wood subfloor.

All windows on the south side of the house are triple glazed, except for one panel which serves as a sliding door and is double glazed. The remaining windows on the other sides of the house are double glazed.

The area of glass on the south side was calculated by equating the seasonal heat loss and the solar gain during that period.

The heat loss of the living areas with no curtains drawn is 287 Btu per hr. per degree temperature difference between inside and outside air. This is about 13,800 Btu per hr. with an outside air temperature of 29°F.

The water storage tank, 36 ft. long by 2½ ft. in dia., has a capacity of 1320 gal. and contains 1200 gal. (10,000 lb.). It is held by cradle supports located at each of the 2 by 10 in. attic floor joists which are 14 in. on center. The tank is well insulated by rock wool, the minimum dimensions being 4 in. and the maximum 12 in.

All of the ceiling area is used for the radiant panel. Three-quarter inch copper tubing is formed into a series of sinuous coils and spaced on 9 in. centers.

The instrument room in the house contains automatic equipment to record the intensity of solar radiation, temperature of the storage water, amount of electrical energy consumed, air temperatures at various points throughout the inside of the house and the outside air temperature.

Designers of the new M. I. T. house decline to estimate the cost of a complete solar heating system for the average New England house. The present design does not include expensive oversized equipment to provide capacity for extreme cold spells and long sunless periods. Professor Hoyt C. Hotell of the M. I. T. department of chemical engineering has stated that it cannot be presumed that solar heating will be economically feasible in a climate as cold as that of New England, but results should serve to indicate under what conditions of climate solar heating would be competitive with fuel oil, gas or coal.

The house is occupied by a student engineer, his wife and baby, so that readings of the automatic instruments will provide figures for heat loss and storage requirements under typical dwelling conditions.

The solar energy work is under the supervision of a steering committee with members from departments of architecture, building engineering and construction, mechanical and chemical engineering. The construction of the house and the research directly associated with it are directed by Edmund L. Czapka, research associate in architecture. The architectural design of the M. I. T. house was done by J. Frank Hawes, a student in the department of architecture.
Two years ago on these pages the writer reviewed the postwar developments in house heating and air conditioning. In that review the notable point was that beginnings were being made in certain new and advanced ideas. Since that time surprising progress has been made; in certain directions where heretofore the thinking was rather vague, ideas have assumed tangible shape in the form of new equipment. It is in connection with this new equipment and the refinements of older devices that we find the real advances since 1947.

THE FUEL SITUATION

There is basically little change in the fuel situation as compared with two years ago. Coal and oil are at the present time easily available, while manufactured gas in many regions remains restricted for new house heating applications.

Oil

Oil, scarce for several years, is now in long supply to the point where appreciable price reductions were made in some areas early this year. This is due to some extent to the mild winter in the northeastern quarter of the United States where fuel oil for house heating is highly popular, and also to increased refining and distribution facilities. Oil refinery and producing companies continue to point to large oil reserves, while conservationists of natural resources, such as Secretary of Interior Krug, view with apparently sincere alarm the depletion of our oil and deplore its use for generating heat (thermodynamically the lowest form of energy) when we should be saving this fuel for aviation gasoline and other highly important uses.

In this, coal producers of course agree and point to the vast supply of coal still underground, and it must be admitted that there is something to be said for this viewpoint. It is perhaps typical of the times that such a seemingly simple thing as deciding on what fuel to use for home heating should be mixed up with matters of national policy on a pretty high level.

On the other hand, one of the Interior Department's division heads was quoted recently as saying that "We are in no danger of running out of oil for many, many years..." In any event, there are excellent prospects for new oil dis-

---

Much of the development work in heating equipment has been in getting more heat out of fuels, smaller and more compact heating plants, and lower installation costs. The warm air system (below, left) uses precut lengths of 4-in. stovepipe in place of rectangular ducts to cut costs. Air at 150-175 F is forced in a fan-like pattern in front of walls by the special grille shown. The compact boiler at right burns anthracite pea coal rapidly in a small combustion area to get a reported 80 per cent of the heat out of the coal. Boiler sections labeled are: (1) fan swirls combustion gases against heat transfer surfaces, (2) fly ash separator, (3) firepot and (4) domestic hot water
It was reported recently that manufactured gas utilities are able to take new heating business in only 25 per cent of the larger cities; the same source reports that of the gas utilities that have had no postwar rate increases, 84 per cent have filed for increases.

**Synthetic Fuels**

Production of oil and gasoline from coal and oil shales has passed from the realm of speculation to that of actuality. The Bureau of Mines experimental oil-from-oil-shale plant at Rifle, Colo., is producing 50 barrels a day, and several additional retorts are being added. In Missouri the Bureau has under construction a pilot plant to produce 200 barrels of gasoline per day by hydrogenation of coal. Coal gasification underground is still being studied in Alabama, with the second project having begun early in March, and in West Virginia gasification of pulverized coal is being accomplished on a laboratory scale. Other synthetic fuel developments include the making of alcohol from agricultural residues in Peoria. The American Gas Association has developed a process for making gas from low cost oil, and oil with a residual carbon content of 13 per cent has been successfully so processed in Baltimore.

All this is not beside the point to the architect. The foregoing indicates that we are in the midst of revolutionary developments and perhaps sharp changes in fuel utilization practices, changes that will surely come about quickly in case of war, and at any rate will eventually affect house heating practice, and that we are still undergoing price changes that may substantially shift the relative status of the various fuels.

**Gas**

Gas is in a little different position. Natural gas is widely available, and the important regions where it is not are being rapidly reduced in number. Los Angeles has been connected to gas fields by a 1200-mile pipe line; work has begun on a 1800-mile line from Texas to New York City, and a number of other lines are proposed or under construction. In such cases as the two mentioned, however, it is doubtful if the consumer will benefit by lower rates; rather, he will benefit by availability.

---

These prefabricated, finned radiant heating coils heat up the air spaces behind ceilings, walls and floors. After soldering, coils are pushed into upper hanger position (left), with fins between joists.
Another combination boiler unit has a large combustion space suitable for oil, gas, or stoker or hand-fired coal, and is available in either steam or hot water types.

A warm air furnace has been designed to accommodate hand firing, stoker, oil or gas firing. To convert from one fuel to another, unnecessary parts are removed and a conversion kit of parts required, including burner for the other fuel, is applied.

Another combination unit recently has been placed on the market, not for use with different fuels, but designed to meet different conditions. These conditions are those existing when relatively low temperature hot water is desired for radiant heating and at the same time higher temperature water is needed for domestic hot water. This unit furnishes low temperature water from a lower and outer jacket, domestic hot water from a hotter upper section supplied with a long, instantaneous coil. The boiler is available in two sizes, 81,000 and 110,000 Btu per hour for heating; both sizes furnish 5 gal. per minute of domestic service water.

**Space Saving Equipment**

At the current high cost per cubic foot of house, the necessity for saving space is acute; one way of meeting this situation, at least to a small extent, is to build the oil or gas boiler or furnace in a more vertical form so that less floor space is used than in conventional designs. One of these vertical models is an oil-fired warm air furnace with a stainless steel combustion chamber and a device that starts the burner fan briefly before the oil is ignited and allows the fan to continue for a short period after the burner is shut off, a method reported to reduce fuel consumption appreciably.

The vertical heaters are also made for gas. One of these has a 3-stage burner and 2-stage blower. All parts are accessible and removable from the front, a desirable feature if the unit is to be located in a closet.

A recently introduced, compact, cast iron boiler designed for oil burning has vertical water tubes, built-in removable hot water coil, and is available in four sizes, steam or hot water.

**Special Types**

One newly-introduced oil-fired warm air furnace, intended specifically for small homes, has the flue connection at the top, allowing the breeching to run straight to the chimney in any direction. An air-oil impact method of oil “atomization” is used. The filter frame can be placed on either side or back of the fan.

Another oil-burning warm air furnace has an unusual feature in that burner operation is continuous so that heat is always ready on demand from the thermostat. The operation at non-demand periods is, of course, at a low output, just how low depending on the weather since the output is adjustable. Some models of this unit have an economizer flue to pre-heat air to the burner.

There is also an oil-fired warm air furnace which consumes only 3/4 gal. of oil per hour at its 75,000 Btu per hour register rating. This unit has a pre-heater for the return air, the heat being obtained from the gases of combustion just before they leave the furnace.

A steel boiler for conversion oil burner application is so designed that all of its inside heating area is exposed to flame, making for a compact unit.

A vented gas heater for special application is intended for installation between the walls to heat two adjacent rooms, and a wall opening 28 by 51 in. is required (other models fit into a 14 by 50 1/2 in. opening). The bottom of the panel is off the floor and the air inlet is located in a hidden duct beneath the raised panels. Top louvers give a downward and outward direction to the warm air.

**Coal-Fired Equipment**

Boilers of the Anthratube type are being made by several manufacturers. The Anthratube principle, developed by Anthracite Institute, involves the burn-

*Electric radiant heating panels, as made by one manufacturer, look like and are installed like fiber board. They contain a conductive rubber and are nailed along a non-conducting margin to ceiling joists.*
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The boiler above furnishes low temperature hot water for radiant heating, has a large tankless heater for instantaneous domestic hot water and incorporates an air expansion tank inside the boiler.

ing of that fuel in a tubular firebox of small cross-sectional area. A small quantity of pea size anthracite is fed steadily as required but burned at a rapid rate of combustion with a high rate of heat transfer. Ash is automatically ejected into an enclosed container.

An efficient method of burning soft coal in space heaters has been developed by collaborative effort of Battelle Institute and Bituminous Coal Research, Inc. Combustion air is brought in at one point only — above the grates. Part of the air moves down through the unburned coal to meet a second part of the air which has traversed the live coals, and these two parts meet a third part moving in directly. This device is designed to burn coal for 16 hours on high firing with one loading and 72 hours on low fire.

Bituminous Coal Research has also developed a smokeless, magazine-type, warm air furnace which, over a 12-hour firing cycle, shows an efficiency of over 60 per cent at an 80,000 Btu per hour output. The magazine holds a 12 hour supply of coal (cooking or free burning) which feeds automatically; ashes are removed by a shaking grate, slate or clinkers by a dumping grate section.

That many, perhaps most, of the disadvantages of coal can be overcome has been demonstrated by a Canadian firm which is furnishing an unusually comprehhensive service. The firm makes, sells, and installs stokers, builds special coal bins and ash pits, sells and delivers the coal on a degree-day basis (as oil has been delivered for years), and finally removes the ashes by a vacuum pump which the firm itself developed. Such a service would seem to have great possibilities in the United States.

Although not central heating equipment, a draft control device for fireplaces is of interest. The louvers are of heavy glass, and can be adjusted at top or bottom to check or increase the draft to the fireplace. The louvers are operated by turning knurled knobs geared to the glass strips. A bronze mesh screen is placed back of the louvers.

Chimneys

Chimneys have long been, almost literally, a headache to architects and heating engineers alike. They account for a large share of the heating troubles encountered: where the masonry contractor is incompetent they can be a fire hazard; the designer frequently has trouble reconciling a chimney of sufficient height with the low horizontal lines of the modern house. Although research won't solve all these problems, it has, it is hoped, at least provided the answers to some of the questions regarding draft. This is due to investigative work done recently at Battelle Institute and the National Bureau of Standards. A prefabricated light weight flue now being made is supported entirely from the ceiling and roof and requires no brick work. The lining is of porcelain enamel with asbestos insulation between this and an outer metal casing.

Electric Heating

Electric heating may not be practicable for a whole house in most regions because of cost, but even in those places it may be advantageously used for special purposes such as providing auxiliary heat for bathrooms.

HEAT DISTRIBUTION

Conectors have come a long way in the twenty odd years since they first appeared. While there have been no startling developments in recent years, there has been a slow but steady improvement in design. One new model has a curved outlet air grille within the enclosure and a manually-adjusted temperature control damper; when closed, the damper conceals the outlet grille. Conectors designed specifically for one-pipe steam systems are particularly useful in modernizing such systems.

Radiant Baseboards

Baseboard radiators and board convectors have been given an all-inclusive name — radiant baseboards. The details of design among various types vary widely. The important point is that they are giving "very satisfactory results" according to researchers at the University of Illinois.

Tests on radiant baseboard conducted at that institution during 1948 were reported by Weigel and Harris of the University staff before the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers a few months ago. They concluded that:

1. The radiant baseboard is particularly adapted to maintaining comfortable floor slab temperature in a basementless structure because long, low units of this type cover a large percentage of outside exposure.

2. Average air temperatures, as measured 3 in. above the floor, were approximately 70 F to 71 F for all indoor-outdoor temperature differences encountered when the temperature at the 30-in. level was 72 F.

3. Temperature differences between the occupancy zone, as measured 3 in. and 30 in. above the floor, were only a degree and a half to two degrees.

4. The hot water heating system using the radiant baseboard responded quickly to sudden changes in load, thus maintaining a constant room air temperature even while the outdoor temperature was changing rapidly.

Prior tests with a one-pipe hot water system and radiant baseboards, faint dirt patterns were detected in the kitchen but not in other rooms, and draperies hanging over the baseboards were not in need of cleaning at the end of the season. Experience indicated that there was little likelihood of streaking provided that the water temperature was kept below 200 F.

Warm Air Heating

A warm air system for use with oil or gas and intended to reduce installation costs sharply was introduced only a few months ago. It has two features: (1) ducts of aluminium are pre-cut to standard lengths, formed into 4-in.
round ducts, but shipped open so that the package is compact—the sheets are reformed into ducts simply by closing the seam; (2), the air is introduced into the room through a register which mixes the hot (150 F to 175 F) air with room air; the air is emitted in a fan-shaped pattern along the wall, thus forming an invisible warm curtain. The air is so deflected that furniture can be placed within a foot of the register.

**Hot Water Heating**

An interesting development in hot water heating is a device for eliminating the accumulation of air in hot water radiators. It consists of two parts: one part fits into the boiler so as to take off supply water from below the top where air collects; air flows up from top of boiler into a pipe leading to the other part, a tank fitting, which provides entrance for the air into the compression tank, where it is trapped.

A new control for hot water heating systems consists of a control unit and control valve, the latter being a three way mixing valve. The valve is located near the boiler in the supply main and connected to the return. One thermostatic bulb is located in the supply main just beyond the valve, another outdoors, both connected to the control unit. If the outdoor bulb calls for more heat, the mixing valve admits more hot water from the boiler to the system; if the bulb in the main is satisfied, the valve admits more (cool) return water and less hot water to the main.

**Radiant Heating**

There has been a great deal of work done on radiant heating in the past few years—and more is planned. The American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, for example, has a comprehensive program of research on this subject, some of which is started, some only projected.

All the answers are by no means known as yet, but the art is in such shape that there is little reason to go wrong on design if the designer is conservative. It is true, however, that most of the attention so far has been to design, and not to the many practical matters of concern to the architect, heating contractor, plastering contractor or masonry contractor. For this reason a large copper company has erected a building in Rome, N. Y., equipped with a number of types of copper panels in which a lengthy and complex series of tests have been under way for a year. The first results are just being reported—one being that no more than 40 Btu per hour can be expected per square foot of floor panel.

Much, perhaps most, of the past work on radiant heating has been with coils embedded in floor or ceiling, or to a lesser extent, to warm air circulated above a ceiling (floor panel heating with warm air circulating through hollow tiles is now being applied in certain localities). Far less attention has been paid, at least in this country, to use of heated pipes in dead air spaces below floors or above ceilings.

A development of the past six months has been a line of prefabricated finned coils designed for suspension between the ceiling joists or between the studs of walls. These coils are of two parallel runs of 5/8 in. copper tube with aluminum fins, and are available in 10-ft. lengths to fit 12, 16 or 24-in. joists or stud spacings.

Development of these coils as a manufactured item is significant because, generally speaking, many heating contractors are set up to erect and install and not to fabricate if it can be avoided, especially in house work. One reason for this is that estimating costs is accurate in that part of the estimate dealing with purchased items but less so where labor and field work are involved.

Consideration has been given to, and at least a few trial installations made, of "open" panel heating systems where warm air is circulated over the ceiling, which becomes a radiant panel, and is then introduced into the room. The closed system provides heating only, whereas the open system allows control of room humidity, air cleaning, and air circulation.

Experiments in Cleveland using three different systems—a warm air ceiling panel, a conventional forced air system, and an open panel system in the same room, were recently conducted. No complete report was ever made, but after the trial the owner concluded that he preferred the open system.

Electric radiant heating using buried cable was described two years ago. Since then two different approaches to electric heating have been made. The first consists of a special fabric impregnated with rubber and carbon to produce a conductive rubber. It is made in panels 4 by 4 ft., 3 by 4 ft., or in special sizes, with output of 58 or 75 Btu per sq. ft. per hr. The panels are nailed (along a 2-in. non-conducting margin) to the ceiling joists, and the panels are electrically connected through an outlet box on the back of each panel.

The second method involves panels of tempered glass with fused aluminum elements imbedded and with an aluminum reflector in back. A standard panel is 16 by 24 in.

Two types of dehumidifiers, mechanical and chemical, are now available for keeping basements dry; this one is of the first type which cools the air below dew point.

---
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freeze liquid added, through embedded pipes for melting snow is making great headway, and the heavy snow in the east during the winter of 1947–48 considerably stimulated interest. It is desirable to start the snow-melting system as soon as snow begins to fall, and this can be done automatically by a photoelectric cell control. In a Boston suburb, a quarter mile of road is equipped for snow melting because of a 20-degree hill which formerly was impassable for periods during the winter. An oil-fired plant about the size of that for a 12-room house was installed at a cost of $3500, and with oil cost (winter of 1947–48) of $200 for the winter.

**AIR CONDITIONING**

**Cooling**

In the southwest where the dry bulb-wet bulb temperature differences are always comparatively high, evaporative cooling is commonplace. Homemade devices are, however, gradually giving way to packaged units. Unfortunately such an inexpensive approach to the problem is not possible in most of the United States.

Central mechanical systems for houses are still comparatively few, but the use of unit room conditioners is growing. These include refrigerating condensing unit, fan and filter. The gas-fired year round air conditioner is a most satisfactory system where it can be used; unfortunately, the restrictions on adding new gas installations have hampered its application in many regions where it might find its richest market. Gas restrictions, however, are gradually lifting and the gas utilities are most concerned in promoting such devices (due to the good annual load factor). Thus future for this equipment appears bright.

**Heat Pump**

Further headway has been made with the heat pump for year round use. Considerable time and money have been spent in exploring the possibilities of use of the ground as a heat source, but it now appears that the advantages of a packaged unit which can use air as the heat source outweigh those of a system employing the ground as a heat source. The ideal load for a heat pump would be one where the winter and summer loads are equal, but since this is not attainable in the north, the question arises as to just where the dividing line falls geographically, and above which the heat pump is not suitable.

One authority defines the real market for the heat pump as the more southerly portion of the United States. Others are convinced that it is even farther north than the Mason-Dixon line. To settle this, one electric system is installing heat pumps in five houses between Ten-.

**Pipe**

Steel pipe has been particularly vulnerable to competition from copper tube because of a number of factors, including the nuisance and cost of threading, weight, friction at joint, and failure at thread. For this reason, among others, the development of a line of malleable threadless pipe fittings is believed to be of considerable importance. The joint is soldered with a silver alloy. Since standard pipe has to have its present thickness to allow for the weakening by threading, this joint will make possible a lighter weight steel pipe which, however, is not yet available. Even so, the simplification of field work, elimination of the thread, and other advantages, are notable.

**Snow Melting**

Since heat is required for the operation of snow melting for walks and driveways, this subject is mentioned here. Circulation of hot water, with anti-
units. It is reported that a 4- or 5-room house needs only two 15-watt units. The lamps have a life of 4000 hours. In recent years a liquid, triethylene glycol, has been used for the purpose of reducing bacterial count in the air. A unit in this category consists of a blower for use in conjunction with a warm air heater, in which the air is cleaned by passing through a filter which in turn is saturated and flushed continuously by liquid triethylene glycol circulated by a small sump pump. This liquid, for which bactericidal qualities are claimed, is also picked up in the form of vapor in small amounts and is circulated through the room.

Dr. L. P. Herrington of the John B. Pierce Laboratory of Hygiene, has mentioned an interesting possibility — that present day research has neglected the thermal treatment of air for bacterial content. He cites the old-fashioned hot air furnace with air temperatures of 400 or 500 °F which was extremely efficient with respect to air disinfection. Another future possibility in air cleaning is by application of ultrasonics (high frequency sound above the range of the human ear) for coagulation and precipitation of fine gas- or liquid-borne particles.

**Dehumidification**

It is unfortunate when every cubic foot of a building is needed, that many basements have a damp atmosphere.

This finally has received some skilled attention and two types of dehumidifiers are now available for this specialized application.

One is a mechanical refrigeration unit which removes the moisture by chilling the air below the dewpoint. The other is of the chemical type using silica gel and is under automatic control of a humidistat.

**VENTILATION**

Kitchen ventilation has developed to the point where more attention is paid to removing heat, moisture and cooking odors at the point of origin rather than allowing them to permeate the whole room.

An overhead type, built-in ventilator has three sections — ceiling grille and fan, ceiling housing, and outside grille. The ductwork is concealed, and the ceiling housing has a shutter that opens when the fan is turned on and closes when the fan stops.

Attic fans are undergoing refinements and are now available in models for solving special problems. In this line is a fan especially intended for basement application in houses where attic space is not available. The unit has a ½ hp motor and acoustically-treated fan blades. Fans are also made for attics where space is limited as in ranch type or low-pitched roof houses.

**WATER HEATING**

Three developments in domestic water heating are outstanding. One is a method of combating tank corrosion, the second is the table-top or desk type water heater, and the third is the use of the heat pump for year-round water heating.

The corrosion resistant tank has a magnesium alloy rod which extends into the water from the top of the tank so that any electrolytic action affects the rod instead of the tank. The table-top electric water heater provides a desk or working surface and fits in nicely in built-in kitchens. Similar units are available for gas.

Experimental work has been going on for some time, and a few months ago the first progress report was released, on use of a refrigeration unit acting as a heat pump for year-round water heating.

With more emphasis placed on the removal of moisture, odors and heat from kitchens, this fan fits quite well into the picture. A shutter in the ceiling housing opens or closes when the fan is on or off.

Since about two thirds of the heat comes from the air and one third is paid for as electrical energy, this device will place electric water heating on a competitive basis with gas. An advantage is that cooling is a by-product, so that a living room could be cooled or a basement dehumidified at no extra cost.

**CONCLUSION**

Developments in heating, ventilating and air conditioning of houses during the past two years have been reviewed. Some important developments are in the experimental stage; in a great many other cases, however, as described and illustrated, equipment has been made available incorporating ideas gained from past research among many lines. In a large number of cases, the new equipment is designed for specialized applications, many of which have become almost as common as the conventional cases. The architect's problem today is not how to solve the problem, but to make a selection from the many possible solutions.

A different turn in ventilating fans is a model intended for application in a basement, so it is possible to have a change of air in houses without an attic space.
COLUMNSISTS and politicians who berate the building industry for its backwardness might change their tune if they could have witnessed the eager interest in cost-cutting clinics at the recent convention of the National Association of Home Builders. Hundreds of professional builders crowded the meeting rooms, many standing through the sessions, jammed in almost like subway riders at Times Square Station.

The program was hurried always, as the builders pounced questions at panel "experts" and at each other, in the effort to pin down exactly the relative economies of modular design, slab floor construction, pre-cutting, prefabrication, roof trusses, dry-wall construction, cost analysis, scheduling of operations, and so on.

The architect's role in all these matters was frequently brought up. For example, Clarke Daniel, Washington, D. C., builder, said, "It is our experience that an architect of the right temperament is a natural for building construction. He should be put to work at the very inception of the project and should stick with it until completion. One man familiar with every phase and in complete charge is the answer to lower costs. He should be on a profit-sharing basis."

It was emphatically brought out that the house plan is all important in the search for economy. And the builders present, being salesmen as well as contractors, were fully conscious of the need for good space planning. For the house cannot be made small without being well planned. Another way to put it is that, with sales as the goal in a period of increasing competition, the advantage will be with the builder whose architect can use space the best.

Advance planning of a high order was continually stressed—"You make your money before you start building, in selection of site, in studying contours lot by lot, in the design of the houses, in the scheduling of operations. You make money in the paper stage; when you get into actual materials you start losing it."

Site Planning

Site planning was stressed here as an economy measure, not so much as it commonly is in amenity terms. As Daniel said: "Economy in housing starts at the very beginning. Careful selection of the land is absolutely essential. The contours and the physical qualities of the land cannot be too carefully checked. In many instances test boring is essential. You must know your battlefield. Don't ever think that cheap land is essential for low-cost housing. Good land is; modest development requirements also."

Roads following contours will lead to excessive grading on individual lots; so will roads perpendicular to contours. Roads angling the contours will usually minimize bulldozing costs. Then each lot should be given individual study, to place the house for minimal grading.

Modular Design

Modular design is good, but must go much farther, said W. H. Scheick, Small Homes Council, University of Illinois. "We are sure that modular coordination offers great possibilities for economy in house construction. The industry engineered house is a good beginning, but not more than a beginning toward the effective use of modular coordination."

"In the research project at Illinois (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, May, 1948), the savings in materials were not carefully measured. They were not great savings, but they were important because they were savings opposed to waste. Trusses saved lumber; joists and studs worked to even lengths; dry-wall sheets were seldom cut. These materials savings eliminated the useless waste cuttings and trimmings that clutter the non-modular job."

"Our chief interest centered on man-hour savings, which totaled more than 20 per cent, realized on this house as a result of the employment of engineered methods possible with a modular plan."

"We want everyone to remember that the man-hour savings were effected by a small-scale builder who had not used engineered methods before. No doubt large-scale builders, already thoroughly familiar with these methods, could beat the best times established at Urbana. But we think there are thousands of small builders who must learn what our builder did."

"The 'big time' competition in house building today is between large-scale factory production and large-scale site production. The big operators have pioneered the principles of planning and construction employed on the industry engineered house project. They know the value of engineered plans and they are coming naturally to modular design."

"But we think there is still much building to be done by small-scale builders. These men cannot afford to have their houses planned and engineered for their own operations. They need not one industry engineered modular plan, but many to choose from."

"For this reason, the Small Homes Council is carrying vigorously on with architectural research to develop the advantages of modular design. Modular designs are adaptable to any method of..."
NICHE-FORMING KEYS

A Buffalo architect's invention for achieving a "lathless" mechanical bond between concrete and plaster is a rubber key form called a Kif. The forms are now available for lease to contractors.

The product is intended not only to form a keyed plastering surface, but to provide anchors for suspending overhead sprinkler, water and heater pipes and ducts and for the anchoring of masonry veneers.

Nailed about 6 in. apart to the wooden forms which support the concrete when it is being poured, the rubber

Renovable, rubber forms make keys in concrete so as to anchor the plaster finish

Kifs leave undercut, cone-shaped cavities when they are pulled out of the hardened concrete by the removal of the forms.

The manufacturer reports savings in cost, compared with the metal lath, bush hammering, or chemical adhesive methods; in building height for each story (approximately 4 in.); in plaster; and in capital investment (since Kifs are only leased on a rental basis). Buffalo Products Inc., 315 Babyock St., Buffalo, N. Y.

INDOOR HOME INCINERATOR

An Indoor Home Incinerator (Model No. 2) in an improved model has been designed to solve the problem of rubbish disposal in homes where automatic heating equipment precludes burning it in the furnace.

The incinerator is a double-walled, cylindrical metal unit fitted with a welded steel rod inner grating, cast iron swinging top and ash clean-out door. Draft is induced through the top by means of a grate-baffle, and the resulting down-draft is said to dry the contents and aid in combustion.

All combustible refuse — including both dry and wet garbage — is dropped

into the unit and collected until the incinerator is filled to its 2-bu. capacity, when the refuse is ignited from the top.

The model is 23 in. in diameter and 32 in. in height and taps to any furnace flue 6 in. or larger. Majestic Co., Huntington, Ind.

BOWSTRING ROOF TRUSSES

Custom-built American wood bowstring trusses are designed to cut building time and construction costs by eliminating posts, beams, and center bearing walls; keeping expensive brick work to a minimum; and cutting roof costs because of their low center height (only one-eighth of a span). A parabola which is reported unsurpassed for strength by other shapes forms the top chord and permits spans up to 150 ft. Crescentts and belgians, glued beams, arches and trusses also are available. American Roof Truss Co., 6844 Stony Island Ave., Chicago 9, Ill.

LAMINATED WOOD FURNITURE

Benply furniture for commercial and institutional use strives to combine the functionalism of contemporary design with an air of warmth and comfort.

Included in the line are wood chairs and tables and upholstered pieces. The wooden parts are made of laminated wood which is electronically bonded and molded to shape on specially built presses.

The furniture is available in veneers of maple finished in natural maple or walnut or of mahogany with bleached mahogany or cordovan mahogany finishes. Covers are offered in fabrics, plastics or imitation leathers and with spring or rubber seats. Thonet Brothers Inc., 1 Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Wooden parts of furniture shown are laminated and come in maple, walnut or mahogany finishes. They are available as single chairs or settees in many coverings.

Last blow of hammer causes clinching nail to lock the shingles with the sheathing

STAINLESS STEEL FACE NAIL

Addition to the ES-Nail line of a self-clinching stainless steel face nail which locks shingles directly to gypsum and insulation sheathing has been announced.

ES-Nails are driven with a carpenter's hammer like any nail. The fastener is made from a strip of sheet metal, which is channeled at both ends and bent around a triangular arbor to form the head. The outer or driving leg sheathes and protects the inner leg, which operates the locking mechanism.

A small V-shaped tab on the inner leg is forced into a slot in the driving leg during manufacture, providing the necessary hinge for the clinching foot. The last blow of the hammer collapses the triangular head against the face of the shingle, which by its simple lever action causes the locking foot to be drawn up behind the sheathing material.

Lower unit cost, faster application and less waste are among the economies claimed for the use of ES-Nails.

The nail is available in two sizes, both for use with asbestos shingles: the 15/8 in. length on 1/2-in. non-wood sheathing, and the 13/4 in. length on 25/32-in. insulation sheathing. Elastic Stop Nut Corp. of America, 2330 Vauxhall Rd., Union, N. J.
MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE

Lighting
The Troffer That Adjusts After Installation. Shows in detail many features of Smithcraft’s shallow and deep troffers. Explains function of the Aligner Hanger which is designed to permit leveling and adjusting of the troffer after the installation is completed. Methods of installing the troffers in various ceiling constructions are shown. 16 pp., illus. Smithcraft Lighting Division, Chelsea 50, Mass.

Holopane Calculux. An illumination indicator designed to give the footcandle levels required for high visual performance for critical seeing tasks. The indicator is claimed to: (1) show levels for productive work, (2) show levels for sedentary work, (3) show beneficial changes in existing working conditions and (4) permit planning of future work. Holopane Co., Inc., Dept. of Applied Research, 342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Industrial Paints
Enamel-On Industrial Finishes. Color card of protective coatings for use on wood or metal. Designed for quick air drying, the finishes can be supplied also as mar-proof baking finishes. Specifications are included. 4 pp., Brooklyn Vanish Mfg. Co., 50 Jay St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Concrete Admixture
Portile. Discusses 14 advantages of a liquid admixture said to act as: (1) a controllable air entraining agent, (2) a wetting or dispersing agent, and (3) a promoter of cement hydration. Laboratory and field findings are also discussed. 4 pp., illus. Hopper Products, Inc., 12 E. 41st St., New York 17, N. Y.

Roofing
Rock Cork Felt Sided Roof Insulation. Advantages of rock cork roof are discussed and photographs illustrate how it is applied. Conductivity values are given. 4 pp., illus. Johns-Manville, 22 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.*

Prefabricated Houses
Better Homes by Better Methods. Booklet explains the construction, erection, financing and distribution of prefabricated houses. Photographs of typical houses manufactured by 34 different companies are shown. 16 pp., illus. Prefabricated House Manufacturers’ Institute, 908 20th St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

Structural Steel
Light Gage Steel Design Manual. This manual of basic sections and design data for light gage, cold formed steel structural members is intended to supplement the official design specification published by the American Iron and Steel Institute in 1946, and to facilitate application of the specification to ordinary design problems. Design charts and structural properties for these light gage steel members are included. Examples of practical design problems illustrate the use of tables and charts. 77 pp., illus. American Iron and Steel Institute, 350 5th Ave., New York 1, N. Y. $1.00.

New Products
New Products (1949 Edition). Compilation of information on more than a thousand new products and services. The products described are classified by industry and indexed by name and address of each producer. 80 pp. N. Y. Journal of Commerce, 63 Park Row, New York. 50 cents.

Radiant Baseboards
U. S. — Comfort Ray Radiant Baseboard. Engineering data and detail drawings on a new line of radiant baseboards designed for use with forced water heating systems. Rated heat outputs for various baseboard lengths and water temperatures are listed. Diagrams show suggested installation methods. 6 pp., illus. United States Radiator Corp., 300 Buhl Bldg., Detroit 31, Mich.*

Fire Safety Standards
Building Code Standards for the Installation of Heat Producing Appliances, Heating, Ventilating, Air Conditioning, Blower and Exhaust Systems. Information on the above subject contained in the 1943 edition of the National Board of Fire Underwriters Recommended Building Code has been reviewed, brought up to date, and is now available in a separate publication for the first time. National Board of Fire Underwriters, 85 John St., New York 7, N. Y. (Continued on page 198)
When Natco Glazed Structural Facing Tile is used in school walls, partitions and wainscots, every feature becomes an advantage point that endures for the life of the building.

The walls are brighter, more resistant to hard usage, cleaner — and easier to keep clean. The maintenance cost is only soap and water.

Economical to erect and architecturally beautiful, Natco Glazed Structural Facing Tile imparts a lasting cheerful atmosphere that is appropriate to schools.

Natco Glazed Structural Facing Tile comes in modular sizes — little or no cutting necessary — saves time and money — assures better workmanship. A great variety of shapes and colors are available. Write for illustrated Catalog PF 47.
IN NEWARK, N. J. HOUSING—

SO STATE RUNYON & CAREY, outstanding consulting engineers who ran a series of tests for the United States Housing Authority for the State of New Jersey in a number of projects.

The Fitzgibbons steel boilers, ranging in size from 18,200 to 36,400 sq. ft. E.D.R. were operated at capacities from normal to 145% of rating. Over the whole range of operations, the average efficiency was 78.4%. With peak efficiencies, considerably higher.

Fitzgibbons steel boilers show their quality in tests like these and by long, hard services on the job. From every Fitzgibbons steel boiler, large or small, you get quality performance, the ultimate in fuel economy, and lasting satisfaction.
FIREPROOFING STRUCTURAL STEEL WITH VERMICULITE PLASTER

By Vermiculite Institute

(Continued on page 153)
Now, you can protect your clients' homes for life against unsightly discoloration of painted surfaces due to bleeding and corrosion of roof drainage systems. Simply specify Berger Roof Drainage Products, made of Republic ENDURO® Stainless Steel.

A complete Berger ENDURO Roof Drainage System is a real beauty treatment. It is free from patina type corrosion; it resists corrosive atmospheres and does not rust or tarnish. In addition, it is stronger and more attractive than old-style systems, requires little or no maintenance and costs less in the long run. It blends well with every architectural style. And, although paint is not necessary as protection, it may be applied to conform with building decoration.

Berger manufactures a complete line of ENDURO Stainless Steel Drainage Products, including conductor pipe, eaves trough and gutters, plus all necessary fittings and hangers. Any competent sheet metal worker can install them—quickly and easily.

Give your clients the lifetime service and protection they want. Specify Berger Roof Drainage Products of Republic ENDURO Stainless Steel—the metal already proved by more than twenty years' service in buildings of every type.
## SUMMARY OF FIRE TESTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSTRUCTION</th>
<th>Aver. Temp. if</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>RATING</th>
<th>AUTHORITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of Rating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td></td>
<td>Steel Plate Floor Assembly, 2&quot; vermiculite concrete topping. Suspended ceiling with 1&quot; vermiculite plaster over face of metal lath.</td>
<td>4 hrs.</td>
<td>Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. Report No. 2773—9/12/44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEEL PLATE CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>2½&quot; sand concrete topping. Ceiling vermiculite plaster on metal lath.</td>
<td>4 hrs.</td>
<td>National Bureau of Standards BMS92—Fire-Resistance Classifications of Building Constructions—Table 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELLULAR STEEL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>Minimum of 2&quot; cinder concrete fill. Suspended ceiling of ½&quot; vermiculite plaster over face of metal lath. Distance x = 2½&quot; or more.</td>
<td>4 hrs.</td>
<td>Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. Ref. No. 2689—12/18/39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELLULAR STEEL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>Minimum of 2½&quot; sand concrete fill. Suspended ceiling of 1½&quot; vermiculite plaster on metal lath. Distance x = 2&quot; or more.</td>
<td>4 hrs.</td>
<td>National Bureau of Standards BMS92—Table 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEEL-JOIST AND LIGHT STEEL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>2½&quot; sand concrete fill. 1½&quot; vermiculite plaster on metal lath.</td>
<td>4 hrs.</td>
<td>National Bureau of Standards BMS92—Table 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEEL-JOIST AND LIGHT STEEL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>1142</td>
<td>2½&quot; sand concrete fill. ¾&quot; vermiculite plaster on metal lath.</td>
<td>3 hrs.</td>
<td>National Bureau of Standards BMS92—Table 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEEL-JOIST AND LIGHT STEEL CONSTRUCTION</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>2½&quot; sand concrete fill. ¾&quot; vermiculite plaster on metal lath.</td>
<td>2½ hrs.</td>
<td>National Bureau of Standards BMS92—Table 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSPENDED CEILING PROTECTION FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL</td>
<td>1142</td>
<td>Incombustible construction above ceiling. 1 inch vermiculite plaster over face of metal lath. At least 2½&quot; air space between structural members and back of metal lath.</td>
<td>4 hrs.</td>
<td>Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. Ref. No. 2773—1/20/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMNS</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>Column protected with 1½&quot; vermiculite plaster over the face of metal lath. Lath spaced 1½&quot; from column flange. Space behind lath on flange faces filled with plaster as shown.</td>
<td>3 hrs.</td>
<td>Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. Ref. No. 2851—1/7/47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMNS</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>2½&quot; steel columns with 1½&quot; vermiculite.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAMS</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>Steel I&quot; Beam supporting floor. 2½&quot; vermiculite concrete fill. Suspended protection of 1½&quot; vermiculite plaster over face of metal lath.</td>
<td>4 hrs.</td>
<td>Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. Ref. No. 2773—9/12/44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Obtainable from Vermiculite Institute, 208 S. La Salle St., Chicago 4, Ill.
And it will be to your advantage to talk over with Michaels your metal building materials requirements. Since 1870 we have been designing and fabricating in metal the building products specified by architects and builders, and the knowledge acquired during more than three-fourths of a century is at your disposal. The products shown in The Architectural Handbook, illustrated, or special creations of architects will be carefully and faithfully executed in metal to the most exacting specifications. Whatever you need, if it's made of stainless steel, aluminum or bronze, be sure to contact Michaels first. Write for literature. The partial list at the right gives you an idea of the wide range of Michaels products.

The MICHAELS ART BRONZE CO., Inc., 234 Scott St., Covington, Ky. Representatives Wanted

MICHAELS PRODUCTS
Bank Screens and Partitions
Welded Bronze Doors
Elevator Doors
Store Fronts
Lettering
Check Desks (standing and wall)
Lamp Standards
Marquises
Tablets and Signs
Name Plates
Astragals (adjustable)
Stair Railings (cast and wrought)
Wrought and Cast Radiator Grilles
Grilles and Wickets
Kick and Push Plates
Push Bars
Cast Thresholds
Extended Thresholds
MI-CO Parking Meters
Museum Trophy Cases
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declared no government of which he was a part would ever subsidize housing. Six months ago he stated housing subsidies were not needed to sustain residential construction. Now he says, "The Federal Government has not a closed mind on this question."

Thus the plea made by C.C.A., a kindred but unaffiliated group, has set the National House Builders' Association on its ear. One of its unofficial spokesmen declares, "Sure, we're against subsidies. Big general contractors want them because public housing will provide a hedge against a drop in industrial and commercial construction. But using the taxpayers' money to provide cheap rental housing would be disastrous to builders erecting houses for sale."

Canada Led in 1948 Starts

The current issue of "Housing Progress Abroad," a quarterly report published by Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, notes that housing starts in Canada increased more rapidly in 1948 than in any of the other countries for which comparable data are available.

Starts of new units and conversions in Canada rose 17 per cent from 81,000 in 1947 to an estimated 95,000 in 1948. In the United States non-farm starts increased 10 per cent from 854,000 to an estimated 940,000 during the period. Starts in Australia rose from 50,000 to 55,000, an increase of 10 per cent. In both the United Kingdom and Sweden starts declined moderately as a result of government curtailment of the investment program.

Quebec Architects Congregate

J. C. Meadowcroft was elected president of the Quebec Association of Architects at its annual meeting, recently held in Quebec City. Other new officers are: first vice president, Pierre C. Amos; second vice president, H. Ross Wiggs; honorary treasurer, Emile Venne; honorary secretary, Maurice Payette. All are from Montreal.

Guest speaker at the annual luncheon was Mr. Gerard Morisset, Quebec director of art education and inventory director of provincial art works. He chose for his subject "The Canadian Home" and expressed the opinion that "houses of the 17th and 18th centuries were especially built for interior design.

(Continued on page 156)
It's New! It's Neat!

IT'S PERFECT FOR THE MODERN HOME!

THE RICHMOND RICHLEDGE

MODERN HOMES demand modern plumbing. Richmond's compact new Richledge—designed with this in mind—has all the big lavatory features yet it's only 18" x 15" overall! This low-priced wall-hung unit fits into the most modern bathroom or powder room—no matter how small the space.

FEATURES YOUR CUSTOMERS DEMAND

RAISED SHELF BACK—ample for toilet articles
PUNCHED FOR CENTER SET FITTINGS
RECESSED SOAP DISHES
BEADED EDGE
DEEP RECTANGULAR BOWLS
INTEGRAL FRONT OVERFLOW—(indicated)
ANTI-SPASH RIM—(indicated)
HIGH-GLOSS RICHMOND FINISH—easy to clean

Chrome legs and towel bars available.

...The RICHLEDGE will help you get those modernization jobs, as well as new installations, started now. Combining the highest quality with the lowest possible price—it is a timely addition to the Richmond line of fine vitreous china.

RICHMOND RADIATOR CO.—AFFILIATE OF REYNOLDS METALS CO.

Vitreous China
Gas Boilers
Enamel Cast Iron Ware
Winter Air Conditioners Gas—Cast iron or steel
Oil—Steel

Richmond's whiter—whiter enamelled cast iron sinks are at home in any kitchen.

See your wholesaler or MAIL COUPON TODAY

Richmond Radiator Company
19 East 47th Street, New York 17, N.Y.

Please send me complete information on the Richmond vitreous china line—including the new Richledge. No obligation, of course.

Name...........................................
Company.......................................
Address........................................
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Where Wood Needs Protection from DECAY and TERMITES

WOLMANIZED PRESSURE TREATED LUMBER

... lasts 3 to 5 times longer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Tanks</th>
<th>Sills and Joists</th>
<th>Cooling Towers</th>
<th>Roof Decks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humidified Buildings</td>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>Floors</td>
<td>Other Moisture &quot;Traps&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here are six common conditions where WOLMANIZED Pressure-Treated Lumber provides protection from decay and termites:

1. Where excessive ground moisture, rain or thaws cause early decay failures.
2. Where wood near the ground is open to termite attacks.
3. Where wood is in contact with damp concrete or masonry.
4. Where steam and vapor from industrial processes promote wood decay.
5. Where walls, floors, ceilings are subject to condensation from refrigeration.
6. Where wood is exposed to moisture in artificially humidified buildings.

Investigations by qualified technologists prove that on installations where decay and termites ordinarily shorten lumber life, WOLMANIZED Pressure-Treated Lumber lasts Three to Five Times Longer than untreated wood.

Such lastling protection is assured because penetrating, preservative solutions are forced, by vacuum-pressure treatment, deeply into the wood fibers of WOLMANIZED Lumber. And, WOLMANIZED Lumber is clean, odorless, paintable, non-corrosive, non-leaching and glueable. Only WOLMANIZED Lumber offers all these extra advantages.

FIND OUT HOW WOLMANIZED LUMBER GIVES YOUR CLIENTS EXTRA VALUE

This informative booklet tells you all the facts about WOLMANIZED Lumber, and how it saves time and money for your clients. Be sure to have a copy—write for yours today.

AMERICAN LUMBER & TREATING COMPANY

General Offices: 332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois
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Toronto's new Bank of Montreal Building: Chapman, Oxley & Facey, Marani & Morris, Architects; K. R. Blatherwick, Associate

and comfort whereas today, they are designed mostly for exterior appearance." Seldom has a professional audience been rebuked more graciously.

Housing not up to City?

When it comes to knowing what to do about housing, Toronto yields to no municipality in the extent of its confusion. On one hand, it is proposed that housing commitments be increased even if this means annexing a neighboring township. On the other, it is suggested that several housing projects now operated publicly be turned over to private management.

Other cities and towns facing a similar problem may find guidance in a recent editorial in the Telegram, a Toronto daily. "Housing," the newspaper declares, "is not in essence a municipal responsibility because the present basis of municipal taxation fails to distribute a responsibility of that kind in an equitable manner."

Going on to the local issue involved, the Telegram points out that there's little reason in a system which grants partial tax exemptions to small home owners to help them carry their homes while, at the same time, it imposes taxes on them to subsidize homes for others, some of whom receive larger incomes than their tax beneficiaries. "Neither is there logic in the thinking of some members of the council, who contend that high taxes will drive business out of town, when they agree to tax business

(Continued on page 158)
This economizer hookup contributes considerably to high boiler operating efficiency and reduces fuel costs by bringing the water as near to boiler temperature and pressure as possible before it enters the boiler. This is accomplished by extracting heat from exhaust gases with an economizer.

Water feed is controlled by any of the various types of boiler level controls. The one shown is a thermo-hydraulic generator in which the water column serves as the generator. A change in the boiler water level changes the temperature and the fluid pressure in the outer tube and operates the control valve hydraulically.

The more efficient counterflow heat transfer, used in this economizer, is preferred to the parallel flow type wherever installation is possible. Pressure relief valves are required on the economizer outlet, and a by-pass allows the boiler to be operated even though some of the tubes fail.

Consultation with accredited piping engineers and contractors is recommended when planning any major piping installation. Copies of Layout No. 40, enlarged, with additional information, will be sent on request. Just mail the coupon.

A CHOICE OF OVER 500 VALVES

To save time, to simplify planning, to get all the advantages of Jenkins specialized valve engineering experience, select all the valves you need from the Jenkins Catalog. It's your best assurance of lowest cost in the long run.

Jenkins Bros., 80 White Street, New York 13; Bridgeport, Conn.; Boston; Philadelphia; Chicago; San Francisco; Atlanta; Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal.

LOOK FOR THIS DIAMOND MARK Since 1864

Jenkins Valves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Quan.</th>
<th>ASME Rat. To 160#</th>
<th>ASME Rat. 160#-250#</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 270-U</td>
<td>Fig. 280 Bronze Gate</td>
<td>Boiler Feed Pump Suction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 752</td>
<td>Fig. 920 Bronze Swing Check</td>
<td>Pump Discharge—Prevent Backflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 950</td>
<td>Fig. 970 Bronze Globe</td>
<td>Pump Discharge Shutoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fig. 270-U</td>
<td>Fig. 280 Bronze Gate</td>
<td>Level Control Valve Shutoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 950</td>
<td>Fig. 970 Bronze Globe</td>
<td>Manual Bypass of Level Control Valve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 752</td>
<td>Fig. 920 Bronze Swing Check</td>
<td>Prevent Backflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 270-U</td>
<td>Fig. 280 Bronze Gate</td>
<td>Economic Water Inlet Shutoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 270-U</td>
<td>Fig. 280 Bronze Gate</td>
<td>Economic Water Outlet Shutoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 270-U</td>
<td>Fig. 280 Bronze Gate</td>
<td>Economic Bypass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 270-U</td>
<td>Fig. 280 Bronze Gate</td>
<td>Boiler Feed Water Pumping to Boiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 752</td>
<td>Fig. 920 Bronze Swing Check</td>
<td>Prevent Backflow from Boiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fig. 743-G</td>
<td>Fig. 705 Bronze Needle</td>
<td>Pressure Gauge Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fig. 950</td>
<td>Fig. 970 Bronze Globe</td>
<td>Drain Valves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fig. 952</td>
<td>Fig. 972 Bronze Angle</td>
<td>Tops to Boiler Drum for Level Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 743-G</td>
<td>Fig. 705 Bronze Needle</td>
<td>Pump Vent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fig. 950</td>
<td>Fig. 970 Bronze Globe</td>
<td>Boiler Feed to Boiler Drum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JENKINS VALVES

For every Industrial, Engineering, Marine, Plumbing-Heating Service ... in Bronze, Iron, Cast Steel, and Corrosion-resisting Alloys ... 125 to 600 lbs. pressure.

Sold Through Reliable Industrial Distributors Everywhere

Jennifer Bros., 80 White Street, New York 13, N. Y.
Please send me a reprint of Piping Layout No. 40.

Name: ____________________________
Company: __________________________
Address: ____________________________
April 1949
YOU CAN SPECIFY Macomber Nailable V Bar Joists from any standard steel joist loading table.

YOU GET EXCLUSIVE STRUCTURAL ADVANTAGES found only in the one steel joist of universal application to any joist job you can design.

YOU GET HOLDING STRENGTH that is far greater than any nail driven into wood nailing strips.

YOU GET THAT MACOMBER JOIST CATALOG and you'll have ALL the facts.

MACOMBER INCORPORATED
CANTON, OHIO

MEXICO D. F.—MACOMBER DE MEXICO S.A. CEDRO 500

STANDARDIZED STEEL BUILDING PRODUCTS
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for projects which render no municipal services to them."

The newspaper feels that housing is primarily a federal and provincial responsibility. It is convinced that gradual removal of the burden borne by municipal taxpayers should be the goal of Toronto's housing policy. Any saving in the financial obligations incurred by the city in managing its present housing projects would be wiped out if it assumed new commitments. "Council," the Telegram concludes, "will have to make up its mind on this elementary point — whether it proposes to reduce taxes, or undertake additional housing. It cannot achieve both at the same time."

Edmonton Spurns Federal Offer

Reconstruction Minister R. H. Winters says the Dominion Government is prepared to build houses for veterans "to the limit of the available supply of labor, materials and serviced land."

But does federal assistance bear too high a price tag? Edmonton, Alberta, a city bursting at the seams as a result of the boom in oil and uranium, thinks so. Desperate as its shelter situation is, it recently turned down a proposal from Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation for the erection of 500 low-rental houses for ex-servicemen in 1949.

The scheme would have cost the city $1,422,000 in subsidies. The initial subsidy would have been $359,500 on the basis of $7.19 per house for land and services. Annual subsidies would have amounted to $21,250 in taxes, or an additional $1,062,500 during the 50-year life of the project. The houses would have yielded Edmonton $72.50 each per year, or $42.50 less than the tax revenue produced by an average, privately owned dwelling.

In making their report, the city commissioners stated that "in view of the large amount of subsidization already assumed ... in constructing 1200 houses, built or being built under similar schemes, and further, since the only argument advanced is that the houses are for returned men for whom the federal government should assume full responsibility, (we) are opposed to any further municipal subsidization of this type of housing."

Edmonton's decision spotlights an issue on which Central Mortgage and (Continued on page 160)
The aluminum that covers the cupola of the church of San Gioacchino, in Rome, stands substantially unchanged after more than half a century. The same advantages of rustproof permanence and freedom from maintenance dictate its use in industrial roofing and siding.

These two extremes also demonstrate the architectural versatility of aluminum. Its soft-white natural color is attractive, particularly with Reynolds new embossed textures. And though aluminum requires no protective painting, interesting color effects are easily achieved as in the photograph below.

Reynolds, whose historic entry into aluminum production stimulated a vast increase in tonnage, is especially concerned with the product development of this modern material—as in building materials. Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Gutters and Downspouts are an example... offering freedom from rust and from wall-stain at about half the price of other rustproof materials.

From roofing, siding, and windows to architectural shapes, Reynolds steadily extends the usefulness of aluminum in building. For descriptive literature in A.I.A. file form, please write:

**REYNOLDS Lifetime ALUMINUM**

MESKER STEEL
RIVETED BOWSTRING ROOF TRUSSES

MEAN SAFETY—also a great Saving in Construction Cost. In design, the natural arch shape produces positive proven strength, while employing a minimum amount of steel in fabrication. RIVETED STEEL BOWSTRING TRUSSES, truly a Mesker innovation, in addition to accepted Safety, offers flexibility, neater designing and completely clear floor space. Masonry cost on truss ends is held to a minimum. Mesker Steel goes “all out” to cooperate with Architects, Engineers and Builders in producing RIVETED BOWSTRING TRUSS CONSTRUCTION for additional safety and greater economy.

Take advantage of Mesker’s 70 years of experience and “know how” by specifying Mesker Steel Prefabricated Products in Building or Remodeling plans.

Write Department "A" for new and interesting detailed description, price and engineering information.

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED! Mesker desires capable and responsible representatives. Many productive territories open. Write to Executive Vice President in Charge of Sales, Geo. L. Mesker Steel Corp., Evansville 8, Indiana.
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the National House Builders’ Association have long been at loggerheads. The builders claim their operations are hamstrung by the Corporation’s refusal to increase its lending values. They suggest appraisals under the National Housing Act run so far below actual costs that buyers must resort to second and even third mortgage financing to raise the necessary down payment. In pleading for more generous treatment they say “Discourage a man from easy buying and, under present conditions of supply, you automatically encourage unsupportable demand from renters.”

Apprentices get Pre-job Training

The Dominion Department of Labor has launched a campaign to increase the number of apprentices entering the building trades. It proposes to broaden the Dominion-Provincial apprenticeship training program so as to provide class training for construction recruits before they actually go to work. At present, class training in Dominion-Provincial trade schools is given only during apprenticeship, and the only pre-apprenticeship training offered is that carried on in a limited way by technical and vocational high schools.

The new plan, which is promised a warm welcome by the provinces, is similar to the one followed in the now-completed veterans’ rehabilitation training program. It should reassure construction industry leaders who have despaired of seeing any increase in enthusiasm on the part of either contractor-employers or Canadian youths for apprenticeship training. They’ve often expressed fear that, even if building volume should decline substantially during the next few years, there still would be a shortage of skilled mechanics.

Winnepeggers Help Plan City

Winnepeg is an important western center of retail and wholesale trade, meat packing, railways, manufacturing and service establishments. Alone, it has a population of 230,000. Including its suburbs, it has a population of 315,000.

As often happens, the political boundaries of the city and the municipalities surrounding it bear no relationship to the physical development of the area. When the Metropolitan Plan organiza-
No Home's too small to have Non-Rust Piping...

...not when it's possible to install Anaconda Copper Water Tubes with solder-type fittings at a price usually competitive with rustable piping.

Copper Water Tubes are fast becoming the standard for hot and cold water and forced circulation heating lines. For such piping we recommend you specify tubes no lighter than Types K and L. Type M tubes in sizes 1½" to 12" are made only for waste, drain and vent lines... wherever codes permit.

Today there's no end to the uses for copper tubes in homes, in industry and on the farm. Of course 85 Red Brass Pipe is still considered the ne plus ultra. But it's reassuring to know that wherever copper tube is installed, the owner is getting outstandingly sound value for his money.

Anaconda Copper Water Tubes, together with Anaconda Fittings, both solder and flared types, are carried in stock by leading plumbing supply houses.

Anaconda COPPER TUBES
THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
General Offices: Waterbury 88, Connecticut
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
In Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LTD.,
New Toronto, Ont.
For bright, protective Cement Paint...

**ATLAS WHITE CEMENT**

There's a happy marriage of beauty and utility in factory-prepared portland cement paint, made with Atlas White Cement. There's bright, refreshing whiteness or color. And, when applied to concrete, concrete masonry, stone, brick or hollow tile this handsome finish penetrates the pores, forming a protective coating that resists moisture, dirt and dust.

Besides its decorative utility in portland cement paint, Atlas White Cement, when used as a matrix, also brings out clearly and permanently the rich values of color pigments and aggregates used in Terrazzo, Stucco and Architectural Concrete Slabs. An infinite variety of color tones and shadings is possible.

Atlas White Cement complies with Federal and ASTM specifications for portland cement. It has the same advantages for concrete and is used in the same way. Concrete made with Atlas White Cement cleans easily. Maintenance costs are low.

For further information on the uses of Atlas White Cement, see SWEET'S Catalog, Section 4B/3 and 13C/5, or write to Atlas White Bureau, Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.

---
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...was formed (by cooperation of the Winnipeg Town Planning Commission and the Metropolitan Planning Committee) it wisely recognized the necessity for treating the entire urban area as a single unit. And, from the first, the Plan's executive sought to benefit from the ideas and experience of citizens who would be affected by its proposals.

Advisory committees were set up to study the various phases of planning: Thoroughfares, transit, transportation, housing, schools, recreation, the central business district, and zoning. Each committee consisted of from nine to 15 members, men and women known for their interest and ability in civic affairs whose names were submitted by official bodies or public organizations.

Zoning demonstrates the typical course taken by public participation in planning Winnipeg. The proposals dealing with this subject have been under continuous scrutiny since they were formulated three years ago. First they were studied by the citizens' advisory committee on zoning, which reported its findings to the Metropolitan Plan executive. Following this, the executive made the necessary revisions and had the proposals printed in the form of a draft zoning by-law and map. These were circulated to the public. Open meetings were then held and further discussion took place, resulting in additional suggestions for improvement. The executive acted upon these suggestions as far as it was reasonable to do so and then prepared the zoning by-law and map for formal submission to the various municipal councils.

It's expected that approval of the city of Winnipeg is only a matter of course, and once it's given the suburbs will follow the senior municipality's lead. Indeed, many are so confident the public will accept the zoning proposals that they already are using the by-law, even though it isn't officially in force.

Similar procedure has been, and is being followed in preparing the other proposals contained in the Greater Winnipeg plan. It appears to have considerable merit. The citizens know, as a result of their participation, what's being planned, and why. They're inclined to press for action on the proposals, rather than put obstacles in the way of their adoption.
Bathroom beauty and long life, are but two features that keynote solid Olsonite seats. Their beauty and durability has convinced industry and home owners alike, that there is no better seat. Whenever solid Olsonite is specified—chip proof, peel proof, stain proof, fire and wear resistant, long life is assured. See your plumbing and heating distributor, jobber or contractor.
Modern living

calls for a
Shower Cabinet
in the bathroom

So much personal comfort and satisfaction can be obtained at so low a comparative cost that a shower cabinet has become one of the best values in making homes more desirable to owners and prospective purchasers.

A shower cabinet is a natural companion to the other fixtures in the present day bathroom, and is recognized by architects and builders as one of the strongest features for classifying a home as modern in both the higher priced and lower cost brackets.

FIAT SHOWER CABINETS

— make houses more saleable.
— make the menfolk happy and are a source of pride to the housewife.
— are in harmony with other modern features in the home that make for easy living.
— add an air of distinction and luxury to the bathroom even when lower priced units are installed.

— THERE IS A FIAT SHOWER MODEL TO FIT EVERY BATHROOM —
— the low cost Skipper Shower with Neptune Glass Door.
— the medium priced Cadet Shower with Zephyr Door.
— the highest class shower cabinet ever built, the Commodore, suitable for the finest luxury installation.

A complete catalog with specifications of all Fiat Shower Cabinets is available in Sweet's Architectural File section 24b/1 and Building File section 6a/6 or write for catalog.
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adaptable to a modernized building industry.

— The Producers' Council has a story to tell home builders and architects about savings in cost of house construction as proven at the University of Illinois. And P.C., cooperating with the National Lumber Dealers Association, is preparing to tell that story in a big way. These two organizations sponsored the Industry Engineered House studies and now are prepared to show that a 21 per cent saving in labor cost brings a 10 per cent reduction in overall cost of small homes. The Illinois experiment showed these savings resulting largely from use of roof trusses and non-load-bearing partitions. This technique allows completion of most of the house before the partitions are erected. As a result, workmen are given greater freedom of movement, plumbing installation time is cut 32 per cent and time for construction of interior walls, ceilings, partitions and floors, 38 per cent.

ON THE CALENDAR


April 11-15: 6th Western Metal Congress and Exposition, Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles.

April 19-21: South West District Meeting, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Baker Hotel, Dallas, Texas.

April 20-23: Spring Meeting, American Society of Civil Engineers, Oklahoma City, Okla.

May 1-27: Inaugural Exhibitions in the new building, and 26th Annual May Show of works by local artists, The Akron Art Institute, Akron, Ohio.

May 2-4: 3rd Annual National Meeting of the Forest Products Research Society, Civic Auditorium, Grand Rapids, Mich.

May 3-6: 7th Annual Anthracite Con

(Continued on page 166)
RUSCO
All Metal, Self-Storing COMBINATION SCREEN
- AND STORM SASH

Gives you YEAR 'ROUND COMFORT, CONVENIENCE, SAFETY
AND ECONOMY . . . OFFERS "MAGIC PANEL" VENTILATION . . .
SELF-STORAGE . . . PATENDED THERMOLOK" CLOSURE FRAME . . .
AND MANY OTHER YEAR 'ROUND ADVANTAGES.

One of the products of The F. C. Russell Co., . . . all of which
are self-liquidating investments in comfort, convenience, safety.

A nationwide network of competent, reliable distributors and
a staff of experienced field engineers give assurance that The
F. C. Russell Company products you specify will be installed
in accordance with your specifications. These same distributors
and field engineers are at your service to give you the benefit
of their wide experience with problems of insulation and
protection for all types of windows—for homes, commercial
buildings, institutions.

Consult Sweet's Catalog, your local Russell Distributor, or
write direct for complete details and specifications on all The
F. C. Russell Company products.

OTHER F. C. RUSSELL COMPANY PRODUCTS
CINCO Sto-a-way aluminum combination window.
THERMOSEAL aluminum self-storage combination window.
THERMOSEAL three-in-one combination window.

The F. C. Russell Company line of combination windows offers
a wide choice of designs to fit specific requirements . . . steel,
aluminum, wood . . . all properly treated for weather resistance.
ALUMINUM CASEMENT STORM SASH . . . RUSCO ALL-METAL,
VENETIAN-TYPE AWNINGS . . . RUSCO ALL-METAL JALOUSIES
. . . RUSCO ALL-METAL TERRACE AWNINGS . . . RUSCO ALL-METAL
DOOR CANOPY . . . CINCINNATI CUSTOM-BUILT INSECT SCREENS
. . . DUO-GLAZE INSULATION . . . THERMOPANE (with patented
adjustable closure frame for picture windows).

THE F. C. RUSSELL COMPANY
DEPARTMENT 1-AR49
CLEVELAND 1, OHIO

"Always one step ahead of the weather" with
RUSCO
World's Largest Manufacturer of Combination Windows

BARBER-COLMAN

DUAL BULB OUTDOOR RESET
Hot Water Limit Control

- A new addition to the ever-growing list of Barber-Colman Controls for Hot
Water Heating Systems.
- Ideal for application to panel systems.
- Automatically varies control point in accordance with outdoor temperature
changes.
- Prevents excessive overshooting and undershooting, overcomes thermal lag
in system.
- Available in 3 ratios: 1 to 1 1/2, 1 to 1, 1 1/2 to 1.
- Write for literature — ask for Data Sheet F-3833.

Block diagram illustrates application with proportioning room thermostat (Micro-
therm) on panel system; constant boiler temperature.
The Modern Bath
FOR MODERN HOMES

in Traditional or Contemporary Style

Weisway quality Cabinet Showers are the practical answer to the rapidly growing demand for separate shower baths. Notice the fine "built-in" appearance of the Weisway—with in-a-wall adapter—in this recently completed Connecticut home. Precision-fabricated to be permanently leakproof, Weisway walls are available finished with high temperature baked enamel or vitreous porcelain—and the receptor is enameling iron with exclusive Foot-Grip, No-Slip floor of vitreous porcelain. Completely independent of building walls or floor, Weisways are not affected by shrinkage or settling. No matter what the architectural style of the home, Weisways are perfectly suited for use with the latest building materials and techniques. Weisway quality construction protects your reputation, assures client satisfaction through the years. Write for detailed information about available models.

Weisway
CABINET SHOWERS

HENRY WEIS MFG. CO., INC., 403 WEISWAY BLDG., ELKHART, INDIANA
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The new theater at the Great Lakes Naval Hospital provides special accommodations for 14 wheel-chair or stretcher patients with their attendants, 50 crutch and 567 ambulatory patients. Crutch and wheel chair section is directly off center aisle and close to exit ramp for safety in case of fire. Crutch patients have ample leg room, plus convenient foot rests and crutch racks [designed and built by Hospital Public Works Department].

ference, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.


May 19-21: Southern Conference on Hospital Planning, Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.

June 3-30: Annual Akron Art Institute School Exhibition, Akron Art Institute, Akron, Ohio.


June 19-24: 3rd Annual Store Modernization Show, Grand Central Palace, New York City.

June 20-23: 42nd Annual Meeting, National Association of Building Owners and Managers, Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal, Canada.


HOSPITAL CONFERENCE

Biloxi, Miss., will be the scene next month of the Southern Conference on Hospital Planning, which promises to be one of the year's most important conferences for hospital architects. Sponsored by Dixie chapters of the A.I.A., hospital agencies and state health departments,

(Continued on page 168)
How building designers can get an electrical layout that fits ... and save time and money doing it!

1 Before your draftsmen touch pencil to paper, call, wire or write your nearest General Electric Office; an experienced building specialist will contact you.

2 Outline to him your preliminary plans and problems; show him the type and location of all electrical loads, special conditions which must be met.

3 At his disposal are many General Electric product engineers ... authorities in the fields of power distribution, lighting, motors and control.

RESULTS: You save planning time and come up with electrical plans that fit your structure ... plans that embody all up-to-the-minute electrical developments ... specifications that assure the building owner maximum operating economies over the years, and establish your reputation for future jobs. Try this easy, 4-step planning method on your next job ... you'll find it both profitable and enjoyable to work with a General Electric building specialist. Apparatus Dept., General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

4 Using this wealth of G-E know-how, he will help you plan an integrated electrical system, around which you can easily draw up plans and specifications.

Electric Equipment for Commercial Building

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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the meeting will be held at the Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, May 19-21. Speakers and discussion leaders will include Frank Lloyd Wright; Surgeon General Leonard A. Scheele of the U. S. Public Health Service; Dr. Thomas Parvan, former Surgeon General and now Dean of the University of Pittsburgh's School of Public Health; Dr. Vane M. Hoge, Chief, Division of Hospital Facilities, USPHS; and Kay Kyser, health
and hospital leader of North Carolina. The Conference will feature seminars on all phases of hospital work.

COMPETITIONS ANNOUNCED
Junior Chamber of Commerce

Prizes totaling $7000 are offered in a nation-wide competition for the design of the National Headquarters Building for the United States Junior Chamber of Commerce, to be located in Tulsa,

Fitting rooms like stars' dressing rooms and novel chairs form a light touch at Lord & Taylor's new store in Millburn, N. J. Store is reminiscent throughout of the Westchester Lord & Taylor's presented in Architectural Record, April, 1948

Okla. The building will be dedicated as a memorial to the Junior Chamber of Commerce members who gave their lives in World War II.

Sponsored by Servel, Inc., of Evansville, Ind., and General Portland Cement Co., of Chicago, the competition will be conducted by Progressive Architecture. First prize will be the commission for designing the building; 33 additional prizes will be cash awards to the total of $7000.

(Continued on page 170)

New building for the Aluminum Company of America, to be erected in downtown Pittsburgh next year. Exterior wall surfaces will be a series of aluminum panels hung from structural steel frame and backed with 4 in. of formed diacette. Harrison & Abramovitz, Architects; Altenhof & Bown and Mitchell & Ritchey, Associates
GET BETTER TILE AND BLOCK-WORK with BRIXMENT!

Tile or block-work offers very little protection against the penetration of water, unless both inside and outside head joints are completely filled with mortar.

In laying clay tile, or concrete or cinder block, even when they are used only for back-up work, especial care should be taken to secure full head joints on both the inside and the outside edges of the unit. Either of the following two methods may be used:

One of the reasons bricklayers prefer Brixment mortar is the way it sticks to the tile or block, as shown above. It “stays put.” The bricklayer does not have to stoop to the board for more mortar. You get a stronger, more water-resistant wall. Brixment mortar is easier to work, saves time, effort, and money. In addition, it has higher water-retaining capacity, greater bonding quality, is more durable. It is this combination of advantages that has made Brixment the largest-selling masonry cement on the market.

LOUISVILLE CEMENT COMPANY, Incorporated, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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The competition opened March 1st, and closes at midnight, May 16, 1949. Full details may be secured from Progressive Architecture, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Spanish Housing

The Instituto Tecnico de la Construccion de Spain has announced an international competition for the design of housing for 50,000 Spanish families. The houses are to be designed for erection in groups of 500 or more in urban districts, and must be suitable without alteration for various climatic conditions. Full plans for erection, including manufacture of necessary materials, must be submitted.

Further information may be obtained until July 1, 1949, from the Institute at Ruiz de Alarcon 25, Madrid, Spain. The competition closes November 15th.

Here's what "Kewaunee Equipped" Means to Architects . . .

The list of high school and elementary school laboratories that are "Kewaunee Equipped" reads like a Blue Book of the Educational Field.

Leading Architects know that with Kewaunee Engineers on the job at every stage, from planning to final inspection, no detail is overlooked.

Every completed Kewaunee job provides top efficiency with true economy and reflects credit on the architect who specifies "Kewaunee Equipment."

Our Engineering Staff is at your service without cost or obligation.

Kewaunee Mfg. Co.

C. G. CAMPBELL, President

5046 S. Center St., Adrian, Mich. • Representatives in Principal Cities

WORK SHEETS AVAILABLE

The American Institute of Architects recently has published a collection of "Specification Work Sheets" written by Ben H. Dyer, A.I.A., as a time- and money-saver for the private practitioner. Prepared in pad form, the work sheets make it possible to delay writing specifications until working drawings are about completed. Copies may be obtained from Institute headquarters, The Octagon, 1741 New York Ave., N.W., Washington 6, D. C., for $5.00 the set.

AT THE COLLEGES

Faculty Appointments

Two recent appointments to the faculty of the School of Architecture at Columbia University are Henry S. Churchill as an Associate in Planning, and Maxwell H. Tretter as Lecturer in Housing.

Mr. Churchill, a member of the firm of Churchill-Fulmer Associates, is vice chairman of the Committee on Urban Planning of the A.I.A. Mr. Tretter is the former executive director and counsel of the New York City Housing Authority.

New Department

The University of Utah recently has organized a new department of architecture, the curriculum of which is to center around an introduction to the principles of architecture and problems peculiar to architects in Utah and its neighboring states. According to Roger Bailey, department head, the chief aim is to "correlate architecture with the excellent climate of the intermountain region and to make use of the beautiful

New home office building of the General Petroleum Corp., Los Angeles, designed by Wurderman and Becket, Architects

(Continued on page 172)
WORLD'S LARGEST RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
USES NEW TYPE HEATING

When Fritz Burns, President of Kaiser Homes, developed his first post-war home, the Royal Jet-Flow was just coming off the production lines. It was tested and found to give heating performance equaled only by forced air units costing three times as much. Since that time over 6000 Jet-Flow heating units have been installed in Kaiser Homes alone.

With its fine performance, its minimum upkeep, and high owner satisfaction it was natural that the new model Jet-Flow was selected for the 2000 1949 Model Kaiser Homes (illustrated above) now being built in Panorama City, California.

The gas-fired unit is placed near the center of the floor plan, and distributes heat in three directions from registers located 6" below ceiling level. Through the use of the jet principle heat is circulated at a velocity of 300 feet per minute to all parts of the house. Test showed a room-to-room temperature differential of less than 2°.

Walter Wurdeman and Welton Becket, Collaborating Architects

Royal Heaters, Inc., Manufacturer
1024 Westminster Ave., Alhambra, Calif.

We suggest you write for literature and specifications. Royal Jet-Flow is distributed nationally.
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backdrop of the mountains." The new department is the only one of its kind between Denver and the West Coast.

New Chapel for B. U.

Ground was broken in February for a new chapel at Boston University, the fifth building on the university’s new campus overlooking the Charles River. The chapel will occupy the center of the campus, flanked by the College of Liberal Arts and the School of Theology, and backed by the University Tower, which will house the administrative offices. Like other new buildings, it will be perpendicular Gothic in style and constructed of Indiana limestone. Cram and Ferguson are the architects.

Measuring 100 by 50 ft., the building will have a seating capacity of 500 on the nave floor. A meditation chapel, seminar and other rooms will occupy the lower levels. Stained glass windows designed and built by Charles J. Connick for the University’s Robinson Memorial Chapel in the present School of Theology building on Beacon Hill will be incorporated in the new chapel. Cost of the building is estimated at $900,000.

Fellowship Available

The College of Architecture and Design, University of Michigan, announces that the George G. Booth Traveling Fellowship in Architecture will be offered again this year. There will be no formal competition in design, but upon request applicants will be issued an application form to be completed and returned not later than May 15, 1949. This competition is open to all graduates of the school who have not reached their thirtieth birthday on the date mentioned above. Prospective candidates should write at once to the office of the College of Architecture and Design, 207 Architecture Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Architecture in Mexico

The University of Houston has announced a summer course in architecture to be held at its Mexican Summer Center from June 6 to July 11. The course is open to both graduate and undergraduate students, and will include class lectures (in English) at the University of Mexico, and field trips in and around Mexico City. Director is David Red, Instructor in Architecture at the University of Houston.

Applications for registration must be completed by May 15. For further information address Joseph S. Werlin, Director, International Study Centers, University of Houston, 3801 St. Bernard St., Houston 4, Texas.

Architectural Education Conference

Eight prominent architects were guest speakers at a conference on Architectural Education held at the University of Illinois Feb. 21-23. Planned particularly with the current curriculum of the Illinois Department of Architecture in mind, the meetings stressed trends in architecture and architectural practise and education. Speakers were Max Abramovitz of Harrison and Abramovitz, New York City; Richard M. Bennett of Loebl, Schlossman & Bennett, Chicago; Kenneth Johnstone, chairman of the committee on education, A.I.A.; George H. Miels, president of Albert Kahn, Inc., Detroit; John W. Root of Holabird, Root and Burgee, Chicago; Paul Schweikher of Schweikher and

(Continued on page 174)
BUY BEAUTY by the foot!

Specify Martin-Parry METLWAL for Distinctive Partitions and Paneling

YES, planning beautifully distinctive interiors is a lot simpler when you call for smart, modern METLWAL! Factory-finished in rich, natural woodgrain reproductions or baked enamel finishes... METLWAL will not chip, crack or craze; does not reflect harsh, metallic light; is Bond-orized against rust and corrosion.

METLWAL is easy to erect, too! Erection crews merely... (1) attach floor and ceiling channels; (2) insert studs in channels; (3) snap on panels; (4) slip on base. All panels and parts may be cut on the job with a saw. One man can handle a full-size panel. Only a few standard parts from warehouse stock. No need for plaster in new construction and for filler boards of other materials at ends or above cornice level. Write today for your copy of latest catalog A-4. See how METLWAL can help you plan beautiful interiors! Address: Martin-Parry Corp., Toledo 1, Ohio.
Elting, Roselle; and Walter A. Taylor, director of education and research of A.I.A.

OFFICE NOTES

Offices Opened, Reopened

Milton Abrams, A.I.A., has opened new offices at 235 Lincoln Rd., Miami Beach, Fla.

Sid Bersudsky and Associates, Industrial Designers, have opened new offices at 539 King St. West, Toronto, Canada.

Alex Danin, Architect, has announced the opening of an office for the practice of architecture at 1837 Victory Blvd., Staten Island 14, N. Y.

Ralph W. Hawks, Consulting Engineer, has opened an office offering to architects a complete structural engineering consulting service covering all types of building construction. His address is 549 Eighth Ave., Troy, N. Y.

L. Brooks Martin, Architect, has opened offices at 201 Varisco Bldg., Bryan, Texas.

Ruth L. Straus, Interior Designer and Color Consultant, has established new offices at 509 Madison Ave., New York City.

Max J. Wolfson, Architect, has opened his own office at 3845 Alta Vista Terrace, Chicago 13, Ill.

New Addresses

The following new addresses have been announced:

Allied Engineering Corp., 71 Proctor St., Roxbury 19, Mass.

Burgess & Niple, Civil and Sanitary Engineers, 584 E. Broad St., Columbus 15, Ohio.

Gordon Drake, Designer, P.O. Box 2905, Carmel, Calif.

J. Dale Dykema, A.I.A., 15056 Gulf Blvd., Maderia Beach, St. Petersburg, Fla.

Electrical Design Co., Inc., Engineers, 45 Branford Pl., Newark 2, N. J.


Paul Thiery, Architect, 800 Columbia St., Seattle 4, Wash.

New Firms, Firm Changes

The name of the Brevetti Construction Company of New York City and Lynbrook, L. I., has been changed to Brevetti-Walsh, Inc., General Contractors, with offices at 101 Park Ave., New York City, and 128 Garfield Pl., Lynbrook, L. I., N. Y. Walter V. Walsh, until recently a member of John H. Eisele Company, is president and Joseph Brevetti is secretary and treasurer.

Lester Geis, Architect and Designer, has been appointed to the New York office staff of Garden City Plating & Mfg. Co. of Chicago.

Thomas F. Hollifield, A.I.A., and associates, Millard P. Buck and Robert D. Caldwell, have established a new office at 1806 Hillcrest Dr., Bartlesville, Okla. Associated with them are Harold C. Potter and Otis L. Splinter, formerly with the University of Nebraska, and Dwight B. Mapes, Jr., formerly with the University of Oklahoma. The firm's mailing address is Box #490, Bartlesville, Okla.
New G-E Wiring System
Offers Unlimited Possibilities
In Modern Lighting Control

Multiple Switching from Many Locations
Available at Low Installation Cost
With G-E Remote Control

Switch your garage lights on or off from any room in your home—in hospitals, give every patient a light switch next to his bed—in industrial plants and commercial buildings, let every night watchman have a centralized bank of switches for all lights in his area. These are just a few of the many possibilities that can be brought about by the new remote control system, recently announced by the General Electric Company.

Easy to Install

Using existing methods for wiring all power circuits, the General Electric remote control system requires no new materials or techniques except in the switching circuit itself. In this circuit a small, low-voltage relay does the actual switching. Control of this relay can be placed practically anywhere in a building, simply by installing lightweight wires from the relay to conveniently located wall switches, specially developed for this purpose. “Easy as wiring a doorbell,” is the way one observer described this circuit.

Because this new system cuts the cost of materials used in multi-switch applications, because it makes possible a large number of controls on any individual circuit, General Electric remote control clears the way for wide use of multi-switch control in structures of all types.

Keeps Costs Down

In residential wiring, this new system means real “dream-home” electrical control even in residences where costs must be cut to the bone. Simple applications include the example of garage lights given above—also attic fan and cellar light controls in various parts of the house. In the completely modern house, all lights and outlets can be controlled from various locations.

In dormitories, institutions, and commercial buildings, General Electric remote control can provide an effective centralized system for lighting control. Wherever “lights-out” regulations are in effect, a master panel of remote control switches can be used to enforce these regulations for an entire building or a whole floor. In commercial structures or plants, a similar system can be used to turn out lights left on after hours. Commercial and industrial operations can profit by the over-all multi-switch control offered by this system.

Offers New Ideas

To everyone concerned with building and remodeling, this new system offers a completely new range of ideas on flexibility in the use of electricity. To the architect, it means a new era in electrical convenience in structures of all sizes and types. To the buyer and the investor, it means increased workability and extra value, now and in the years to come. To the electrical contractor, General Electric remote control offers a vast, new field for his services.

To answer questions on the applications of General Electric remote control—to explain the procedure and the materials required—the General Electric Company has prepared an informative booklet on the subject. This booklet is a valuable guide for everyone interested in this new system. To get your copy early, simply fill out the coupon and mail it today.

Learn the Facts on this important new system

Mail Coupon Now

Section D28-45
General Electric Company
Bridgeport 2, Connecticut

Please send me your new booklet on General Electric remote control.

(Name) ______________________________ (Title) ______________________________
(Company) ______________________________
(Street) ______________________________
(City) __________________________ (Zone) _______ (State) ____________________
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Kinsley McWhorter and Associates, Consulting Engineers, and James Berkeley Robinson, Architect, have announced the formation of the firm of McWhorter, Robinson and Moody, Engineers and Architects, for the general practice of engineering and architecture. Address: Witz Bldg., Staunton, Va.

Singleton P. Moorehead, director of the architectural department of Colonial Williamsburg, has been named advisory consultant to the Department of Architecture at Williamsburg. Mario E. Campioli, formerly production manager of the New York architectural firm of Eggers & Higgins, will succeed Mr. Moorehead as director of the architectural department.

Robert H. Orr, F.A.I.A., W. T. Strange, Jr., A.I.A., and Robert R. Inslee, A.I.A., have announced the formation of a new partnership under the firm name of Orr, Strange & Inslee, Architects, with offices at 3142 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Calif.

Thorvald Pederson, Architect, has announced the forming of a partnership with J. Murray Hueber, Architect, under the firm name of Pederson & Hueber, Architects, Successor to Paul Hueber. Address: 200 Syracuse-Kemper Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y.


**ELECTIONS, APPOINTMENTS**

William Eipel, member of the structural engineering firm of Tuck & Eipel, has been elected president of the New York Association of Consulting Engineers. Elected to serve with him were: John F. Hennessy, of Syska & Hennessy, vice president; Harry Bond, Consulting Engineer, treasurer; W. Donald Christie, Consulting Engineer, Secretary.

Hugh M. Hughes, president of the H. M. Hughes Co., Inc., General Contractors, has been elected president of the Building Trades Employers' Association of New York City.

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, head of the department of architecture at Illinois Institute of Technology, has been elected to honorary corresponding membership in the Royal Institute of British Architects.

Ben Nash, Industrial Designer and lecturer at New York University, was elected president of the American Designers' Institute at the Institute's recent annual meeting. Other officers elected were: Henry Glass, vice president; Dan Jensen, treasurer; Ann Franke, secretary.


Bruce L. Wilson has been appointed Chief of the Engineering Mechanics Section of the National Bureau of Standards. He has been a member of the Bureau staff since 1929, working in the Engineering Mechanics Laboratory.
Safe footing in every step...

**TUFF-TRED**

**SAFETY STAIR NOSING**

Building for permanence calls for TUFF-TRED Safety Stair Nosings on every step . . . nothing will do so much for the appearance and safety of stairs. For use on any type stair whether new or old . . . in office or industrial buildings, in schools or in homes. Wherever installed TUFF-TREDs prove extremely long wearing . . . for they’re durably constructed of polished extruded aluminum with anti-slip, semi-resilient abrasive filler. Practical architects and contractors consistently specify TUFF-TREDs because of their permanent beauty, safety and economy.

*You are invited to write for complete details*
FLOOR ENAMEL

A new floor enamel with a base of Vinylite resins for all wood, concrete and metal floors is said to assure successful coating of floor areas that were formerly difficult to paint satisfactorily.

The enamel, which is applied by brush or spray, is reported to be unaffected by water, greases, oils, brine, alcohols, petroleum solvents, soaps, all alkalis and most acids. The manufacturer claims it will withstand at least twice as much dry abrasion and ten times as much scrubbing with alkali solutions as floor enamels having any other base.

Available in black, white, and six colors, the enamel gives covering surface of approximately 500 sq. ft. per gallon, depending on porosity of the surface. Benjamin Foster Co., 4635 W. Girard Ave., Philadelphia 81, Pa.

COVING FOR HARD FLOORS

A Vinyl plastic-set-on-base coving in 100-ft. lengths for all types of hard surface flooring is now in production. The new coving, which is 4 in. high, can be fastened to any type of wall with ordinary floor covering adhesives.

Plastic coving is fastened to the walls with ordinary floor covering adhesives.

Pre-formed corners and dirt-catching seams are reported eliminated by the coving. Fremont Rubber Co., 113 McPherson Highway, Fremont, Ohio.

CHILLED WATER SUPPLY

The Filter-Cooler, which is reported to offer unique advantages to hospitals and other institutions which require a large supply of chilled water, delivers water as low as 34 F.

Rust and dirt and all tastes and odors are claimed eliminated by an integrated Filter-Decolorizator. A Super-Storage feature is designed to accumulate chilled water reserve during periods of intermittent use. Capacity permits service at the cooler and at additional fountains or filling stations on other floors.

The unit is available in hand-polished stainless steel or with Duco finish in pastel shades to match any color scheme, and has a reinforced angle-iron frame. It also comes in a stainless steel model suitable for use in dining-rooms and service pantries, with faucets, bubblers, fillers, or a combination of all three at one or more sides and with racks for glasses mounted at top or sides. Filtrine Manufacturing Co., 53 Lexington Ave., Brooklyn 5, N. Y.

LIGHTING FOR ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION OFFICES

New offices of the New York Regional Office of the Atomic Energy Commission feature a novel wiring system, used in the adaption of an ordinary garage type space having concrete floors, ceilings and...
When "specs" demand your best...

**CHOOSE GOVERNNAIR**

*completely packaged AIR CONDITIONERS*

**A Complete Unit for a Complete job**

You're always sure you're getting the very best in efficient, economical packaged air conditioning when you specify Governair—the original patented design!

This complete unit is easy to install—requires only simple electrical, water and duct connections. Built-in Evaporative Condenser keeps water usage down to a minimum. Governair engineering assures correct coordination and balance of all functions. Generously proportioned heat transfer surfaces provide maximum performance and economy. Choose Governair completely packaged air conditioners and you'll always do your best!

---

**Everyday, more and more practical, attractive**

CONSOWELD is being used in residential, commercial and industrial construction. For convenient reference to colors, patterns and ordering data see Sweets File 13i/2. Complete samples and helpful installation data available from your CONSOWELD Distributor, or write direct to:

**CONSOWELD PLASTICS DIVISION, CONSOLIDATED WATER POWER & PAPER CO. WISCONSIN RAPIDS 15, WISCONSIN**

---

**ARCHITECTS • ENGINEERS • CONTRACTORS**

Would you like to know how Air Conditioning jobs can be installed for from $100.00 to $400.00 per ton less?

Write Dept. K

GOVERNNAIR CORPORATION
513 N. Blackwelder • Oklahoma City, Okla.
columns into attractive office space.

The ceiling was covered with acoustical tile, and the wiring system was said to result in practically concealed wiring without involving the labor and expense of cutting chases for conduit in the existing concrete ceiling. Wiremold raceways, the same thickness as the ceiling tile, were mounted to the concrete ceiling and painted to match the tile so that in general appearance, the ceiling shows no outlines that might be disturbing.

Shallow fluorescent fixtures were desired for the general office areas; the type chosen were the Linoleum Series II which are only 3 in. deep. The fixtures were surface-mounted in 8 ft. sections to the ceiling tile. Due to restrictions and limitations caused by existing sprinkler lines, ducts, column spacing, etc., the fixtures were mounted in rows, 12 1/2 ft. on centers; although ceiling is 11 ft. high, fairly good uniformity was reported maintained. Average illumination provided was said to be 35 foot-candles. Louvers provide 30° crosswise and 45° lengthwise shielding.

In other offices where hung ceilings were installed, recessed troffers (louvered shielded) were installed to produce an average of 50 foot-candles.

A specially designed recessed troffer, 8 ft. long and 6 in. wide, having two 40 watt lamps in tandem, was used to light hallways. The Frink Corp., Bridge Island Plaza, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

PLASTIC PARTITION

Lightweight, translucent plastic blocks comprise a new demountable partition for offices.

Bloxolite is described as easy to erect and to dismantle and reassemble for reuse. The blocks, which weigh less than a pound each, are made of a plastic material called Styron, which is designed to resist moisture, cracking, warping, expansion and contraction.

Interlocking basswood strips are used to assemble the blocks, which measure 8 in. by 8 in. by 2 1/4 in. Armstrong Cork Canada Ltd., 6911 Decarie Blvd., Montreal, P. Q.

Translucent plastic blocks are now made in Canada for demountable partitions

ALL-ALUMINUM PRECIPITRON

An all-aluminum model of the industrial Preciptron for air purification is reported to have a 10 per cent increase in air handling capacity.

The increase is achieved by an extension in the direction of air flow. Three inches additional length in each plate give the new unit 17 per cent more dirt-trapping area.

GENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
manufacturers of

Trinity White PORTLAND CEMENT

is pleased to announce its co-sponsorship
of a nation-wide
ARCHITECTURAL
COMPETITION

Conducted by
PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE Magazine for the design of
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS BUILDING for

UNITED STATES JUNIOR
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

which will be dedicated as a living
memorial to those of its members who
gave their lives in World War II

We hope that architects everywhere will take active interest in this competition. The full program was
carried in the March issue of Progressive Architecture.
A copy of the program may be obtained from
that magazine or this sponsor.
Also available are two pieces of literature describing
specific uses of Trinity White Portland Cement.
These are:
1. Architectural details, data and photographs showing
the use of Architectural Concrete Units made with
Trinity White Portland Cement for the Prudential
Building, Los Angeles, California.
2. Construction details for uses
of terrazzo made with Trinity
White Portland Cement for
floors, shower stalls, stairways,
wainscots, etc.

Address: General Portland
Cement Company, 111 W.
Monroe St., Chicago 3.
PAPER EDGER

Protective edges of Scotch tape can be applied mechanically to blueprints, drawings, posters, and other paper materials with the Scotch Edger which uses either ½ or ¾ in. tape. The edger also applies tape to reinforce paper folds and to bind single pages together in the form of a folder. An automatic self-adjustment mechanism accommodates various paper thicknesses up to ¾ in.

White Scotch Edging Tape No. 750 has a special adhesive said to prevent oozing at the edges, thus permitting taped sheets to be filed without sticking. Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., 900 Fauquier Ave., St. Paul 6, Minn.

ELECTRICAL CONTACT SWITCH

The Sedgwick “CBN” Contact Switch is a new electrical contact switch for use in the operation of lights, buzzers, alarms, signals, indicators and other applications requiring a contact making and/or breaking device of unusually small dimensions.

Described as simple in design and rugged in construction, the device is made only as single pole, double throw, slow make and break for use on either a-c or d-c, at a maximum voltage of 250. The current rating is 2 amperes a-c, 1 ampere d-c.

Contacts are silver to silver, mounted on phosphor bronze spring arms, prestressed to provide ample contact pressure for the rated duty, the manufacturer reports.

Switch enclosure is of pressed steel plated with rust-resisting cadmium, and both side plates are removable for access to the interior. Sedgwick Machine Works, 80 Eighth Ave., New York, N.Y.

BECAUSE INFRA INSULATION

★ Emits Only 3% of Heat Rays
★ Is Metal with a Melting Point of 1250° F
(Furnace Heat is Only 750° F)

INFRA IS A REAL FIRE STOP

Infra’s surface absorbs only 3% of heat rays—97% is rejected! Infra emits, on the opposite surface, only 3%. That is one reason why Infra is so efficient in preventing wasteful—or dangerous—heat flow. Summer or winter, Infra keeps heat in its proper place.

Infra Insulation uses 99.5% pure aluminum made in accordance with Infra’s own, special emissivity specifications. The fiber partition, which creates multiple air spaces and reflective surfaces, is flame, mold, and vermin proof.

Thermal Factors Printed on Every Infra Carton

Infra’s multiple separated aluminum sheets provide 4 reflective spaces and 4 reflective surfaces, each non-condensation-forming. Two sheets of aluminum and the accordion partition block convection currents. Infra’s triangular reflective air spaces and small mass eliminate conduction as a problem.

INFRA C FACTORS AND ROCKWOOL EQUIVALENTS
C.052 Heat Flow Down, equals 6” Rockwool.
C.083 Heat Flow Up, equals 3.97” Rockwool.
C.10 Lateral Heat, equals 3-1/3” Rockwool.

ACCORDION MULTIPLE ALUMINUM & TRIANGULAR REFLECTIVE AIR CELLS

Infra INSULATION, INC.
10 Murray St., N. Y., N. Y.

WRITE FOR INFRA’S FREE
32-Page Booklet: “Simplified Physics of Thermal Insulation”
Handbook and text on heat transfer, conduction, vapor, mold, fire, radiant heating, etc.
Contains master chart of K, C, R, U factors of all insulations, of all thicknesses, densities, weights.

ADDRESS DEPT. AR

SODA FOuntAINS

One hundred per cent dry refrigeration, vacuum cold plates, and an instantaneous dry cooler that supplies large quantities of plain and carbonated water immediately are features of a new line of soda fountains.

Improved sanitation is achieved with the 5-in. floor clearance for easier cleaning, although the working height of the fountain has not been changed.

One-piece tops are of stainless steel and the covers, also stainless steel, are hermetically sealed. Construction is of all welded, heavy gauge stainless and rust-resistant steel. Stanley Knight Corp., 3434 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 41, Ill.

SPEED FINISH FOR CONCRETE

A special compound said to give greater smoothness while resisting the elements, spalls and abrasion has been

(Continued from page 180)
For the acid test . . . count on a BRIGGS bathtub—
it’s stainproof!

Stainproof (acid-resistant) porcelain enamel is only one of
the safety, comfort and luxury extras which have placed Briggs
Beautyware 'way out in front of the field. Only Briggs makes
the tub with the famous Safety-Bottom. Other features include
the wide-rim seat . . . greater area of level bottom . . . integral
lining flange which provides leakproof edges, tub to walls. Only
Briggs prices all this revolutionary designing right down to earth
for every American home! Write now for new catalog featuring
Briggs plumbing fixtures and Briggs brass. Briggs Manufacturing
Company, 3031—d Miller Ave., Detroit 11, Michigan.

BRIGGS Beautyware

ALL Briggs bathtubs are furnished in stain-
proof (acid-resistant) porcelain enamel. Only
steel fixtures give this extra protection and
beauty at no extra cost! Note the patented
Safety-Bottom, for safe tub and shower bathing.
developed as a "speed finish" for concrete walls.

The speed finish, applied with a cork float to either newly poured or old walls, is reported to meet objections to the impairment of the face of concrete walls which develops when a so-called rubbed finish is used.

A smooth, waterproof surface is given with the exterior type, which consists of a bonding coat and a finishing coat and which may also be used for interiors to meet special conditions.

Only one application is required for the regular interior finish, which is said to be smooth enough for paint to be applied directly over it without plastering.

Sand and water are mixed with the exterior bonding and finish coats before application; the interior finish is a special powder that is mixed only with water. Irvington Form & Tank Corp., 42 Main, Irvington 24, N. Y.

**PANELL-TYPE WINDOW FAN**

For ventilating smaller areas, a 12-in., adjustable, panel-type window fan, Chelsea Type WPJ, fits into the upper panel of a standard window, permitting the raising and lowering of the upper sash.

The fan, which is adjustable from 25 to 36 in., is furnished complete with pull-chain switch and plug-in extension cord.

The fan has an air delivery of 1000 cfm, and is driven by a 1/25 hp motor operating at 1550 rpm. Chelsea Fan & Blower Co. Inc., 1206 Grove St., Irvington 11, N. J.

**FAN FOR VENTILATING SMALL AREAS FITS IN THE UPPER PANEL OF STANDARD WINDOWS**

**STOREFRONT METALS**

A new line of Pittsburgh store window metals includes a wide range of profiles and aids design facility by presenting a group of mouldings which are interchangeable vertically and horizontally.

Highly polished and then Aluminized, the line offers mouldings pierced with slots for fastening.

A complete set of basic mouldings is furnished in a "kit" providing a variety of patterns from which the design most appropriate for a particular store may be chosen. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 632 Duquesne Way, Pittsburgh, Pa.

**ALUMINUM FASTENERS**

Exact duplicates in aluminum of nearly every kind of wood and metal screw, machine bolt, washer, nut and nail are now available.

Advantages of aluminum fasteners listed by distributors include their resistance to rust when used with wood or aluminum construction, on either inside or outside construction. It is also pointed out that they run about three times as many to the pound as steel or brass.

Currently on the market are 551 types and sizes. Central Steel and Wire Co., P. O. Box 5310-A, Chicago 80, Ill.

(Continued on page 186)
...in an architect's DREAM HOUSE

The dream house of the Bob Vahlbergs sprawls comfortably on a wooded slope. It is rooted to earth by a seventy-five-foot-long slab of concrete. From its wall of glass, framing a view to the South, is the Bryant Boiler that activates its unseen radiant coils, it is as modern as tomorrow.

Architect Vahlberg has definite ideas about the things a house should have. He believes firmly in open planning to create a feeling of space; materials that are natural-looking and complementary to the setting of the house; wide expanses of glass, to capture the outdoors for indoor enjoyment; automatic heating that provides the warmth of Spring sunshine, no matter what the weather outside.

In the year or so of its existence, the house has proved these things, and more, to the Vahlbergs. It gives them everything they want for their living enjoyment... their comfort. That, in a word, is the proof. For, by and large, the components of anybody's dream house add up to just one thing: comfort.

We like to think of architects like Bob Vahlberg as men who deal in comfort, because that's a big part of our business, too. It's a kind of partnership... with creative architecture and Bryant quality heating, going hand-in-hand to provide the stuff that dream houses are made of.

And we're mighty pleased that so many of these dealers in the much-sought commodity called comfort consider Bryant Automatic Heating part of their stock in trade.

"I'll let the Pup be Furnace Man"
says ROBERT PARKS, builder of the
Vahlberg House, Oklahoma City

"Bob Vahlberg's house taught me a lot; not only about modern house construction, but about heating as well. I'm sold, and my family is sold. We're going to have a house like it... and others will have a Bryant, too."
TWO-COLOR PAINT

Two colors in one coat of paint taken from the same can are reported achieved with Almazex Bicolor, an oil paint recently introduced in Toronto.

An exclusive formula is said to produce a two-tone dappled effect on any kind of surface with no preliminary flat coat.

Bicolor is compounded from an oil base and is reported to be an extremely durable paint. It comes in 10 color combinations. Alma Paint & Varnish Co. Ltd., London, Ont.

PLASTIC SLIDE RULE

Durable laminated plastic is used for a newly designed circular slide rule small enough to be carried easily in the pocket.

Described as giving only slightly less accuracy than far more expensive slide rules, the new rule will perform these computations: multiplication, division, finding squares or square roots, cubes or cube roots, reciprocals and proportions.


Mechanical sun aids solar house design

SOLAR HOUSE ORIENTATION

Developed to help architects and home builders figure width of roof overhang for solar houses is a new gadget called the Solarometer, which is said to depict the angle at which the sun will shine in any part of the world at any time of day.

The instrument, which is described as being extremely simple to operate, can be set for any city in the world to fit a particular problem. Then the device sends a mechanical "sun" in an arc from dawn to dusk in the proper path for that latitude. The "sun" can be halted at any hour of the day. By adjusting the "sun" on a graduated scale, the operator can observe how its rays strike the glass area of a model solar house in summer and winter.

Correct width of overhang to provide maximum shade in summer and admit maximum sun in winter is determined by adjusting a scaled and movable roof overhang on the model house.

The Solarometer is reported to offer a clearer illustration of the principle of solar window areas to prospective builders in a fraction of the time needed to prepare drawings for explanation. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., Nicholas Bldg., Toledo 3, Ohio.

FLOOR LEVEL HEATING

Floor level heat by forced warm air for ranch type and basementless homes

(Continued from page 184)
No one has ever been able to improve on

The WHITE of MEDUSA WHITE

- Over forty-two years ago, a Medusa scientist created the first white Portland cement. Since then, many have tried but no one has been able to improve on the whiteness, or the quality of Medusa White. Medusa White has proved itself thousands and thousands of times in buildings all over the world... under all climatic conditions and in all types of construction. In every case, Medusa White because of its true white color has given complete satisfaction whether used white or tinted. There is no whiter White, no finer white than Medusa White!

For lasting beauty and weather protection, Medusa Waterproofed White is recommended. This is regular Medusa White Portland Cement with waterproofing ground in at the mill. This waterproofing material is in concrete, mortar or stucco all the way through and repels all moisture at the surface. Thus dirt cannot stain and water cannot enter, freeze, and disintegrate concrete or stucco made with Medusa Waterproofed White Portland Cement.

For sparkling white stucco, cast stone, Terrazzo and white concrete... for construction that will retain its beauty indefinitely... specify Medusa White. And for the full story about the uses of this remarkable cement, send the coupon for your copies of "A Guide to Finer Stucco" and "Medusa White Portland Cement."

"FIFTY-SEVEN YEARS OF CONCRETE PROGRESS"

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
1015-4 MIDLAND BUILDING • CLEVELAND 15, OHIO

Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of the booklets, "A Guide To Finer Stucco" and "Medusa White Portland Cement."

Name
Address
City State

Also made by Medusa Products Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
is available through application of the new R9 International Oil Furnace.

Ducts (6- or 8-in. galvanized pipe in the case of concrete floor) are run under
neath the floor from the furnace to warm air outlets near outside walls in base-
board or floor.

Automatic Limit Control governs the temperatures of warm air in the furnace, which is directed through outlets at the base of the unit into the ducts.

"Perimeter heating" thus is said to provide uniform heat throughout the home by compensating for heat loss at outside walls. The R9 International, which is fully automatic, requires less than 5 sq. ft. of floor space. It is 22¼ in. wide by 27¾ in. deep and 82¼ in. high, requiring 6 in. clearance at front, none at sides and back. The International Oil Burner Co., 3800 Park Ave., St. Louis 10, Mo.

EVAPORATIVE CONDENSERS

Improvements in a line of evaporative condensers now on the market are de-
signed to give the units greater durability and make servicing easier.

Features of the new line include Penta-Pod Frame members designed to make possible multiple service and access panels in the welded frame assembly; hot-dipped galvanized steel coil assemblies for use with ammonia; hot-dipped galvanized sump pan, blower and coil frame sections, wheels and scroils; copper spray headers; and heavy steel coil side frames, galvanized after fabrica-
tion.

All prime surface coils, with copper tubes hydraulically expanded at 3000 psi into copper tube sheets with ferrule collars, are reported to prevent vibration failures at tube and tube sheet junction, and to safeguard compressor against scoring, since the brazing scale is loosened by hydraulic stretching and blown out of coil.

The condensers are available in a size range from 3 to 50 tons (duplexed to 100 tons). The Kennard Corp., 1819 S. Hanley Rd., St. Louis 17, Mo.

PORTABLE FOOD WARMERS

Scotly Electro-Matic portable food warmers in nine different models are de-
sign to provide a complete counter kitchen offering the correct temperature for each food.

These portable food warmers for res-
taurants, cafeterias, hospitals, hotels, and other institutions feature selective thermostatic temperature control. They have electric Calrod heating units and their pan top combinations are inter-
changeable.

The top and body of each unit is die-stamped stainless steel, with smooth polished stainless steel finish. Pans and covers, die-stamped of one-piece solid 18 or 20 gauge stainless steel, fit standard 12 by 20 in. top openings. Seco Co., Inc., 5206 South 30th St., St. Louis 16, Mo.

BI-PASSING METAL DOORS

Orange Metal Bi-Passing Doors for closets are reported to save time, money and space because they eliminate the space needed for door swing and are precision built and fitted at the factory.

The doors, which require no studs, plaster or hardware, slide back and forth on ball-bearing rollers. The sliding panels, which have two felt sound-dead-
ening pads at top, are cushioned at door jamb by rubber bumpers.
Pittsburgh Steeltex Floor Lath

The placing of floors moves swiftly, smoothly and at a big saving in time and material with Pittsburgh Steeltex Floor Lath. This combination of form and reinforcement for concrete and gypsum floors and roofs eliminates the need for slow, costly form-work.

Pittsburgh Steeltex Floor Lath is a combination of a uniformly spaced welded wire mesh laced to a waterproof cord-reinforced backing. The lacing wires are crimped to permit separation of the backing which gives you automatic embedment from the weight of the mix. The waterproof backing holds the water in the mix so that it must evaporate slowly which gives maximum strength and assures proper curing of the slab. This also minimizes drip, prevents loss of cement and eliminates cleanup expense.

For better floors and roofs use Pittsburgh Steeltex Floor Lath—it will save you time and money. See our catalog in Sweet’s or write for your copy of D.S. 133 to Pittsburgh Steel Products Company, Department AR, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

PITTSBURGH STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
A Subsidiary of Pittsburgh Steel Company
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
construction or fabrication; they indicate new possibilities with materials and equipment. We see ahead greater savings in materials and greater savings in manpower for both small and big builders when modular plans become the rule rather than the exception."

**Pre-cutting**

Lack of agreement on the economies of pre-cutting made it clear that this topic has endless ramifications; also that it is not easy to realize its savings. Some said only the big-scale builder can use it effectively. Others said you can save money by pre-cutting if you are only building a single house.

David A. Bohannon, San Francisco operator, said: "Pre-cutting of parts is desirable only when the building is operating on a scale that justifies the investment of thousands of dollars..."

Unless each item is exactly detailed, pre-cutting had best be confined to studs, rafters, joists, blocking and bridging. Where an ordinary set of house plans consists of three or four sheets, a pre-cutting plan set comprises from 50 to 100 sheets.

"Where pre-cutting can be employed efficiently it brings major economies. Workmen become highly skilled and produce more work per day."

"Conventional on-site construction can be streamlined in some cases. After determining those items to be pre-cut, all other items should be cut and assembled at the job site. On a large project materials can be ordered from the mill, sized to specifications, 'banded' and delivered by truck to the job site. This saves at least three handling steps."

"Another economizer is a small mobile cutting line that can be moved along with the progress of the project. This eliminates yard storage, loading and hauling of members which can be turned out at the site. Similarly, field painting of trim delivered by the mill as per schedule places these items in the building for finish carpenters to use in one handling operation."

Other speakers stressed the fact that pre-cutting tends to get complicated, and that it is easy for a builder to go overboard buying power tools and trying to set up Rube Goldberg assembly lines, with sheets and sheets of instructions and "exploded" drawings. Clarke Daniel kept pounding on the fact that you can do much with just a portable electric saw and a few simple jigs. His favorite example was a little test he had run. He asked carpenters to experiment with a good old-fashioned hatchet for notching rafter ends. They could do it three times as fast as with a power saw.

So pre-cutting is no panacea. It is a prescription to be taken in measured doses, with a good mixture of common sense and a shot of imagination.

**Prefabrication**

There was a great deal of speech-making on this topic, but the net was small. Some of the big-name prefabricators had their chance at the microphone, and parried some prepared questions designed to make the discussions fairly lively, but nobody took it very seriously. Certainly the prefabricated house did not show any newly significant successes.

**Construction Details**

The cost-cutting clinics at the convention became most lively when panel (Continued on page 192)
Good Door Control Conforms to Your Design

**LCN Floor Type Closers are Used Where Transom Bars are Thin**

- Pictured, one entrance to the new Chicago offices and warehouse plant of John A. Roebling’s Sons Co., designed by architects Skidmore, Owings & Merrill of Chicago.

Here, as in many modern entrances, large expanses of glass are used, with narrow transom bars. The doors are hung on LCN bronze offset pivots and effectively controlled by LCN No. 16 Floor Type Concealed Door Closers.

These closers are of superior design. Power is applied to the door through a lever arm (always the most effective way) operating on a slide block concealed in the bottom of the door. The door’s weight rests not on the mechanism but, independent of it, on the rigid closer box. Servicing the closer need never take the door out of use for more than a few minutes.

LCN’s eleven types of concealed closers and full line of exposed types fill every need for door control that is effective, economical and suited to all common kinds of swing doors. Listed in Sweet’s 1949. Latest catalog 11-2, almost a manual on the subject, promptly sent on request. LCN Closers, Inc., 466 W. Superior St., Chicago 10, Ill.

**OVERHEAD AND FLOOR CONCEALED**

**AND EXPOSED TYPE DOOR CLOSERS**

- LCN No. 16 Floor Closer is recommended for heavy wood or metal doors hung on offset pivots, where transom bars do not permit use of an overhead concealed closer. Block and slide concealed; lever arm visible only when door is opened. Closer mechanism easily accessible; does not carry weight of door. Top and bottom pivots included.
experts and builders got to trading experiences on construction details. Much of the subject matter does not wrap up neatly in a report such as this, for answers were frequently incomplete, cost comparisons were hurried and inconclusive, and experiences were frequently not based on tests which would be acceptable to, say, the FHA, whose representative was present and was kept pretty busy fending off some rather pointed questions about FHA standards and "dictates." With that warning, this report will attempt to sift out the grist of the cost cutting clinics.

Roof Trusses. J. T. Lendrum, U. of I. Small Homes Council, had many a chance to touch on what was obviously his favorite topic—roof trusses for small houses. (ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, May, 1948.) Briefly, roof trusses, easily made in simple jigs, save in both material and labor. But as Lendrum pointed out, the biggest savings are not directly in roof construction, but in smooth building operations under the roof. Trusses permit quick enclosure of the building, keep it free of bearing partitions. The house becomes a comfortable open workshop where all trades can work to best advantage, materials can be stacked, operations can be done with speed and efficiency, wall boards can be handled in large sizes, partitions can be made on the floor and tilted into position.

"Thick-Edge Slab." Another topic much discussed was a floor slab with a thick edge, floating on the ground without foundations. Nobody could describe it exactly, and obviously the term "thick-edge slab" was understood differently in many instances. However, there was much interest in it. The discussion, it was pointed out, was academic in at least one important respect—the FHA won't now pass it.

One builder pinned it down somewhat by telling how he pours his. The site is leveled and vegetation removed with a bulldozer. Then a layer of Sisal Kraft is put down, then a layer of vermiculite concrete, on top of which is poured a 2-in. topping of reinforced concrete.

One concern was the action of frost, the worry being that if the house remained unheated through cold weather the frost would freeze it. Carl Boester, Purdue, gave it as his opinion that if the slab were properly engineered, no harm would be done, pointing to the parallel with concrete highway construction.

Insulation of the slab got some attention. Laurence Shuman, HHPA, pointed out that it should be insulated at the edge (see ARCHITECTURAL RECORD, Jan., 1948). Boester pointed out that heat losses through the floor were not sufficient to make it economical to insulate the slab. And Lendrum was quick to protest that it was not heat loss, but comfort, that was involved. A slab well insulated at the edge would be 20° warmer than an uninsulated one.

From this point the discussion veered off to other types of floor and foundation construction. One builder reported a system of piers with concrete perimeter beams, observing that it was quite inexpensive, but that there was a problem of working out forming for easy pouring.

**Flat vs. Pitched Roofs.** One iconoclastic touch came in the general agreement that the economies of flat or shed roofs
Classroom Weather Magic

Imagine a unit that brings healthful outdoor air right through the classroom walls. A ventilator that takes that air, cleanses it, warms it, floods the room with it. You're imagining a Trane Unit Ventilator!

The unit adds beauty to classrooms, as well as health and efficiency. Never a noise to disturb concentration. No drafts to bring on colds. Just clean, healthful air, to increase alertness, to help every child make the most of his studies, to help him further enjoy the room where he spends so much of his time.

Trane engineering skill has developed smoothly-running fans that eliminate distracting noises. Kinetic Orifice coils guard the unit against freezing. Positive block-offs banish drafts. Generous filters trap dust.

Service and maintenance are easy, too. One-man panels make it easy to "get into". The standard motors can be serviced by anyone. Anodized aluminum wall boxes end streaking of outside walls. And, like every product with the magic "T-R-A-N-E" on the nameplate, it gives economical, and completely satisfactory service for a long, long time.

THE TRANE COMPANY...LA CROSSE, WIS.
Manufacturing Engineers of Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Equipment - Unit Heaters, Convector-radiators, Heating and Cooling Coils, Fans, Compressors, Air Conditioners, Unit Ventilators, Special Heat Exchange Equipment, Steam and Hot Water Heating Specialties...IN CANADA, TRANE COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO.

For kindergarten kids whose part-time playground is the classroom floor...for lordly seniors in high schools and colleges...Trane Unit Ventilators are doing a real job in schools all over the country,
were largely illusory. While it is easy to assume that a flat roof saves money, Boester reported that tests showed this just plain ain’t so. By the time you get the right timber, put in some insulation, arrange ventilation for the insulation, you have contrived to make the roof construction fairly complicated, as compared to the old-fashioned pitched roof, and you soon find it cheaper to forget the whole thing, if it is economy you are seeking.

Sepic Tanks. Shuman gave a brief and preliminary report on studies by the HHFA and the U. S. Public Health Service on septic tanks. While he was not able to give many of the findings, which are still under discussion between the two bureaus, he did say that many of the old standards were not justified, and that many new ideas are being debated.

For example, there is no apparent reason why the septic tank could not be built into the basement, or at least alongside it. This might result in some savings; certainly it would save digging up sizable patches of lawn trying to find the darned thing.

He said also that new manufacturers probably would enter the field, once new standards have been set and approved. This might get to be important as home building continues, inasmuch as some 60 per cent of houses now being built are not connected to sewers.

This reminded Boester to remark that the whole subject of sanitary systems might be affected by a new water closet design now being studied, a design done on the principle of the garbage grinder. The idea would be to permit waste lines of small size, along with considerably more freedom in plumbing layout.

In the same class of untested bright ideas he mentioned two others, neither of which he would recommend right now. One was roof trusses made of gypsum board — some were made at Purdue six years ago and are still in place. The other was the use of the aluminum foil on the back of gypsum board for electric panel heating.

In winding up his own remarks, Boester gave it as his opinion that for economy in small-house construction the primary need is not, as many seem to think, new techniques, but simply good planning of the houses and good planning of the job.
for every taste... for every budget... CRANE

That's the beauty of a really complete line—it satisfies all individual likes. Crane can be gay, Crane can be sedate. Where "cost is nothing," Crane goes de luxe... where cost is everything, Crane gets right down to earth.

And whatever the preference in styles, there's no doubt of the preference in names... Crane is the best known name in plumbing.

The complete plumbing line includes bathroom fixtures, kitchen sinks, laundry tubs—all of them equipped with finger-tip Dial-ese controls. In heating, Crane supplies everything required for any home system... warm air, hot water, steam... coal, coke, oil, or gas.

For selections from the Crane line, see Crane Service for Architects—and be sure to check your requirements early with your Crane Branch or Crane Wholesaler.

CRANE
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 1336 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS
PLUMBING AND HEATING - VALVES - FITTINGS - PIPE

RESIDENTIAL PLUMBING
NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS
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For a small additional cost the doors are coated with a sound-deadening substance in a new process called Fendixing. Of standard 6 ft. 8 in. height, the doors are available in 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-ft. widths.

The fixed center panel of the 6-ft. door can be prepared for simple insertion of a full-length mirror at a small extra cost. Virginia Metal Products Corp., Orange, Va.

WINTER AIR CONDITIONER

An automatic oil-burning winter air conditioner of the "high-boy" type requires less than a square yard of floor space and, according to the manufacturer's tests, delivers 72,000 Btu at the bonnet and 61,200 at the register.

A vaporizing-type burner with a stainless steel combustion chamber is used. Automatic humidification, forced air circulation and filtering are also provided, and thermostatic control is standard. The cabinet is of two-tone blue baked enamel. Armstrong Furnace Co., Columbus, Ohio.

WROUGHT IRON DINETTE SETS

Two dinette sets in wrought iron with plastic-covered chair-seats have been added to the Saltineri group. One is modern in design, the other more traditional, and both are available in black, white or sage green finishes.

Both sets are given the Neva-Rust treatment which is guaranteed to prevent rust for six years, and the manufacturer believes that the modern group is the first wrought iron dinette set at a popular price. John B. Saltineri Co., Inc., 510 E. 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.

STANDARDS

Commercial Standard for Enamelled Cast-Iron Plumbing Fixtures (CS77-48). Establishes minimum standard specifications for enamelled cast iron plumbing fixtures, definitions and inspection rules. Includes standard styles, types and sizes for staple enamelled cast-iron plumbing fixtures; and methods of testing for both acid-resisting and regular types are described. Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
Why New Frigidaire Electric Water Heaters Last Years Longer

A Wonder-Working Magnesium Rod built into the tank literally adds years to the life of Frigidaire Electric Water Heaters. In both hard and soft water areas, this rod attracts corrosive elements to itself—effectively checks pitting, rust and "red water."

10-Year Protection Plan backs each Frigidaire Water Heater. Any parts proving defective during first year replaced without cost. If tank fails during first 5 years, new heater furnished (labor included first year only.) If tank fails during second 5 years, new heater furnished at special price.

Many Other Important Features — Frigidaire’s exclusive Radiantube Heating Unit, for instance. It’s sickle-shaped to shed scale and sheathed in copper—lasts far longer than ordinary units. And it can’t waste current or heat because every square inch of heating surface is in direct contact with the water. Other features include: glass wool insulation, hot water trap, drain faucet, cold water baffle, and accurate thermostat.

Specify Frigidaire For Lasting Satisfaction. Allover the country, more and more builders and architects are specifying Frigidaire Water Heaters and other Frigidaire equipment. They know Frigidaire makes any home more attractive to tenants and buyers.

Complete Range of Sizes — 30 to 80 Gal. Upright or Table-Top Models

Frigidaire Makes a Good Building Better

Facts about these Frigidaire Products — yours for the asking

Check this list of Frigidaire products you want to know about—sign your name and address and mail to Frigidaire Division, Dayton (1), Ohio, (In Canada, Leaside 12, Ontario), or see your Frigidaire Dealer—find his name in Classified Telephone Directory.

Household Refrigerators

□ 9 models from apartment house 6 cu. ft. to "Tandem" 14.5 cu. ft.

Electric Ranges

□ 7 models from apartment house RK-3 to RK-70 which has two Twin-Unit Even-Heat ovens.

Electric Water Heaters

□ 30 to 80 gals. Magnesium Rod checks corrosion and "red water."

Automatic Washer

□ Live-Water action; all porcelain; one-piece, sealed, Unimatic mechanism; warranted.

Electric Ironer

□ Full, 30-inch, open-end roll, Prest-O-Matic foot operation.

Automatic Electric Dryer

□ Dries washer-load of clothes in 15 to 25 minutes automatically.

Home Freezers

□ 8 cu. ft., with Meter-Miser mechanism. Others up to 26.5 cu. ft. size.

□ Electric Dehumidifier

□ Air Conditioners

□ Water Coolers

□ Commercial Refrigeration

Name

Firm Name

Street & No.

City

State
What boiler would you recommend for a $350,000 home?

This functionally modern home was recently built in Bloomsburg, Pa., by Harry L. Magee president of The Magee Carpet Company; it is one of Pennsylvania’s finest show places. Berlinger, Haag, and D’Entremont, Architects; George A. Heath, Heating Engineer; Wm. L. Coombs, Heating Contractor; Percy Swank, Building Contractor.

The finest, of course. That’s what the architect, engineer, and contractor did when they built this magnificent home. In fact, they chose six H. B. Smith boilers — two to heat the main house, by radiant heat and by air conditioning . . . one to supply domestic hot water . . . two to warm the swimming pool water and recirculate it . . . still another to supply domestic hot water and car-washing water to the garage.

No matter the size of the home your client wishes, you can recommend an H. B. Smith boiler that will give him “luxury” heating at bargain basement prices—for Smith-Mills boilers are designed and engineered to deliver maximum heat at lowest cost. True, they cost a little more to buy, but smaller fuel and maintenance bills more than make up the difference.

Which boiler will you specify on the next job where the best in heating is requested? You can’t go wrong if you recommend H. B. Smith! The H. B. SMITH Co., 62 Main St., Westfield, Massachusetts.

(Continued from page 148)

Air Filtration

(1) The magic of Electronics in Air Filtration; (2) American Air Filters in Industry. The first bulletin takes up the theory and practice of electronics in air filtration. A section is devoted to the manufacturer’s research and development in the field. The basic line of electronic air filters is described. The second bulletin discusses what makes up industrial dust problems and how they are solved. Separate sections deal with filtered air for: industrial air conditioning, industrial ventilation, drying operations, product finishing, control of bacteria and mold spores, cooling electrical equipment and engines and compressors. 18 and 23 pp., illus. American Air Filter Co., Inc., 1st and Central Ave., Louisville, Ky.

Folding Tables and Benches

Schieber Folding Tables and Benches (Catalog No. 81547). Pictures installations of in-the-wall and against-the-wall folding tables designed to provide lunchroom facilities in rooms primarily used for other activities in schools, churches, etc. Detail drawings and specifications are included. 8 pp., illus. Schieber Mfg. Co., 12720 Burt Rd., Detroit 23, Mich.

Circuit Breakers

Westinghouse Quicklag Loadcenter (B-3881). Describes circuit breakers of the thermal-magnetic type that provide time delay on overloads and instantaneous tripping on dangerous overloads and short circuits. Such features as flexibility, required inventory, performance and convenience of installation are discussed. 12 pp. Westinghouse Electric Corp., P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.*

Fans

(1) Chelsea Residential Fans (Catalog No. 863); (2) Chelsea Industrial and Commercial Fans (Catalog No. 864). Description, specifications, dimensions, and photographs of a line of fans for residential, commercial and industrial uses. The catalogs contain information on 17 types of ventilating and cooling equipment varying in output from 1,000 to 32,000 cfm. 4 and 6 pp., illus. Chelsea Fan & Blower Co., Inc., 1206 Grove St., Irvington 11, N. J.

(Continued on page 200)
LET YOURSELF GO ON BEAUTY...

THERE'S PLENTY OF VERSATILE

You can specify Marlite now—and what's more your clients can get it! For Marlite production is up—there's enough made now for everyone!

That's good news to architects. For Marlite is the versatile wall and ceiling panel. For modernization or new construction, it's equally appropriate. It comes in a variety of patterns and in many stunning colors. Marlite lends itself ideally to the creation of sparkling colorful interiors and is equally at home in surroundings of quiet, warm dignity.

And it's good news for clients, too. For Marlite's plastic finish seals the original color in—keeps grime and dirt out. It cleans easily with a damp cloth. And Marlite goes up fast—over old walls or new—with a minimum of muss and bother and with practically no waste.

Is it any wonder that the news of Marlite's availability is good news to everyone who must stretch dollars now as never before? Investigate Marlite and you'll specify Marlite. See the Marsh Catalogue in Sweet's Architectural File or write for the new 12-page, full color catalogue.

MARSH WALL PRODUCTS, INC.
405 MAIN STREET, DOVER, OHIO
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Floor Maintenance

(1) How to Get Better Results in Textile Floor Maintenance; (2) Specification for Sweeping Machines. Mechanized floor maintenance applying a "dry cleaning" method (steel wool is used in the machines) is described in the first bulletin. Advantages such as reducing floor maintenance costs, making floors more durable, keeping floors brighter and preventing accidents are covered. The specification sheets include type and size of equipment, material and workmanship and general requirements. 4 and 3 pp., illus. G. H. Tennant Co., 2530 N. 2nd St., Minneapolis 11, Minn.

LITERATURE REQUESTED

The following individuals and firms request manufacturers' literature:
Chance Enterprises, Engineers, 14630 Riverside Drive, Detroit 15, Mich.
Karl E. Hawkins, Architectural Designer, General Delivery, Capitola, Calif.
Hutchings and Milani, P. O. Box 485, Hamilton, Bermuda.
Thomas F. McDonough, Registered Engineer (Electrical), 530 W. Harvard Street, Glendale 4, Calif.
Charles F. Nagel, 533 South Western Avenue, Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Orr, Strange and Inslee, Architects, 3142 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Norman L. Raymond, Architect, 18 Broad Street, Stamford, Conn.
Conrad Rossi, Consulting Engineer, 204 Central Park South, New York 19, N. Y.
Marvin J. Rukin, 1968 Iuka Avenue, Columbus 1, Ohio.
Charles Edwin Sampson, Registered Engineer, 2127 Park Street, Columbia, S. C.
Carl D. Schlichter, A.I.A., 20 Church Street, Montclair, New Jersey.
W. H. Stephens, Box 54, Honesdale, Pa.
Hattie Weakly, 824 S. 21st Street, Apt. 1, Birmingham 5, Alabama.
Lacey R. Whitten, 1804 Lavaca, Austin, Texas.

The RESTORATION of COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG

A Reprint of the December, 1935 Issue of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

104 pages, bound in cloth $2.50 per copy

The Colonial Williamsburg Number of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD — issue of December 1935 — was sold out soon after publication but the entire editorial contents have been reprinted and bound in permanent book form with blue cloth covers.

Many thousands of these Williamsburg reprints have been sold but the demand continues unabated.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

119 W. 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

Enclosed is $ for which send copies of your reprint, The Restoration of Colonial Williamsburg, bound in cloth, at $2.50 per copy. (Add 2% Sales Tax for New York City deliveries.)

Name
Address
City and State
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Detroit's Civic Center gets under way

This is the Veterans Memorial Building, first structure to take shape for Detroit's new 16-block Civic Center along the Detroit River. The L-shaped building consists of a ten-story main structure, with penthouse, and a two-story wing. Besides offices for veterans' organizations, it will include meeting rooms, a cafeteria, dining rooms and banquet room, plus a 100 ft x 65 ft ballroom. It is to be air-conditioned, and will be faced with white marble. Like so many other enduring structures, the Veterans Memorial Building has a steel framework of Bethlehem Structural Shapes.

BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY, BETHLEHEM, PA.

On the Pacific Coast Bethlehem products are sold by Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation
Export Distributor: Bethlehem Steel Export Corporation

Architects and Engineers: Harley, Ellington and Day, Inc., Detroit
General Contractor: Kuhne-Simmons Co., Inc., Detroit
Steel Fabricator: Whitehead & Kales Co., Detroit
The new Grinnell Quartzoid Ceiling Sprinkler combines full standard protection with almost unnoticeable appearance. This new head protrudes only 1" below ceiling yet provides coverage for both ceiling and floor area. All piping is hidden above the plaster or acoustic panels. Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories.

The puzzle: Look for the new built-in fire protection!

It's hard to spot... for the new Grinnell Quartzoid Ceiling Sprinkler blends perfectly with modern architectural treatments, yet it provides the same trustworthy fire protection that has typified all Grinnell Sprinklers for the better part of a century.

For the sake of preserving the beauty of your interiors, consider this new unobtrusive Grinnell Sprinkler, and consider it while your plans are still in the drafting stage! Get in touch with Grinnell, for there is a Grinnell System of Protection to meet the requirements of every type of commercial, industrial and institutional building. Grinnell engineers, long experienced in working with architects, are always ready to help you. Grinnell Company, Inc., Providence 1, R. I. Branch offices in principal cities.

GRINNELL

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER FIRE PROTECTION
You know

you're right when you

specify a Rotary

Oildraulic Elevator

It's engineered and built by the oldest and largest maker of oil hydraulic elevators.

No elevator is designed to more rigid specifications or has been tested under more severe service conditions.

The powerful Oildraulic jack, precision power unit, and magic Oildraulic controller all assure smooth, trouble-free operation.

Rotary's coast-to-coast field organization offers you the most complete service in the oil-hydraulic elevator field.

Write for A. I. A. File 33
Rotary Lift Co., 1004 Kentucky, Memphis 2, Tenn.

Architecturally Speaking... the "elevator that's pushed up" is the most practical type for 2, 3 or 4-story service. It requires no costly, unsightly penthouse... no heavy shaftway structure... no special machine room.
SPECIFICATIONS: TROFFERS SHALL BE Smithcraft OR EQUIVALENT

there is no equal!

THERE'S A BOOKLET ENTITLED "ARCHITECTURAL TROFFERS" THAT TELLS YOU WHY

write..... Smithcraft LIGHTING DIVISION, CHELSEA 50, MASS.
Ford chose Monel roofing for this permanent building

Manufacturers know that rain and fog can turn smoke, fumes and other corrosive agents into deadly enemies of their own plant roofs.

That's why the Ford Motor Company decided that the permanent type of structures planned for their new Engine Research and Development Center required roofing able to provide life-of-the-building protection. Ford wanted a roofing metal that could resist the destructive effects of heat, cold, rain, snow, ice and corrosion.

So Monel® Roofing Sheet—with its low expansion rate, its high strength and toughness and its resistance to fatigue and corrosion—was chosen for the flashings and the specially-designed batten seam roof. (See photo and sketch at left for details of this design.)

The cost of using Monel proved to be comparable to that of other materials that might have been used. One of the big reasons for this was that Monel's excellent properties permitted a reduction of two full gauges in the sheet thickness used for the batten-seam roof.

MONEL LOUVERS, TOO

And for the louvers—to be installed in the air exhaust system after the building is completed—Monel makes possible an even greater reduction!

The possibilities for economical architectural design that Monel Roofing Sheet provides is only one of its advantages. Roofers report that this nickel-copper alloy is also easy to cut, form, seam and solder.

You'll find further information about the benefits and economies Monel makes possible in our illustrated booklet, "ONE METAL ROOF... for the Life of Your Building". We invite you to send for your free copy of this important reference booklet now.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC.
67 Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y.

MAIL THIS COUPON TO INCO for free booklet and test sample of MONEL ROOFING SHEET.

The International Nickel Company, Inc.
67 Wall Street, New York 5, N.Y.
Please send your booklet, "ONE METAL ROOF..." and the test sample of Monel Roofing Sheet. I understand this does not obligate me in any way.

Name: ____________________________________________
Company: _________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City: ______________________________________________
State: _____________________________________________
Zone: _____________________________________________
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At the flick of a finger...  

Instant heat or instant cooling

Only Servel provides your clients with ideal indoor climate

Whether you're planning a home or a business establishment, you can provide your client with perfect indoor climate by including Servel All-Year Air Conditioning.

In summer, the Servel All-Year Air Conditioner refrigerates the air, removes sticky, wilting humidity. In winter, this same unit floods the whole building with even, draft-free warmth, adds just the right amount of moisture for comfort. In between seasons, Servel circulates draft-free air at prevailing temperatures. Year round, Servel filters out damaging dust and dirt and irritating pollens. The owner simply dials the desired climate and flips a switch for heating or cooling.

The Servel unit is economical to operate; it is backed by a 5-year warranty; it enables you to effect many construction economies. For complete facts on Servel All-Year Air Conditioning, ask your local Gas Company or write direct to Servel, Inc., 8904 Morton Avenue, Evansville 20, Indiana.

ONLY SERVEL PROVIDES ALL THESE ADVANTAGES

Draft-free warmth
Efficient cooling
Positive dehumidification
Fingertip control
Noise-free performance
Filter-cleaned air
Economical operation
5-year warranty
No moving parts in cooling system

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN COMPETITION

Servel, Inc. is co-sponsoring a nation-wide design competition in cooperation with the United States Junior Chamber of Commerce. To the architect, designer, or draftsmen who submits the best plan for a National Headquarters for the Junior Chamber of Commerce will be awarded the actual commission, valued at approximately $12,000. Thirty-three other prizes will be awarded. Deadline is Midnight, May 16, 1948. For complete contest details, address Servel, Inc., Design Contest, Evansville 20, Indiana.
ELECTRUNITE E.M.T. is the ORIGINAL lightweight rigid steel wiring raceway

...THREADLESS
...STRONG
...WATER-TIGHT
...VIBRATION-PROOF

For every type of wiring...exposed...concealed...in concrete...
Republic ELECTRUNITE E.M.T. offers wide advantages to architect and contractor alike.

Take safety, for example: ELECTRUNITE's continuous rust- and corrosion-resistant zinc coating—unbroken by threads and pipe wrench marks...and its strong, uniform walls of tough open-hearth steel are excellent reasons why this modern raceway meets Underwriters' Laboratory requirements, and is approved by the National Electrical Code and most local codes.

And ease of installation: Freedom from thread-cutting...Inch-Marking...knurled inside surface...light weight...all are important reasons why ELECTRUNITE E.M.T. helps keep wiring jobs moving on planned schedule.

For complete information, see SWEET'S Architectural File or write direct to:

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
STEEL AND TUBES DIVISION - CLEVELAND 8, OHIO
Export Department: Chrysler Building, New York 17, N.Y.

With ELECTRUNITE E.M.T., simple compression fittings eliminate tedious, dirty thread-cutting. Both couplings and box connectors are easily tightened with wrench or pliers to form strong, watertight joints.

SEE SWEET'S FILE or write us for detailed information on these Republic Steel Building Products:
Pipe—Sheets—Roofing
Enduro Stainless Steel
Tancon Enameling Iron
Electrunite E.M.T.
Frets-Moon Rigid Steel Conduit
Taylor Roofing Termes
Berger Ladders, Bins, Shelving
Berger Cabinets for Kitchens
Truncated Steel Windows, Doors, Joints
and other Building Products
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EXTRA!

Extra-Clean Air for
Modern Newspaper Building!

EVERY floor, every department in this new Kentucky home of the Courier-Journal, Louisville Times and radio station WHAS is air conditioned with super-clean air supplied by AAF filters.

Offices, mechanical departments and radio station are served by Electro-Matic filters—busy press rooms by Multi-Duty filters. All enjoy the working benefits of a dust-and-dirt-free atmosphere.

Filtered air is fast becoming a "must" in American business today. Dust, dirt and soot exact a heavy toll in dollars represented by soiled merchandise, off-quality products, high cost of maintaining buildings and equipment. AAF filters can and are putting a stop to such losses—returning daily dividends that quickly pay for their cost.

Every business has a dust and soot problem that you can solve at a profit. American Air Filter has both the line of product and engineering background that enables you to offer your customers the maximum benefits of filtered air "packaged" to fit their individual needs.

AMERICAN AIR FILTER COMPANY, INC.
389 Central Avenue, Louisville 8, Kentucky
In Canada: Darling Bros., Ltd. Montreal, P. Q.

AIR FILTERS
AND ELECTRONIC PRECIPITATORS
FREE!

New Booklet to help you sell more (and better)

SCHOOL LIGHTING

16 pages of facts and photos

FREE . . . all the copies you need

Here's a real selling tool . . . an easy-to-understand booklet that points out the need for better school lighting—then shows what steps can be taken to get a school lighting program started.

Put this booklet to work for you. Send it to educators, parents, PTA members—all the many hard-to-reach people who must support a school lighting program. Not fixture advertising! This is an understandable, objective case history of a planned school lighting program that will help overcome that “What can we do about it” public indifference. Let it help you SELL school lighting . . . the need for it . . . how to get it.

IT'S EASY TO SEE WHEN IT'S DAY-BRITE Lighting

Day-Brite fluorescent fixtures are engineered for every seeing task. Distributed nationally by leading electrical suppliers.

To: DAY-BRITE LIGHTING
5405 Bulwer Avenue, St. Louis 7, Missouri
In Canada: Amalgamated Electric Corp., Ltd., Toronto 6, Ont.

Please send me, free and postage prepaid, _______ copies of your new booklet, “It Happened in Denver’s Schools.” I understand there’s no obligation.

Name (Please Print)______________________________
Address______________________________________
City___________________________________________
State__________________________________________
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Its Simplicity is your assurance of efficiency

The Delany Flush Valve has only 6 moving parts, the simplest assembly of any flush valve and the quickest and easiest to repair.

With this outstanding feature of the DELANY VALVE—the "Free Fitting Guide" (Illustrated right), the inefficiencies of close moving reciprocal parts, particularly in hard water, are eliminated.

Why continue these constant annoyances and failures from freezing, sticking, squealing and hammering, plus the consequent expensive upkeep?

Definitely the employing of this "Free Fitting Guide" and our simplicity of design with only 6 working parts that are renewable and accessible, result in the incredible performance and the lowest cost upkeep of DELANY VALVES.

Available thru all leading supply houses

SINCE 1879

Coyne & Delany Co.

BROOKLYN N.Y.

FLUSH VALVES · VACUUM BREAKERS · PLUMBING SPECIALTIES

IN CANADA: THE JAMES ROBERTSON COMPANY, LIMITED · MONTREAL · TORONTO · ST. JOHN, N. B.
Common Sense says, "Copper is the common sense material for lasting roofs, gutters, flashing."

Dollar for dollar, it makes sense to use copper whenever you want lasting sheet metal construction. For, of all the commonly used sheet metals, copper has proved itself to be the most enduring when exposed to the elements.

And whenever you design or install sheet copper construction, it will pay you to take full advantage of the new design and installation data developed by the Revere Research Laboratories. You'll find these data in Revere's book, "Copper and Common Sense," an authoritative manual of sheet copper construction that has been widely distributed to architects and sheet metal contractors. There is probably a copy in your files. Be sure to refer to it as your guide to finer and more durable sheet copper construction.

Revere sheet and roll copper, lead-coated copper and other Revere quality materials are available from leading distributors throughout the United States. A Revere Technical Advisor will always be glad to consult with you without obligation.

REVERE
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Mills: Baltimore, Md.; Chicago, Ill.;
Detroit, Mich.; New Bedford, Mass.;
Rome, N. Y.—Sales Offices in Principal Cities, Distributors Everywhere.
York Helps You PROMOTE NEW APPLICATIONS FOR AIR CONDITIONING WITH OLD AND NEW USERS

You will find the trademark York promoting air conditioning everywhere ... within the industry and with the user ... as proved by case histories of thousands of successful installations.

Vigorous year-in and year-out national promotion — by York — of the benefits of air conditioning has helped stimulate the current widespread demand for air conditioning equipment.


2 Trade Magazine Advertising — Hotel Management, Modern Hospital, Institutions, American Restaurant, Textile World and others.

3 Specialized Direct Mail.

4 Participation in national conventions and exhibits.

5 Presentation of business-bringing benefits of air conditioning. Trade Associations and Technical Societies representing major user classifications.

6 Individual personalized promotion of potential users by the largest and best qualified technical field organization in the Industry.

Qualified Architects, Consultants and Contractors will benefit by the activity through increased use of properly applied air conditioning equipment.

Facts and figures from thousands of successful York-equipped installations are available to Architects, Consultants and Contractors from the planning stage through installation and certified maintenance. York Corporation, York, Pa.
HOW TO CUT BUILDING COSTS

If your clients are budget-minded and bothered about building costs, here's how you can help them cut costs three ways. Yes, you'll drive costs down, down, down for them if you specify (1) Ceco's money-saving Steel Casements, (2) Ceco's money-saving Metal Frame Screens and (3) Ceco's money-saving Ceconomy Basement Windows.

STEEL CASEMENTS AND SCREENS

Installation costs are cut 30% and more. No extra hardware. No cutting or fitting. Metal screens are factory finished... ready to install.

BASEMENT WINDOWS WITH COMBINATION SCREEN AND STORM UNITS

Standard sizes easy to install. No fitting or trimming necessary. Prime painted—cannot rot, warp or swell. They last and last.

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
GENERAL OFFICES: 5601 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois
Offices, Branches and Fabricating Plants from Coast to Coast

In construction products CECO ENGINEERING makes the big difference
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The owner-built home is not built in a day

The owner-built house is a plan that keeps on growing...a full-time, long-term project.

That's why House & Garden's high percentage of owner-builders* are important to anyone in the building picture. The houses they build are distinguished by the best materials, by all the important "extras" that are included in made-to-order, built-to-taste houses. Reach these people who have the desire and the power to specify your product...through House & Garden, their authority on building.

*Of those who will build...

60% have collected house plans

44% have purchased land

27% have consulted architects

House & Garden...for the Owner-Builder market

© 1949 THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS INC.
For Suspended Ceiling Construction

Use Nailock

Safest and Simplest Method

The Nailock Method is the simplest and safest method of installing a suspended ceiling with or without acoustical tiles. This method presents many exclusive advantages illustrated and described in Nailock Catalog No. 1, with SWEET’S ARCHITECTURAL FILE, 11b/1. The Nailock Method permits the use of a wide variety of materials for suspended ceiling construction.

Reduce Time-Wasting Grief and Time Costs on Suspended Ceiling Jobs

- Nailock Universal Nailing Channels provide a means for securely fastening every unit in place, and assure a rigid, safe and permanent suspended ceiling installation. It permits the use of larger crews in making installations in large areas due to the speed with which Nailock Universal Nailing Channels can be attached to carrying members and the simplicity of nailing backing or backerboard materials to these channels. The Nailock Method permits the use of any type of acoustical materials attachable by mechanical means, or by cementing, and all of the usual methods and materials of finishing a ceiling, including plastering. Refer to Nailock Catalog N-1 in SWEET’S 1949 ARCHITECTURAL FILE, 11b/1. Catalog available on request. Please use coupon.

Permits Use of Any Acoustical Materials Required

Installation with Nailock requires only three operations. This shows nailing solid backing to Nailock Universal Nailing Channel with Nailock Nails which form locking loop around rod. Assures rigidity and permanency and safety.

Nailock Steel Division, The Sanymetal Products Co., Inc.
1704 Urbana Road • Cleveland 12, Ohio

Please send Nailock Catalog N-1 and name of nearest Nailock Distributor.

Name ___________________________________________ Position __________________________
Company __________________________________________ Address __________________________
City __________________________ State __________________________
(Please attach to your business letterhead)
Bettern than words the above photographs describe the beauty and adaptability of architectural concrete. It is ideal for buildings of any kind, size or style.

Architectural concrete possesses great strength and durability. Yet it can be molded economically into ornamentation of unusual delicacy. It meets every other essential structural requirement—firesafety, low maintenance expense and low-annual-cost service.

By applying the tested and proven principles of quality concrete construction, architects can design architectural concrete buildings that will resist weather conditions prevailing in any part of the country. Our 70-page booklet, "Design and Control of Concrete Mixtures," is available free to help you design quality concrete structures. It is distributed only in the United States and Canada. Write for your copy today.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. A4-8, 33 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 10, Illinois
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete through scientific research and engineering field work
You bet they're versatile! In factory or office building, warehouse or store, industrial or commercial structure—Truscon Intermediate Steel Windows are right at home! Three general styles:

**The Truscon Intermediate Projected Window** has great flexibility of ventilation control, plus the protection from inclement weather afforded by the awning style of the vents. 45 different standard arrangements.

**The Truscon Intermediate Combination Window** has both side-hinged casements and projected ventilators in one design. 36 standard combinations.

**The Truscon Intermediate Casement** incorporates, in a moderately priced window, refinements and features not heretofore available, irrespective of cost. Available with or without fixed panels.

All windows are bonderized and given one coat of paint baked on at the factory; corners of vents and frames are electrically welded; screens and storm sash can be installed simply and easily. Write for complete new catalog of all Truscon Windows.
Washrooms are one of the four most important factors in good working conditions — survey of workers from 400 plants reveals.

In these hands... a small investment that pays off.

It's such little things as the condition of washrooms that pay off "big" between your clients and their employees. Don't you get annoyed when you're in a washroom that isn't right?

Clean, modern, carefully planned washrooms help a lot in friendlier relationships. You're doing your client a real favor when you make sure his washrooms are right.

ScotTissue Towels symbolize the right kind of washroom. Include ScotTissue Towel cabinets in your washroom planning. Send for our free booklet, filled with helpful suggestions, tested plans and diagrams (by an architect specializing in this field) for large and small washrooms, locker rooms, etc. Simply write to the Scott Washroom Advisory Service, Chester, Pa.


SCOTTISSUE TOWELS
Symbol of the right kind of washroom
ROCKLATH* LOCKED!

with NEW

BRACE-TITE LATHING SYSTEM

for Suspended Ceilings

USG's new Brace-Tite Lathing System gives you all the advantages of Rocklath plaster base—plus the desirable features of suspended ceiling construction. It is easily adjusted to the contractor's working methods because no special tools are used, and no time-consuming training is required for either falters or plasterers.

Brace-Tite is adaptable, economical, and easy to install—and the plaster will be stronger, because it's wire-reinforced with Brace-Tite clips that join each other in a lock-like action. Standard channels, hot- or cold-rolled, and conventional 12-inch or 16-inch spacing are used. USG provides all the materials for the complete system...USG has entire product responsibility.

Economical—because material cost is low, and Brace-Tite ceilings go up so rapidly that installation expense can be held to a minimum.

Only 1/4 inch of plaster required—can be applied in just two coats! The plasterer can double back!

Ask your USG representative about the new Brace-Tite Lathing System...and be sure to ask him for a copy of the new Brace-Tite Specification Folder next time you see him.

United States Gypsum

For Building • For Industry

Gypsum • Lime • Steel • Insulation • Roofing • Paint
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OPERATING ROOM LINED WITH STAINLESS STEEL... an unusual use for ENDURO, but it demonstrates the versatility of this metal. Because of the medical technique employed, it was necessary to line three operating rooms so as to maintain an electrical shield. Each room is 15 ft. by 13 ft. by 9 ft. high. The walls are paneled with No. 26 gauge ENDURO applied with a novel snap-on type of construction. Floors are covered with No. 16 gauge ENDURO. Even the windows and radiators are covered.

SO OFTEN,

THE ANSWER IS Enduro STAINLESS STEEL

You may never be called upon to design an operating room lined with stainless steel—but the qualities which recommended ENDURO for this application may be just what you need to solve a vastly different design problem.

ENDURO's lustrous beauty... its sanitation and ease of cleaning... its resistance to rust and corrosion... its high strength, which permits the use of thin, lightweight sections without sacrifice of safety... and its ease of fabrication all entered into its specification for this application. But there was another quality which made ENDURO the desirable material—its ability to form an electrical shield.

When you check ALL the advantages of this versatile metal, you'll find the reasons why it outperforms and outlasts other materials—to cost less in the end. You'll find 12 good reasons why it should be placed high on your list of materials for construction—for protection—for decoration. For complete information, see Sweet's Architectural File, or write to:

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
Alloy Steel Division • Massillon, Ohio

GENERAL OFFICES • CLEVELAND 1, OHIO
Export Department: Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.
Kentile can be installed on concrete in direct contact with the earth...gives non-basement homes long lasting, attractive, quality floors.

LEVITT HOMES—The 6,000 homes built in Levittown, Long Island, have Kentile in every room. Kentile was installed over radiant heated concrete slabs.

LUSTRON HOMES—These compact, nationally-advertised homes feature beautiful Kentile Floors in every room. Kentile helps Lustron cut building costs; installed directly over concrete.

CUSTOM-BUILT HOMES—Private home owners choose Kentile for modern, custom-designed floors with maximum durability at minimum cost. Colorful full-page ads in leading national “home” magazines keep your clients informed about Kentile.

INSTALLS DIRECTLY ON CONCRETE. As shown above, Kentile can be installed on concrete in direct contact with the earth. All fillers, binders and pigments used in Kentile have high resistance to alkali in concrete. And, because Kentile’s filler is asbestos, it provides highly effective insulation against the cold and dampness of concrete floors. Kentile is ideal for radiant-heated floors, too. Kentile can be installed over double T&G wood floors—or over plywood.

EASE AND SPEED OF INSTALLATION CUTS COST, too. Because Kentile is laid tile by tile, it can be installed faster and with less labor cost. Kentile “seats” well, will not curl from moisture or dampness.

DAVID E. KENNEDY, INC., 58 2nd Ave., Brooklyn 15, N. Y. 350 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. • Ring Bldg., 1220-18th St. N.W., Washington 6, D. C. • 1211 N. B. C. Bldg., Cleveland 14, Ohio • Bona Allen Bldg., Atlanta 3, Ga. • Kansas City Merchandise Mart Inc., 2201-5 Grand Avenue, Kansas City 11, Mo. • 1440 11th Street, Denver 4, Colo. • 4532 South Kolin Ave., Chicago 32, Ill. • 1855 Industrial St., Los Angeles 21, Cal. • 452 Slater Bldg., Boston 16, Mass.
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Announcing... A New Store Book

"Planning Stores That Pay"

by Dr. Louis Parnes, A.I.A.

for
Architects and Store Designers, Department and Chain Store Administrators

"The great majority of department stores today are not making the most efficient use of their space," says Dr. Louis Parnes, international authority on store planning.

"This is due to haphazard growth and bad planning... The tremendous occupancy costs, which absorb 6% or more of gross sales, can be cut down in relation to sales by good design."

In his new comprehensive study "Planning Stores that Pay," Dr. Parnes demonstrates the amazing degree to which architecture — as expressed in counter lengths, traffic flow, etc. — speeds and increases retail sales, not only for department stores but for specialty and chain stores. Point by point he conducts a tour of the store to illustrate the right and wrong aspects of profit-making design. He shows how to compute such diverse factors as, say, the ideal width of show windows and the optimum number of chairs in a shoe department.

With more than 500 illustrations, he explores every detail of the store and its arrangements — entrances, arcades, show windows, transportation systems, furniture and fixtures, receiving and shipping facilities, floor and department layouts, display arrangement and lighting, and all the hundreds of items that go to make up a modern merchandising machine. Everything is calculated from the viewpoint of efficiency, and the contribution of each part of the store to the process of selling goods profitably is the criterion of its recommended design. Diagrams, charts and scale drawings, from hundreds of leading stores and from the works of America's greatest store architects, prove each point graphically.

Why Every Department Store — Old or New — Now Needs an Architect's Service

Composite statistics of department store income and expense have long been put to invaluable use in stepping up store efficiency. Dr. Parnes shows how they also can be used as a precise basis for designs that automatically enhance sales... and reveals the enormous potential profits thus available. The first store to be thus fully engineered will have extraordinary advantages! But meanwhile every department store in the country can begin at once to plan its architectural transformation.

A Basic Textbook on Store Architecture

"Planning Stores That Pay" is a book of basic principles, but specific ideas flow from its pages in rapid succession. A single chapter has enough suggestions to launch a number of long-term projects in store layout, equipment, etc. Any department store administrator can see that it will pay him to call in private architects for immediate replanning, and that such replanning may well pay for itself a hundred times over.

Department stores have exhausted great resources of effort and ingenuity to maintain their life-line margin of profit. The fact that "Planning Stores That Pay" suddenly injects into this situation sensational new weapons for combating competition makes this an extremely valuable, if not indispensable, book for architects and store administrators. With it they can speak each other's language, work together, and make the most of today's great opportunities.

Order Your Copy Now

"Planning Stores That Pay" is now available to you at the price of $15 per copy. But because the demand for this book is exceeding even the most sanguine expectations, the initial printing may soon be exhausted. Therefore, to make sure of your copy of this new, basic text on advanced store design and planning, order your copy now.

Use the convenient coupon at the right. The book will be sent promptly on receipt of your order... postpaid.

Overs 500 photographs and charts of plan views, store fronts and interiors.

Features 112 stores and shops — the work of more than 60 architects and designers.

300 pages: 8 1/2 x 11; heavy, durable, cloth binding, double cloth stock; Detailed Table of Contents. Comprehensive Index.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
1. Introductory Survey
2. City Planning Considerations
3. The Selling Zone
4. The Customer’s Zone
5. The Merchandise Zone
6. The Show Window
7. The Personnel Zone
8. Interior Lighting
9. Circulation and Transportation
10. Scientific Surveys and Data

CONTENTS OF A TYPICAL CHAPTER

A few of the architects and firms whose works are discussed are: Carson & Lundin, Morris Lapidus, Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, Kenneth Fazekas, Fred N. Severud, Harry Devine, William Lassc, H. Roy Kelley, John S. Riddell, Albert C. Martin, John M. Harton, Morris Kacham, Jr., Ernest J. Kump, Styles & Clements

BOOK DEPARTMENT, ARCHITECTURAL RECORD 110 West 40th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

Enclosed is $... for copies of "Planning Stores That Pay," by Dr. Louis Parnes, A.I.A., at the price of $15 per copy.

Per N. Y. C. add 2% sales tax.

Name

Address

City... Zone... State
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SOMETHING NEW IN HIGH LEVEL ILLUMINATION!

"FOTA-LITE" with louvers sealed in thin smooth glass, gives you a clean, dust-tight installation

"FOTA-LITE," Corning's newest lighting glassware, is designed for efficient high level illumination. Instead of bulky, hard to clean materials, you control light distribution with louvers sealed in a thin panel of glass. Thus, fixtures can be made shallower and dust-tight. The smooth surface of "Fota-Lite" can be wiped clean quickly. Original efficiency remains unimpaired.

Due to a cell size many times smaller than conventional louvering materials, this glass, in a fixture, has the appearance of plain opal. However, light directed vertically passes almost unrestricted through the clear sections.

Strong, light in weight, free of warpage and available in standard or special patterns, "Fota-Lite" combines many advantages which radically improve louver panel lighting. It is also non-color selective, important in maintaining true color values. Ask for Bulletin LS-19.

LOUVERED GLASS FOR MODERN LIGHTING—A NEW LOUVERING MATERIAL

CORNING GLASS WORKS
Lighting Sales Department
Corning, New York

SALES OFFICES:
New York
Chicago
San Francisco

CORNING GLASS WORKS, DEPT. 460, CORNING, N.Y.
Please send Bulletin LS-19, describing Fota-Lite.

NAME
TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE
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FOR PERFECT FIREPLACES IN MODERN HOMES...

BENNETT Fresh-Aire FIREPLACE UNIT

An ordinary fireplace pumps 200 cubic feet (2 to 3 large rooms full) of already warmed air out of the house each minute. In tightly constructed homes, replacement air can't come in from outdoors in sufficient quantity to supply the chimney draft. Result — partial vacuum . . . back-puffs . . . smoke.

The Fresh-Aire Fireplace Unit is manufactured to help you — in designing Fireplaces for modern, fully weather-stripped homes with central heating. It draws replacement air from outdoors, into the heating chambers, and circulates it, comfortably warm, through the living quarters. No uneven temperatures, no interference with heat controls — and a net gain in evenly distributed warmth.

Here are four more reasons why so many Bennett Fresh-Aire Fireplace Units are specified:

1. Thoroughly ventilates and "refreshes" the air.
2. Complete freedom to design the mantel . . . normal brick firebox sidewalls . . . no floor grilles.
3. A complete form for smoke-free internal proportions of throat, damper, smoke chamber and shelf — assurance that the fireplace will be built as you designed it.
4. Small first cost is quickly offset by savings in construction and fuel.

Bennett Warm-Aire Units — for perfect fireplaces in camps, southern homes, playrooms, etc. Draws cool air from the floor, heats and recirculates it evenly throughout the room, and to adjacent rooms or upstairs.

Write us at 449 Maple St. for Catalog.

MAKERS OF FLEXSCREEN

BENNETT - IRELAND INC.
Chartered in 1906
NORWICH, NEW YORK

GIVE REIN TO YOUR CREATIVE ABILITY when you design with

ENDURO-ASHLAR ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA

You'll be amazed at the versatility of this practical material of proved permanence. Federal Seaboard, during its 60 years continuous operation, has mastered new skills in the making and shaping of Enduro-Ashlar Architectural Terra Cotta. Result — plasticity of form, color and texture that keeps pace with your imagination . . . for monumental, industrial or mercantile construction or for modernization. Individual units large or small, brilliant or delicate colors, Enduro-Ashlar Terra Cotta provides enduring beauty . . . its fire-harden glazed surfaces resist weather-stain, even big-city grime.

Construction detail, data, color samples, estimates, advice on preliminary sketches, will be furnished promptly without cost. Send your inquiry to Architect Service Dept.

FEDERAL SEABOARD TERRA COTTA CORP.
10 EAST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
PLANTS AT PERTH AMBOY AND SOUTH AMBOY, N. J.

HAVE HEAVIER ENROLLMENTS CREATED A SPACE PROBLEM?
ARE YOU STOPPED BY HIGH BUILDING FOOTAGE COSTS?

MULTIPLE USE OF SPACE — Greater Efficiency — Less Cost!

In school and public building design consider "IN-WALL" units. Eliminate storage space, gain ½ more seating, plus multi-use of lunchroom area.

SCHIEBER MFG. CO.
12728 Burr Rd.
Detroit 33, Mich.

SCHIEBER
IN-WALL
FOLDING TABLES & BENCHES

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
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MOST VALUABLE VOLUME in the building world, today!

now!

Under one cover—all the latest information on Modern Gas:

- Installation Practices
- Installation Specifications
- Appliances
- Sizing

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Section
I. Kitchen Planning
II. Gas Cooking
III. Gas Refrigeration
IV. Gas Water Heating
V. Basements and Utility Rooms
VI. Gas Heating
   - Subsections on Steam, Hot Water, Winter Air Conditioning, Gravity Warm Air, Floor Furnaces, Space Heater, Controls.
VII. Gas All-Year Air Conditioning
VIII. Modern Home Laundry
IX. Gas Piping
X. Chimneys, Flues, Vents
XI. General and Local Information

American Gas Association
420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

Please send me a copy of "The Reference Manual of Modern Gas Service" for which I enclose check or money order for $7.50.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________

Handsome, easy-to-use source book with the authoritative answer to every question a modern architect or builder needs to know about America's most modern fuel—Gas.

More than 200 pages of illustrated factual text—prepared by a staff of experts and endorsed by the entire Gas industry from Coast to Coast.

Hundreds of copies already pre-viewed and enthusiastically approved by the nation's "pace-setters" in postwar building. Join them by sending for your copy of this invaluable reference book today!

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
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HOMASOTE PAYS YOU

3 BIG BONUSES

• protection against DAMPNESS

Because Homasote is permanently weatherproof, its use insures a dry house—no musty closets or mildewed walls.

• protection against DRAFTS

By a wide margin, the air infiltration through Homasote is the lowest of all fibre building boards.

• protection against NOISE

Homasote's sound-deadening qualities are instantly sensed. Both street noises and sounds from other rooms are reduced to the minimum.

When you use Homasote Insulating and Building Board... You expect high insulating value; lower fuel costs; a house that is warmer in winter and cooler in summer... You expect great structural strength. (As sheathing, for example, Homasote is 272% stronger than horizontal wood sheathing)... You know you have the perfect base for paint or wall paper.

No other building board gives you all these qualities plus the three big bonuses above. We invite architects and builders to send for illustrated booklet—giving physical characteristics, performance charts, specification data and application instructions.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

Positions Open


WANTED: Country architectural office with wide selective practice has opening for vigorous, versatile, intelligent and unencumbered man well grounded in contemporary principles of design and skilled in executing them. Give training, experience and objectives. Box 404, Architectural Record, 119 W. 40th St., New York 18.


SEVERAL INSTRUCTORS: In Architectural Design and related courses will be needed at schools of architecture. Those interested in a career in the teaching profession should apply to Professor Paul Weigel, Chairman of the Committee on Employment for the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kansas.

PROGRESSIVE LONG ESTABLISHED OFFICE: whose practice includes educational, hospital, church, and commercial work has immediate need for experienced architect or senior architectural draftsman, age around 35 to 45. Permanent position opportunity. State education, experience record, availability, salary and family status. Jameson & Harrison, Madison Theater Building, Peoria, Illinois.

CHIEF ARCH. DRAFTSMAN: Location Pacific N. W. Must have 10 or more years' experience as Chief Draftsman in Architects' office on comm and industrial work. Responsible position, salary open. Also positions open for Squad Boss, Arch. Draftsman & Designers in other parts U. S. The Engineering Agency, Inc., Est. 1893, 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED: Good architectural designer-draftsman, someone who has had several years' experience in good offices after graduation from college. Position to be in one of the larger southern offices. Submit samples of recent work and give full particulars as to education and experience, with monthly salary desired. All replies will be treated strictly confidential. Box 406, Architectural Record, 119 W. 40th St., New York 18.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN: with some experience. A good opportunity with stability of employment. Pleasant working conditions and other benefits for the right person. Some restored and reconstructed buildings and a wide variety of other types of buildings. Please write or contact the Director, Department of Architecture, Colonial Williamsburg, Inc., Williamsburg, Virginia.

ARCHITECT: for city work. Salary $6,000 per annum. Applicants must be not over 50 years of age and be licensed architects with ten years' experience, and eligible for registration as professional architects in Wisconsin. Civil Service tenure and membership in a sound pension system follows appointment. Apply City Service Commission, City Hall, Milwaukee for application and experience questionnaire.

(Continued on page 228)
Your new housing development can have

a fine, modern shopping center like this

for much less than you think!

— thanks to the flexibility and low cost
of STANDARD BUILDINGS by LURIA

Here, in a convenient, compact grouping, are all the shopping and recreation facilities needed for a new and fast-growing community—stores, restaurant, super-market, bank and theatre. But there's more here than meets the eye. For what appears to be a specially-engineered and costly development is actually a group of Standard Buildings by Luria—transformed by the creative ingenuity of the architect into a fine, modern shopping center.

Far from limiting your imagination, Luria buildings actually create new opportunities for more economical design (either traditional or modern), and widen the circle of your prospective clients. For here is a new and flexible medium to work with—permanent, steel-frame structures that can be incorporated into your plans with complete confidence.

Shopping centers, schools, bus terminals, churches, libraries and industrial buildings—these are but a few of the hundreds of applications where you can save up to 40 per cent on the over-all cost by designing with Standard Buildings by Luria.

Send for complete information on the Luria line today. The coupon below will bring you a copy of our new 20-page catalog, together with the name of your nearest Luria distributor.

---

Luria Engineering Corporation, Dept. D18
500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N.Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of your new catalog [AIA File 14].

NAME..............................................................

COMPANY...........................................................

ADDRESS...........................................................

CITY.............................................................. STATE
These smart modern windows never rust, never rot, never wear out...and they never need painting!
Made of heavier aluminum extrusions than most windows, with integrally flash-welded joints and corners, they are sturdy and storm-tight, yet operate easily and with finger-tip inside controls.
Write for details or consult SWEET’S.

WARE LABORATORIES, INC.
1827 Delaware Parkway, MIAMI 35, FLA.
New York: 21 West St. Whitehall 3-6860

Busy people choose
THE PITTSBURGHER HOTEL
In the heart of Pittsburgh's Golden Triangle...near the important office buildings, stores and theatres.
JOSEPH F. DUDDY, Manager

EMLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
Advertising rates on request

(Continued from page 226)

Positions Sought

REGISTERED ARCHITECT: Graduate, NCARB, Desires position leading to partnership. Capable. Possess considerable experience in Clinic, Hospital, and Commercial design to completion. Age 34, Married. Box 407, Architectural Record, 119 W. 40th St., New York 18.

COLORIST AND INTERIOR DESIGNER: Consultant to architects, with wide experience in store, showroom, office, hotel, restaurant, and home decoration, will take over color and interior planning or will carry out architects’ ideas, on contract or fee basis. Box 408, Architectural Record, 119 W. 40th St., New York 18.


Prefabrication in Building
by RICHARD SHEPPARD, F.I.R.I.A.

No builder or architect who is seeking ways to economize on house construction can afford to miss this valuable guide—144 pages printed in large clear type on heavy coated paper, well indexed and illustrated with 146 excellent photographs and diagrams. $5.50 per copy.

Book Department, Architectural Record
119 West 44th Street, New York 18, N. Y.
I enclose $... Send me... copy(s) of “PREFABRICATION IN BUILDING,” by Richard Sheppard at $5.50 per copy. (Add 5% Sales Tax for New York City delivery—$5.64 in all)

Name
Address
City
State

Here is

FISSURETONE

FISSURED MINERAL FIBRE TILE

- Developed and produced by the world's largest manufacturer of Sound Conditioning products, FISSURETONE brings architects and designers an entirely new acoustical medium, perfectly suited for any type of public or private, commercial or domestic building.

Highly sound absorbent, this completely and totally new mineral fibre tile is both smart and dignified in appearance. The beautiful fissured surface rivals the finest travertine and is factory-finished in a soft, flat white of high light-reflection rating. FISSURETONE has the paintability and cleanability inherent to products of this type.

FISSURETONE is lightweight, rigid and incombustible. Its safety, effectiveness and unusual beauty make FISSURETONE equally suitable for both traditional and modern interiors.

Now—architects who want something really "different" can design dignified quiet into any room, right along with attractive style and perfect taste. Both functional and decorative, FISSURETONE again marks the consistent leadership of Celotex, creator and producer of the most wanted, needed and widely accepted line of Sound Conditioning products.

ACOUSTI-CELOTTEX

_SOUND CONDITIONING_

PRODUCTS FOR EVERY SOUND CONDITIONING PROBLEM

- Sales Distributors Throughout the World
  In Canada: Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd.

THE CELOTTEX CORPORATION
120 South La Salle Street
Chicago 3, Illinois

FISSURETONE'S new and "different" random-fissured surface gives a beautiful new pattern and style to Sound Conditioned ceilings.
Floor's Brilliant Future Mapped by Terrazzo

Giving permanent expression to an architect's idea, this Terrazzo floor depicts the details of a metropolitan map with eye-catching fidelity.

Wherever lifetime floors are desired, Terrazzo performs brilliantly. Available also for walls, stairs, and wainscots, it offers infinite possibilities of design in virtually unlimited color combinations.

Terrazzo requires no refinishing, no painting, no costly repairs. It is easy to clean, hard to stain... and invitingly beautiful from now on.

For Free AIA Kit—a complete reference work about TERRAZZO, the marble-hard, concrete-durable floor—write

THE NATIONAL TERRAZZO AND MOSAIC ASSOCIATION, INC.
1420 New York Avenue, N.W., Dept. R, Washington 5, D.C.
More "NATIONAL" landmarks

Over 4½ million pounds of NATIONAL Pipe are used to safeguard the heating systems of New York’s three greatest Land Redevelopment Projects.

In Metropolitan Life’s Stuyvesant Town, Peter Cooper Village and Riverton, 2,274 tons of NATIONAL Standard Black and Galvanized Pipe have been installed to serve the 35,000 fortunate tenants of these beautiful new apartment buildings that now replace the ugly flats and squalid structures of former "gas-house" districts.

The selection of enormous quantities of NATIONAL Pipe for these modern buildings is another tribute to the high reputation that this service-tested pipe enjoys among the men who design, supervise and construct and who control buying and specifying of construction products.

NATIONAL Pipe has earned its widespread preference not because it is produced by the world’s largest maker of tubular products but because for more than half a century NATIONAL Pipe has proved that it gives most service per dollar of cost. There’s no better basis for selecting pipe than this. We believe it’s the reason why more NATIONAL Pipe is in use in America than any other kind.

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY, PITTSBURGH, PA.
COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY, SAN FRANCISCO,
PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, NEW YORK
GLUED LAMINATED ARCHES

Serene Beauty... Reverent Dignity
Strength for the Ages

Along with these qualities, inherent in the artistry of Timber Structures glued laminated arches, comes rapid, fund-saving construction. For while fulfilling the design motif, they also serve as structural members that form the sides and roof of the building.

Through the "moulding" process of glue lamination, any desired form may be obtained while retaining the beauty of wood. Composed entirely of kiln dried Douglas fir, the glued laminated members are stronger than sawn timbers, and will not shrink, check, twist or warp. Decorative treatments are unlimited.

For your information, a new folder, "Glued Laminated Structural Members" has just been issued. Copies may be obtained through the Timber Structures office nearest you, or by writing directly to us.

Timber Structures, Inc.
P.O. Box 3782, Portland 8, Oregon
Offices in Boise, Idaho; Eugene, Oregon; Lawrenceville, N.J.; Chicago; Dallas; New York; Seattle and Spokane

Timber Structures, Inc. of California • Oakland and Sacramento
Local representatives coast to coast

Here's how to put more sales appeal and beauty into the houses you design or build. Use Modernfold, the accordion-type door. Non-swinging, it's space-saving — makes every inch of wall and floor space usable. Fabric-covered (21 decora-
tor's colors) and metal-framed, it's the answer to your closure problems. And it answers your space flexi-
bility problems, too — because you can use it as a "movable wall." Write for full details.

NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS
New Castle Indiana
In Canada, Raymond Mfg. Co., Ltd., Montreal
Consult your local telephone book for the names of our installing distributors

LOW COST HEATING

- Low Initial Cost
- Low Maintenance Cost
- Low Operating Cost

Dravo Counterflow Heaters

Add up the savings in initial cost, monthly fuel bill, and maintenance charges obtainable with Dravo Heaters and you have gone a long way in helping to offset today's unusually high cost of building.

Dravo Counterflow Heaters have other money-saving advantages, too: interchangeability of gas burners with oil burners—combination gas-oil burning arrangement available at purchaser's option—large capacities ranging upward from 400,000 Btu output—control and fan systems arranged for summer ventilating service—stainless steel combustion chambers for extra long life—immediate availability. Write for Bulletin LE-523 for full description.

Dravo Corporation
Dravo Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
Sales Representatives in Principal Cities

Architectural Record
As the trend toward steel windows continues, architects everywhere specify "Mesker" more than ever. Whether you require more light and better ventilation . . . a distinguished design . . . or a competitive bid, you'll do well to work with your Mesker representative. He'll help you get a desired effect—at lowest cost!

OUR APOLOGIES TO CALDWELL & McCANN
Recently we erred in crediting the contracting of the Laboratory and Pilot Building, Ethyl Corp., Baton Rouge, La. Credit should go to Mesker, Caldwell and McCann, Baton Rouge, with whom it was a pleasure to work.

MESKER INTERMEDIATE AND ARCHITECTURAL PROJECTED WINDOWS
These popular steel windows have been installed in some of the country's leading schools, banks, factory offices, stores and public buildings. Members 1¾" deep are extra heavy, extra strong. Available with and without hopper ventilators in a wide range of heights and widths. See the Mesker Catalog in Swee't, or write for detailed data sheets.
The exquisite beauty of Boltaflex-covered walls and furniture creates an atmosphere of great luxury for foyers, lobbies, lounges and dining rooms.

Ideal for decorative effects on doors, screens, bars, booths and all built-in furniture, Boltaflex upholstery brightens rooms with an amazing array of non-fading colors that stay fresh and new looking for years.

Boltaflex all-plastic upholstery can't chip, crack or peel, drapes and "works" easily; resists wear, alcohol, grease, stains.

Do a complete decorating job with colorful, wearable, washable Boltaflex, and help your clients cut maintenance costs to a minimum.

Write now to Dept. AC-4 for swatches and full information.

The BOLTA COMPANY
FACTORY AND GENERAL SALES OFFICES: LAWRENCE, MASS.
BRANCH OFFICES:
New York: 45 West 34th Street
Chicago: Space 211 American Furniture Mart
High Point, N. C.: 615 English Street

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON BANK VAULTS

FREE ON REQUEST!

Here is worthwhile information every bank architect should have on file:

- Brief outline of fundamentals in modern architectural techniques of bank vault design attractively presented in a well-illustrated folder..."Today's Master Architect and the Modern Bank."

- Complete specifications manuals for 7½", 10", 12" and 16" bank vault entrances with the exclusive and revolutionary interlocking vestibule.

Write today for your copies. Specify manual or manuals you want.

HERRING-HALL-MARVIN SAFE COMPANY
General Offices & Factory
HAMILTON, OHIO

If you copy ANYTHING typed, drawn or written, you need OZALID!

It's Simple...

Take any letter, sales report, form, drawing...anything typed, drawn or written. Put it next to a sheet of Ozalid material (paper, plastic, cloth, black, blue, red, sepia) and feed it into an Ozalid machine.

It's Quick...

In as little as 25 seconds, you can have a dry, positive, exact duplicate of your original! Ozalid copies can be used as masters to obtain more copies! No proofreading. . . no mistakes . . . no delay!

It's OZALID!

Make Ozalid copies any length, almost any width. You can make them directly from translucent material, with an intermediate step from opaque originals. Write today on your letterhead for a free booklet which tells the full Ozalid story, or consult your classified directory for your local distributor.

DON'T COPY! . . . USE OZALID!

Johnson City, N. Y., Dept. 54
A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation "From Research to Reality"
According to architects who have specified them, Kno-Draft Adjustable Air Diffusers help solve problems in both form and function.

The simple design of the units enables them to blend with any interior. In their original aluminum, they furnish an interesting and unobtrusive decorative accent. When painted to match the ceiling, they become self-effacing.

With their precise adjustment for air volume, direction and throw, Kno-Draft Diffusers create "custom-made" air movement patterns to suit the functions of an area.

They help solve air distribution problems ranging from relatively simple ones such as that represented by the high ceilinged rooms of the Washington State College Library to the complexities presented by the kitchen of the Terrace Plaza Hotel with its hot spots, cold spots, low ceiling, high heat gain and its exacting requirements of food quality control and personnel health.

FREE HANDBOOK: Send for your FREE copy of our new handbook on air diffusion. It contains complete information on Kno-Draft Adjustable Diffusers and all the necessary engineering data to enable you to create "custom-made" air patterns and get top efficiency from any air conditioning system. Just fill in and mail the coupon.

W. B. CONNOR ENGINEERING CORP.
Air Diffusion • Air Purification • Air-Recovery
112 East 32nd Street New York 16, N.Y.

IN CANADA: Douglas Engineering Co., Ltd., 190 Murray Street, Montreal 3, P. Q.
NOW INSULATED GROUND LEVEL FLOORS CAN BE INSTALLED EASILY AND ECONOMICALLY with NEW INSULATING CONCRETE

Here's How ZONOLITE* Vermiculite Concrete Gives You EXTRA ADVANTAGES

Architects and contractors are discovering a new type ground level floor that insulates against heat loss into the ground and is free from condensation the year around. This new floor is made of Zonolite Vermiculite Concrete, a revolutionary form of insulation.

Floors made with Zonolite Vermiculite are low in heat capacity, permitting better control of room temperature by minimizing heat lag—a real advantage when heating rooms. This advantage, combined with its insulating qualities, makes Zonolite Vermiculite Concrete the ideal base for radiant heat pipes installed in the floor.

Millions of square feet of Zonolite Concrete have been installed in large scale housing projects, industrial structures, college dormitories and many other type buildings. A fireproof Zonolite Concrete floor increases the building value and makes the property far more salable.

SO EASY TO INSTALL

Zonolite Insulating Concrete is extremely light and is made by mixing portland cement with Zonolite Stabilized Concrete Aggregate—a material weighing only 8 pounds per cubic foot. Because it is so light and easy to handle, it can be efficiently and rapidly applied.

ZONOLITE COMPANY
135 South La Salle Street
Chicago 3, Illinois
MAIL COUPON FOR DETAILS

Zonolite Company
Dept. AR-49, 135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.
Please send me FREE booklet that tells all the advantages of Zonolite Insulating Concrete for floor construction.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________________ State: __________

*Zonolite is a registered trademark of Zonolite Company
How to Show Results in factory ventilation

Swartwout helps you achieve outstanding natural ventilation with the AIRMOWER and Dexter Heat Valve

The important developments in roof ventilator design which have made Swartwout Equipment outstanding in this field mean efficient, economical ventilation for industrial buildings. The low, spreading AIRMOWER is ideal for large scale air movement—can be used to practically "open your roof to the sky"—while Swartwout-Dexter Heat Valve is "tops" for ridge, saw-tooth and skylight ventilation, widely used for over twenty years. It pays you to get Swartwout help on your ventilating problems. ... Write for General Catalog.

The Swartwout Company
18568 EUCLID AVENUE • CLEVELAND 12, OHIO

---

HOSPITAL PLANNING

by CHARLES BUTLER, F.A.I.A.
and ADDISON ERDMAN, A.I.A.

"Hospitall Planning," the first important textbook on the subject in a generation, offers a complete treatise on hospital architecture... gives a cross-section of the best in hospitals produced in this country within recent years... and provides exhaustive study and examination of new trends.

Messrs. Butler and Erdman, working as a team of specialists, have directed a nationwide, on-premise survey of hospital planning—in theory, in everyday practice and under the stress of unprecedented demands and emergencies. The most significant examples of hospital planning have been studied, assembled, abstracted and dramatized.

This 236-page volume is for architects and hospital groups alike. It will help architects and engineers to learn of the great advances made in hospital architecture... to acquire a working knowledge of hospital procedure... to avoid the many pitfalls which beset the hospital planner. It will help hospital administrators to visualize their problems in terms of community needs... show them how others are meeting similar problems. Price $15, postage prepaid.

---

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Steel Pipe is first choice

for the “little red schoolhouse” grown up

The American system of free public education has become a symbol of democracy through its thousands of magnificent school buildings from coast to coast. The number, size, beauty, and superior physical equipment of these schools demonstrate our public understanding that “higher education leads to higher ideals, to greater wisdom, and to contentment.”

Coordinating the physical functions of these modern school buildings are countless thousands of tons of steel pipe . . . implementing the heating and sanitary systems, air conditioning units, laboratory equipment, cleaning devices, machine shops, kitchens and other facilities of the educational “plant”.

For these essential services the qualities inherent to steel pipe . . . adaptability, durability, serviceability, and economy . . . make it the undisputed leader for school piping installations. Yes, for these and other piping services, the dominant percentage of all pipe used in buildings today is steel pipe.

The men who specify and use it know. Steel pipe is first choice.

Ask for your copy of the interesting story “Pipe in American Life.”

COMMITTEE ON STEEL PIPE RESEARCH

OF AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE
350 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.
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Merely by Dipping

CUPRINOL®

STOPS ROT

Either the lumber yard or the contractor can quickly and effectively treat construction lumber against rot and insect attack by a 3-minute dip in Cuprinol #12.

And, because Cuprinol treatment gives water repellency, it increases the dimensional stability of mill work, doors, frames, and other fitted lumber.

Costs are low. In the construction of a new arena and picnic area built by Anthony Rose at Weatogue, Conn., 30,000 ft. of lumber were treated last season at an approximate cost for Cuprinol #12 of $150.

We know of no equivalent to Cuprinol for the prevention of rot except pressure treatment, and Cuprinol has the added advantage that it can be applied on-the-job to sawed ends, bolt holes and in other vulnerable spots by brush or spray.

See Sweet's Architectural File 5d/3, or write for specific information as to types of Cuprinol for various jobs, to rot-proof or mildew-proof. And use the coupon for "The Enemies of Timber", a 48-page illustrated book on the causes of decay, published by our British affiliates.

CUPRINOL Division, Darworth, Incorporated
3 Maple Street
Simsbury, Conn.

Here's Your
GUIDE TO BETTER LIGHTING

A factually written, fully illustrated 36-page catalog showing the complete Wakefield line of fluorescent and incandescent lighting equipment—with photographs, working drawings, design data and distribution curves. Write for your copy today.

THE F. W. WAKEFIELD BRASS COMPANY
VERMILION, OHIO

OK'd by
Underwriters' Laboratories
U.S. Bureau of Standards
National Board of Fire Underwriters
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Prominent Architects

THE modern, inconspicuous West Dodd System is a thoroughly reliable defense against lightning. It is extensively used to protect suburban and isolated homes, power stacks, schools and other public buildings. When properly installed by factory trained experts it carries the Master Label sponsored by the Underwriters' Laboratories and is fully approved by all authorities.

FREE estimating and engineering service to architects on request. Write for details.

WEST DODD
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR CORP.
Goshen, Indiana
Will fuel take TOO BIG A BITE out of your clients' pay checks?

Not if you specify ANTHRACITE Equipment!

Automatic Anthracite Heat offers savings up to 52% on annual fuel bills

- Here's how you can be a real friend to your clients... and build good will plus future business for yourself.
- Just ask a few clients if they would rather burn money or Anthracite... it's as simple as that.
- Then tell your clients how they can offset today's high living costs with completely automatic Anthracite equipment.
- You'll find that most people will welcome the chance to save $100 to $200 every year... particularly when they learn they can have all the comfort and convenience of completely automatic heat. Moreover you can assure them they will have plenty of heat... because there's plenty of hard coal now, and for years to come.

Get complete information about modern coal stokers, and data on the revolutionary new Anthratube, by writing to Anthracite Institute now.

ANTHRACITE INSTITUTE
101 Park Avenue, Dept. 4B
New York 17, New York

Please send me more information on anthracite and anthracite equipment.

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City ___________ Zone ______ State __________

PLEASE PRINT
TAME THAT HOT WATER!
SAVE OPERATING COSTS
with SYMMONS
"TEMPERING-CONTROLLER"

DIAL LOCK SCREW
CALIBRATED DIAL 100° TO 170°
SOLID FILL BELLOWS MOUNTED OUT OF THE WATER
72" COPPER TUBE ELEMENT
FLOW CONTROL CYLINDER
OVERLOAD COMPENSATOR
TREATED STAINLESS STEEL SPRING

THE "TEMPERING-CONTROLLER" THAT GIVES . . .
1st — POSITIVE, ACCURATE CONTROL
2nd — LASTING PERFORMANCE

HERE ARE THE FACTS:

1. A thermostatic unit with solid fill bellows mounted out of water in a protected chamber open to atmosphere. Not subject to the deteriorating action of its own flow. Interchangeable, easily removable unit.
2. Accurately maintains constant discharge temperature at outlet, regardless of tank or tankless heater temperature variations.
3. Automatically compensates for all normal pressure changes.
4. Install at heater as a Master Control or anywhere along the line as a Zone Control.
5. Discharge temperature is set on a calibrated dial marked in units of 10 degrees with a 5 degree space between. Eliminates guesswork in setting valve, especially on temperatures above 120°. Temperature settings from 100 to 170 degrees.
6. Available in following sizes:
   ¼" delivers approximately 20 G.P.M. @ 50 P.S.I.
   1" delivers approximately 35 G.P.M. @ 50 P.S.I.
   These capacities are far greater than ordinary tempering valves.
7. Guaranteed by Symmons to be entirely as represented.

Send for bulletin and price.

Use in Homes, Beauty Shops, Restaurants, Clubs, Hotels and Institutions as a Master Control, or as a Zone Control where scalding water is needed for some purposes but is both dangerous and wasteful for others.

BY THE MAKERS OF SAFETYMIX,
WORLD'S LEADING NON-SCALD
SHOWER VALVE.

The fifth of a series in the interest of more efficient use of steel...a vital American resource.

USE NO HOOKS

ON BOXES or REINFORCING BARS!

Old style reinforcing, with localized anchorage — conducive to widely spaced open cracks.

Laclede Multi-Rib Bars adequately transmit stresses to concrete by uniformly distributed anchorage. Small, closely spaced cracks do not occur under load.

The hook, which has been the symbol of bond strength in 30 year old codes has been succeeded by the balanced design of reinforcing bar deformations specified in ASTM Specification A 305-47 T. The balanced design and distributed strength of Laclede Multi-Rib Reinforcing Bars meet these new requirements—assure a more efficient use of steel and a better job!

Modernize your specifications — with ASTM A 305-47 T and Laclede Multi-Rib Bars!

LACLEDE STEEL COMPANY
St. Louis, Mo.

5 ACRES OF ONE-FLOOR FACTORY
designed for straight line, efficient production

As specialists in the fabrication of bronze, aluminum, steel and stainless steel, we offer our services wherever hollow metal doors, interior trim, elevator enclosures, cold rolled mouldings and metal specialties are required.

JAMESTOWN METAL CORPORATION
104 Blackstone Avenue
Jamestown, N.Y.
Announcing fedders brand

new reasons why now, more than ever before,
It pays to do business with Fedders!

Designed, Manufactured and Guaranteed by Builders of Fedders Unit Heaters, famous for Quality for Years

Also:
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
Window and Console Models
UNIT COOLERS
AIR COOLED REFRIGERATION CONDENSERS
CLIP-ON SUPERHEAT THERMOMETERS
AUTOMOBILE RADIATORS
CAR HEATER CORES

Thousands of industrial and commercial users depend on Fedders Horizontal and Downflow Unit Heaters. Design features include rugged cabinet, nonferrous heating elements, full protection against expansion strains, modern broad blade fans and resilient motor mountings. Built in a complete line of well-graduated capacities. Write for catalog.

ELECTRIC WATER COOLERS

- Backed by 17 years experience, Fedders Electric Water Coolers are designed for use with bottled water and for connecting to city water lines. Handsome cabinet, sanitary construction, quiet operation, compact size, - make them ideal for every installation. Write for data.

CONVECTOR-RADIATORS


FEDDERS-QUIGAN CORPORATION
Buffalo 7, N. Y.

Kindly send catalogs covering:
- Water Coolers
- Unit Heaters
- Convector-Radiators

Name ..................................................
Title ..................................................
Concern ............................................
Street ..............................................
City ..................................................
State .............................................
Mr. Architect: Here is something entirely new that you should know about. The new nine position control switch allows the housewife to choose the desired rate of ventilation as easily as she controls the thermostat on her kitchen stove. Send in this coupon to obtain information about this new feature found only on the Blo-Fan Model 210.

**PROTECT or pay...!**

Protection against accidental scalding in your showers is as important as protection against fire! Shower scalding is a terrifying experience. Lawsuits of thousands of dollars have been filed against hotels and other institutions because of accidents of this type. Any shower is dangerous unless protected—it is far less costly to protect than to pay.

**GUARD AGAINST ACCIDENTAL SCALDING**

with

Josam MODERATOR MIXING VALVES!

A single moving part controls the water supply. Automatically shuts off hot water when cold water supply fails—prevents accidental scalding. Easy and inexpensive to install; built of bronze with chrome plated finish for lasting service. Why take chances—specify Josam Moderator Mixing Valve for every shower. Write for free literature today!

**JOSAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY**
Main Sales Office, 302 Josam Bldg., Cleveland 13, Ohio
Manufacturing Division, Michigan City, Indiana.
Representatives in All Principal Cities

---

**PRYNE & CO., INC.**
POMONA, CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, CHICAGO, NEW YORK
You choose the plan

CURTIS HAS A KITCHEN TO FIT IT

for instance

Here's an L-type kitchen arrangement—made up of Curtis sectional kitchen units. Twenty basic unit types—a total of 70 sizes—give you a wide range in planning for individual needs and tastes. The dimensions of Curtis units have been standardized to co-ordinate with other standard kitchen equipment. Remember, these are wood cabinets—designed for durability—with the quality construction for which Curtis is well known.

In this U-type kitchen, note how the Curtis sectional units provide an efficient and step-saving arrangement. The Curtis kitchen cabinet line includes special units which "go around a corner" to provide extra storage space. Curtis cabinets come painted white and are used by some, temporarily, just as furnished. Others give cabinets another paint coat in the color of their choice.

This simple arrangement of Curtis cabinets is practical for the small home or apartment. Note the ample working space which these units provide. Curtis kitchen units are easy to install, in any size or shape of kitchen. The line includes such features as broom closets, pan units and snack bars. Beautifully styled hardware is furnished—to be applied after installation of cabinets.

Curtis kitchen cabinet units are available for prompt shipment

1866 CURTIS WOODWORK

When in New York, visit the Curtis Woodwork Display at Architects' Samples Corporation, 101 Park Avenue, New York City.

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU
AR4K Curtis Building, Clinton, Iowa

Gentlemen:
Please send me literature on Curtis kitchen cabinet units.

Name: ..................................................................................
Address: ...........................................................................

City .................................................. State: ...........

I am [ ] Architect. [ ] Contractor. [ ] Prospective Home Builder. [ ] Student.

Please check above.
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For Trouble-Free Bath Tub Edges
Specify LUCKE
Leak-Proof Bath-Tub Hangers
No Leaks • No Cracks • No Repair Expenses

The Modern Way to Prevent Leaks
There is no excuse for cracks or leaks or repair expense in good building. Leading architects specify LUCKE to overcome this problem. Lucke Hangers build tubs into wall.

Sold by Leading Plumbing Supply Houses
MANUFACTURED BY W. B. LUCKE, Inc.
Wilmette, Illinois

Recognized Everywhere!

IT'S HAWS FOR HIGHEST QUALITY
• Best Materials
• Finest Workmanship
• Trouble-free Valves and Fittings
• Complete Sanitation

Write today for '49 HAWS Catalog. Specify HAWS—and be sure!

SARCO HEATING SYSTEMS
For more than thirty years, leading architects in all parts of the country have made sure of completely satisfactory heating of buildings of all types—commercial, industrial or institutional—by specifying SARCO.

For Your Data Files
To assist your heating engineer in selecting the best system for any building under consideration, we have compiled the manuals illustrated.

Why not place these handy books in your reference files now. In writing for them, please specify type of building and heating system in which you are interested.

SARCO COMPANY, INC.
Empire State Bldg., New York 1, N.Y.
SARCO CANADA, LTD., TORONTO 5, ONTARIO

Insist on this Seal... when you specify ALUMINUM WINDOWS
This seal assures windows that, when tested by the independent Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, meet the A.W.M.A. quality specifications for materials, construction, strength of sections, and minimum air infiltration requirements.

For complete specs covering "Quality-Approved" aluminum windows—double-hung, casement and projected—and names of approved manufacturers, consult Sweet's or write to the address below, Dept. R.

ALUMINUM WINDOW MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
209 Cedar Avenue, Takoma Park, Washington 12, D. C.
The New Factory-Assembled Door-Frame

that's Easy to Specify - Easy to Install

THE result of "Pittsburgh's" constant and extensive research, aimed at helping to solve architectural and building problems actually encountered in the field, this door-frame simplifies specification as well as installation. It is factory-built of special shapes and of heavy extruded aluminum, heavily reinforced with structural steel. It is fabricated to high quality standards by experienced metal craftsmen, who use special checking gauges to assure accuracy of all dimensions.

Pittsburgh Herculite Door-Frame Assemblies come in twelve standard designs and these make possible numerous combinations. There are no problems of setting and fitting; no assembly is required on the job. When ordering, all you do is indicate the name, "Herculite Door-Frame Assembly," and give the style number and size. It will come to you complete with moldings for transom glass, supports for sidelights, strikes for locks, sockets for bolts, and everything else necessary for its installation.

In addition, these door-frames are equipped with the famous Pittco Checking Floor Hinge. Only 6 1/4" x 6 1/4", this hinge has remarkable operating characteristics, such as positive door speed control, a separate checking control, and a built-in hold-open feature.

You will be interested in getting our illustrated booklet on Pittsburgh's Door-Frame Assembly. Fill in and return the coupon below for your free copy.

HERCULITE

DOOR-FRAME ASSEMBLY

Pittco Checking Floor Hinge is sealed in oil for life. Case and covers are drop-forged. Main working parts are hardened and ground tool steel. Bearings are anti-friction, precision-ground.

Handsome, rugged design of frame is shown here. Fabricated of extra-heavy extruded aluminum, highly polished and anodized, it is heavily reinforced with steel channels and tie rods.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
2118-9 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 18, Pa.

Without obligation on my part, please send me a free copy of your booklet on Pittsburgh's Herculite Door-Frame Assembly.

Name
Address
City
State

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company

PAINTS · GLASS · CHEMICALS · BRUSHES · PLASTICS
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NOW! 2 NEW SERIES OF HEETAIRES!

HEETAIRES — in a complete size range — give you everything!

- A Complete Heat Range — Fan Forced Heated Air —
  Intermediate Series 250
  (1500 to 3000 Watts)
  Heavy Duty Series 210
  (3000 to 6000 Watts)

- 1500 to 3000 Watts — 120 and 240 Volts
- 3000 to 6000 Watts — 240 Volts
- With and Without Built-In Thermostats
- Separate Fan Control
- Wall Inserts and Wall Attachables
- Mass Priced and Precision Engineered

Write, wire or phone your supplier — or us — for the complete story of HEETAIRE profits!

NEW! Series 230 KT ... new Fan-Glo Heaters with Built-In Thermostats! Write for details.

Tested and listed under reexamination service by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

METAL FOR STORE FRONTS
FULLY EXTRUDED ALUMINIZED ALUMINUM

FOR DETAILS WRITE
STORE FRONTS
PROVIDENCE 9 RHODE ISLAND

DESIGNED TO STAY CLEANER LONGER

- OPEN FRONT AND BACK DESIGN ... cuts cleaning time to a minimum. No germ collecting crevices ... always sanitary.
- SELF-RAISING ... seat remains upright when not in use with bowl serving as urinal. Seat stays clean and dry.
- DURABLE ... double strength plastic pads are shatter-proof, fire-proof. Assure long life and ease of maintenance.
- SOLID PLASTIC ... strong and durable. Plastic covered hinge is moisture proof, dirt free.

WRITE NOW for catalog for full details on model LP-20 (illus.), model LP-40 with self-sustaining hinge, and a complete line of conventional models.

DEPT. AR.

THE SPERZEL COMPANY
All Sperzel Seats fit Standard Bowls
123 14th AVENUE S. • MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

PERMANENT

There is no method of hanging windows so trouble-free as the cord, weight and pulley method — it has been time tested and proven in service. No adjustments, no metal to metal contacts — therefore no noise, no early replacements, nothing to get out of order. Proper installation using Spot Sash Cord means a lifetime of service, reasonable installation cost and avoidance of expensive replacement.

Specify Spot Sash Cord — identified by the colored spots, our trademark (Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

SPOT SASH CORD

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS • BOSTON
Conservation of Space Efficiency in Service both depend on

The installation of STREAMLINE Copper Pipe and Solder Type Fittings under normal water conditions assures many, many years of trouble-free, efficient service at low cost. Copper and bronze do not rust. STREAMLINE Pipe is made from pure copper. STREAMLINE Fittings are manufactured in copper and bronze.

Conservation of space is a very important consideration, especially in large public buildings and hotels. The more space that can be utilized, the more income produced. Since STREAMLINE Fittings are not connected by flaring or threading, no room is required for wrench play to tighten the Fittings into place, nor need any allowance be made for protruding valve stems, which on threaded pipe, must be swung in an arc to secure. Valves and fittings are installed in a minimum of space, they are located exactly where required, and soldered.

Copper Pipe loses less heat by radiation than ferrous piping, particularly if the surface is kept polished, although copper itself is a very rapid conductor of heat. Therefore, it naturally follows that there is considerably less heat loss when the heated element, water or steam, is being conveyed from the point of generation to the points of distribution through copper pipe of uniform, unclagged, internal conducting area.

Plan on specifying and installing STREAMLINE Copper Pipe for new construction—or for replacement.

STREAMLINE PIPE AND FITTINGS DIVISION
MUELLER BRASS CO.
PORT M I R O N, M I C H I G A N
HERMAN NELSON
UNIT VENTILATORS

Herman Nelson Unit Ventilators maintain proper air conditions in schoolrooms, courtrooms, offices and other spaces occupied by relatively large numbers of persons. These heating and ventilating units not only provide heat when it is required, but also introduce cooler, outdoor air into the room to prevent overheating when body heat becomes excessive. Quiet, economical and attractive, these units permit automatic maintenance of uniform temperatures at all times.

Write for Bulletin 2853

THE HERMAN NELSON CORPORATION
Since 1906 Manufacturers of Quality Heating and Ventilating Products
MOLINE, ILLINOIS

Chromtrim
makes homes trim!

Architects,
Builders,
Mechanics . . .

All insist on metal mouldings that produce a smart, professional result. That's why, for downright economy and top-flight quality they always specify CHROMTRIM! Its ease of application makes every job go faster . . . and there's a CHROMTRIM shape to fit every need! Yes, from basement to attic—from snack bar to skyscraper, CHROMTRIM gives every job smart, decorative superiority.

R. D. WERNER CO., INCORPORATED
295 Fifth Avenue
New York 16, N. Y.

A CUTLER MAIL CHUTE
should be specified for every eligible office building, public building, hotel, apartment or hospital.

- Any building not now equipped can be modernized at small expense without serious inconvenience, noise or dirt.

- Catalog in Sweet's

Estab. 1883
ROCHESTER 7, N. Y.
Even though you've installed the finest temperature controls, compressor, blower, ducts, and other air conditioning equipment, your entire system will be a "dud" if the air diffusion is faulty. Don't take a chance with "substitutes"...insist on Anemostat Draftless Air Diffusers.

For only Anemostat Air Diffusers distribute air at any required velocity in predetermined patterns. Only Anemostats instantly equalize temperature and humidity—completely eliminate drafts.

That's because Anemostats provide an exclusive aspiration effect which siphons room air into the device where it is mixed, within the unit, with supply air before it is discharged in a multiplicity of planes.

Remember...there is no substitute for Anemostat Draftless Air Distribution. For immediate customer satisfaction and for long-range economy, install Anemostats in both new and existing heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems.

There is a type of Anemostat, pleasing in appearance, for the solution of every air distribution problem. Illustrated is the new Type C-1 ceiling Anemostat which is adjustable to meet changing conditions of occupancy or seasonal weather variations.

The sectional view shows how the Anemostat provides draftless comfort by means of the exclusive aspiration principle.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE describing how Anemostats provide draftless comfort.

ASK FOR ENGINEERING AID Anemostat field engineers will gladly assist you, your architect or engineer in finding solutions to your air distribution problems.

No air conditioning system is better than its air distribution
You Benefit from

AEROFIN'S Unequaled Experience in Design and Manufacture of FIN-TYPE Heat Exchangers

For over 26 years, Arofin — pioneer manufacturer of fin-type heat-transfer surface — has been accumulating an unequaled experience in the design and fabrication of heat exchangers. For the right design, materials and construction — for accuracy and efficiency — put your heat-transfer problems up to Arofin.

AEROFIN is sold only by manufacturers of nationally advertised fan system apparatus. List on request.

AEROFIN CORPORATION
410 South Geddes St., SYRACUSE 1, N.Y.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • DETROIT • PHILADELPHIA • DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • MONTREAL

ORNAMENTAL IRON

JAMES W. O'CONNOR Architect

The present trend toward Ornamental Cast Iron Verandas, Railings, Balconies, Entrances, emphasizes the constantly growing preference for FISKE productions, backed by 91 years of experience.

Specifying "Metal Work by FISKE" assues the architect of the widest choice of most artistic designs, finest materials and superior workmanship in every detail.

The acquisition of all patterns, and the continuation in production of Ornamental Metal Work and Architectural Lighting Fixtures, formerly produced by Sayer Roper Co. of York, Pa. (estab. 1840), greatly widens Fiske's offerings in these fields.

We have an extensive display of Ornamental Iron Work in our Show Room — for your convenience and to aid you in making a selection.

J. W. Fiske IRON WORKS
80 Park Place • Dept. 10 • New York 7, N. Y.
ESTABLISHED 1858

Available Now!

CHENEY FLASHING
3-Way Bond
16 OZ. COPPER

CHENEY FLASHING REGLET
16 OZ. COPPER

CHENEY FLASHING is again being made by the original inventor who pioneered the art of thru-wall flashing eighteen years ago.

No thru-wall flashing can operate successfully unless it has the two very important features that are found in CHENEY FLASHING — proven weep-hole drainage and the three-way bond, vertical as well as longitudinal and lateral.

Remember, the interior two-way flashings, crimped copper and membranes, have neither the vertical bond nor do they drain moisture from the wall fast enough. Furthermore, their first cost advantage has disappeared because today Cheney Flashing is no longer a specialty — it's a standard commodity.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER Dept. R

CHENEY FLASHING CO. Trenton, N. J.
No building is complete without...

improved lightning rods

The finishing touch to every new building is L.P.C. complete lightning protection equipment...a service you owe the owner.

Besides protecting lives and irreplaceable treasures, in many cases L.P.C. protection reduces insurance costs. The concealed portion of the equipment can be suitably ornamented to be an attractive addition to the building.

Approved by Underwriters' Laboratories, this modern and complete lightning protection equipment can be inexpensively installed by experts. Installation completely concealed during construction of new buildings—semi-concealed after construction.

Write for further information

INDEPENDENT PROTECTION COMPANY
GOSHEN, INDIANA

FREE to architects and engineers

typical designs for...

TECO TRUSSED RAFTERS

Save up to 31% on materials—eliminate interior bearing walls—on single or multiple dwelling units

By transferring the entire roof and ceiling load to the outside walls, clear span Teco Trussed Rafters eliminate the need for interior bearing walls, thus permitting complete flexibility of floor plan, both during construction and after completion.

Fabricated from only 4 basic members, either at a central location or on the job, Teco Trussed Rafters speed construction by permitting the builder to get the entire job under roof faster.

Extra strength is insured with Teco Split Ring Connectors in the rafter joints with Teco Trip-L-Grip Framing Anchors to tie 'em down.

Mail the coupon today for complete, typical designs for Teco Trussed Rafters in spans up to 32'. See for yourself how Teco Trussed Rafters can save up to 31% on materials—also give great labor savings.

TIMBER ENGINEERING COMPANY
1319 18th St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

Gentlemen:
Please send me a typical design on Teco Trussed Rafters for a 20' to 32' span, (check one)

[ ] 4' in 12' roof slope
[ ] 5' in 12' roof slope
[ ] 6' in 12' roof slope
[ ] 7' in 12' roof slope

Company Name:__________________________
Address:______________________________

Your Name:___________________________

[ ] Check here for a copy of "Modern Home Planning".
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ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
There's no doubt about it. The store front with Sellevision compels immediate attention, brings the full interior into sharp focus and draws customers inside. To attain Sellevision most easily and at its effective best, complete Brasco Safety-Set Store Front Construction should be utilized.

Safety-Set metal sections are substantially reduced in size to minimize daylight consumption and enlarge the scope of vision. Equally important, even the largest plates of glass are vibration resistant and practically shock proof in the deeper grip which characterizes all Brasco sash.

For modern Sellevision design, Safety-Set offers a wide selection of handsome and versatile assemblies in both heavy gauge stainless steel and anodized aluminum. Installations require stock size millwork only. Here is substantial construction combining beauty and utility with sales-ability, at moderate cost. Write now for illustrated catalog and half or full size details.
Only in Fiberglas Acoustical Tile do you get the combination of noncombustibility, light weight, dimensional stability and high acoustical efficiency.

Fiberglas Acoustical Tile offers unequalled economies in suspended ceiling construction. Here’s why: firesafe without plasterboard backing—tile is easily cut and fitted—simplicity of recommended mechanical systems.

Fiberglas Acoustical Board provides an efficient and economical firesafe ceiling construction, and is especially suited for certain types of troffer lighting installations.

Approved applicators in principal cities.


Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Dept. 831, Toledo 1, Ohio.

In Canada: Fiberglas Canada Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.

*FIBERGLAS is the trade-mark (Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.) of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation for a variety of products made of or with glass fibers.